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CHRONICA
CDITORIRL
€ven ot the best of times, uuriting an editorial con be difficult. When the editorial is for an annual school magazine which
will be read by everybody From Old €dwardians to staff, parents and pupils, finding the correct balance can be quite
challenging. When the magazine is the Final one oF a millennium, uuith the readers expecting something profound yet
humble, epic yet concise, something aihich sums up the past thousand years or perhaps merely the past hundred, the
task oF producing an editorial becomes nigh impossible, fit the risk oF using a somewhat hackneyed expression, then,
1999 has been a year of change: personally, at school and in the grander scheme oF things.
| write this editorial having left the haven oF K€S For the 21 Century world, fls such, I have no idea how the Final edition
you have beFore you will turn out. Certainly the Section Editors have acquitted themselves well so far, and I look
Forward to viewing the fruits of their labour. They should all be applauded as this project is a huge challenge.
st

1999 has also been a year of great change For the school. It has been the first oF the new ChieF Master's tenure, and
some oF the projects he has implemented, such as the renewal oF the science school, are becoming apparent. I have no
doubt that the school will continue to grow and progress in the Future.
World-wide, one only need read the newspapers For stories oF regeneration for the
millennium, and projected technological advances which will take place over the next ten or one hundred years. Truly
this is a great time to be living and growing up, and we are in the perfect position to make a proFound impact on this
brave new world.
fill that remains is for me to thank those who have made my job more bearable: the Resources Centre team who
worked so tirelessly, especially Diane Smith, who at times must have felt that the project would never be finished, fl
special thanks to Miss Sheringham, who has now left the school: she was always helpFul and sympathetic when neither
of us could solve the stream of problems. Finally, good luck to the new Speight/Hosty editor/teacher combination. Let's
hope that the Resources Centre is not afflicted with the millennium bug or else the V2K Chronicle may well be with you
some time in 2004.
James Hebblethwaite

Although this is only my second Chronicle it is also my last, as I am leaving K€S to take up another teaching position in
London. €diting Chronicle has been a challenge (in the most euphemistic sense oF the word). It is difficult to Feel in
control oF the publication when you are relying on the eFFiciency and good will of so many others! Nevertheless, when
the final product came out last year, it was difficult to feel that the experience had been anything other than thoroughly
rewarding. I was proud of the whole team's achievement.
This year, my congratulations and thanks must go, first of all, to Dr Hosty, who so capably stepped in to steer this
Chronicle to its completion. Thanks must also go to the team: so much depends on them, and on the whole, they
inspired confidence! James Hebblethwaite has remained a trustworthy and organised editor, and when he left to go
on exam leave, an admirable replacement was found in Ben Speight. Once again, the Resources Centre staff must be
thanked for their hard work, as must Mr Spencer and his Art fl Level group for the cover design and section headings.
I hope that you enjoy this year's Chronicle.

ses
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A n Interview with the Chief Master, Roger Dancey
C:
How have you found your first year as Chief
Master?
R D : I am enjoying it even more than I expected. I've
found K i n g Edward's School a very civilised society
and it's proving to be a real pleasure working here. I
have particularly enjoyed meeting the community of
K E S ; the parents, the boys, the staff and the governors,
several of whom I knew already from my time at Camp
H i l l . I have also enjoyed and been particularly
impressed by the quality of extra-curricular activity at
the school.
C:
Could you tell us a bit about yourself?
R D : I married into a teaching family. M y wife is an
educational consultant and w i l l indeed be helping with
Learning Support at K E S from September 1999. Both
her mother and sister, and our son and daughter, are
teachers. I started my teaching career in an independent
school (Whitgift, C r o y d o n ) and was H e a d of an
independent school (City of London) before coming
to K E S . In between times I worked i n two grammar
schools ( R G S Worcester and C a m p H i l l B o y s as
Headmaster for nine years) and a large South L o n d o n
comprehensive (Greenshaw, as Head of Sixth and Head
of Economics). I would say that I am lucky because I
have had experience i n every secondary education
sector.
C:
What are the advantages of the King Edward's
Foundation and what do you think of Birmingham?
R D : I think that the seven K E schools in Birmingham
make an extraordinary contribution to the education
of this city and I think it is a big advantage Birmingham
has over many other large cities which do not have a
system catering for able pupils from a wide variety of
s o c i a l and ethnic b a c k g r o u n d s .
The city of
Birmingham has clearly developed enormously since
I started working here i n 1986. There has been the
obvious development of the city centre and there is
further prospect of improvement with the redeveloped
B u l l R i n g and M i l l e n n i u m P o i n t . I t h i n k that
Birmingham is becoming a very vibrant place and is
beginning to earn its tag as Britain's second city. K E S
is especially fortunate to be sited on this greenfield
campus i n the oasis of Edgbaston. In particular, where
I live on the site, I am fortunate to be surrounded by
playing fields, a golf course and a lake, within a couple
of miles of the city centre.
C:
What are your interests outside school ?
R D : There are three passions i n my life; one is the
theatre, and I enjoy going to the B i r m i n g h a m Rep. I
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also take the chance to travel to L o n d o n to the theatre
from time to time. I also love the cinema, and the
M i d l a n d Arts Centre provides an excellent programme
of the latest movies. M y other passion is cricket anc
indeed sport generally, so I have joined Warwickshire
Cricket C l u b and Edgbaston G o l f C l u b . I also enjoy
current affairs and travel and have been fortunate
enough to travel around the world quite considerably
C:
Do you plan to become involved in the academic
or extra curricular activities of pupils?
R D : A major contact with pupils w i l l be with Fifth
Formers when I interview them about A - l e v e l choices.
This w i l l become even more important when the new
16-19 curriculum is introduced for September 2000. 1
w i l l also be i n t e r v i e w i n g a l l D i v i s i o n s and Sixth
F o r m e r s about their U n i v e r s i t y choices. I have
volunteered to the sports staff that I w i l l help with
umpiring or be an emergency team manager for rugby,
but as yet I haven't been called upon, although I expect
to be at some point in the future. I also hope to be a
v i s i b l e s u p p o r t i n g presence at sports and extra
c u r r i c u l a r a c t i v i t i e s s u c h as m u s i c and drama
throughout my time as Chief Master.
C:
Could you tell us your thoughts on the proposed
changes to A-levels?
R D : A l l boys w i l l take four A S levels at the end of
their Divisions year and then some w i l l go on to four
A-levels and others w i l l reduce to three A-levels. One
more subject, therefore, is coming into the examined
curriculum. To narrow down from eleven subjects at
G C S E to just three A-levels has always seemed to me
a very large drop, so I welcome the change, as it should
add some extra breadth. For example, I hope that we
see scientists choosing a modern language as their
fourth A S and those doing arts or humanities choosing
to do maths or a science. I do welcome the change,
but what is important is that i n accommodating the
fourth subject, there is not a detrimental effect on
General Studies and Friday Afternoon Activities.
C:
Are there any other major changes we can expect
to see here in the next few years?
R D : Yes, I think the one I am most pleased about is
that £ 1 m i l l i o n w i l l be spent on the refurbishment of
the school. This refurbishment has already swung into
action over the summer, with the upgrading of the
science facilities. B u t also the classrooms and the
general state of the older buildings of the school have
been, and w i l l be, considerably improved. It is also
my dream that long before I retire we w i l l have a tea
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pavilion on the South Field for spectating parents and,
in the summer, for cricket teams to have their tea rather
than crossing to the Eastern Road pavilion. W h e n I
arrived here, I set up four working parties to review
the policies o f everything that goes on in the school,
and I ' m sure that as they report back, there w i l l be a
lot of minor improvements to the running of the school.
Finally, the school w i l l be inspected i n 2000/2001. I
m sure that preparing for the inspection and acting
on the recommendations o f the inspectors w i l l be
another major theme o f my C h i e f Mastership.
a

C:
Finally, do you subscribe to the usual criticisms
of KES schoolboys that they are arrogant, lazy and
unaware of how lucky they are?
R D : I haven't found that to be true at a l l . I actually
think that the majority of boys here are modest, mature
and reasonably hard working! O f course in any school,
there w i l l be a minority who are lazy or arrogant, but I
think on the whole that those criticisms of K E S boys
are a complete falsehood. If anything, I would refer to
my first answer when I say I have been very pleasantly
surprised by my first encounters. A n y preconceptions
I had have been completely dispelled.
C:

Chief Master, thank you very much for your time.
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Wai-Shun Lau
Chemistry
C:
Will you tell us a little about your childhood?
W S L : I was born in Hong Kong and my family immigrated
to England when I was ten. I went to a local comprehensive
in Hove. After that I went on to Oxford University to read
Chemistry.
C:
How did you find the change from Hong Kong ?
W S L : It was quite a change. However at that age, it wasn't
too difficult to adapt. The language was obviously different
and it took a little while to get used to English food.
Everything else at that time looked pretty much the same.
English was quite easy to pick up. It is taught to children
in Hong Kong from primary school onwards. However, it
took me about two years to gain any degree of proficiency.
C:
What do you think about the end of British rule in
Hong Kong?
W S L : Hong Kong has only left British Rule for two years.
I think we need to wait and see if there will be significant
changes. As far as I know, everything is more or less what it
used to be. I have many relatives in Hong Kong and I will
be going back at some point to visit them; maybe then I ' l l
see if anything is different.
C:
What sort of things do you prefer about England?
W S L : Hong Kong is very cramped. There is little open
space. It is also much less polluted in England. Personally,
I love PG Tips and you can't get those in Hong Kong. People
there tend to drink Lip ton's.
C:
Did you always have an inkling that you would go
into teaching?
W S L : Well, when I was halfway through university I
wanted to teach rather than do research because research is
a bit solitary. It is intellectually rewarding but the rewards
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at the end of the day are only personal. But teaching helps i
lot more people and the rewards are a lot greater.
C:
Have you taught at a school before here?
W S L : I did my teacher training last year in a Londot
Comprehensive. So this is really my first teaching job. I
was daunting at first. It took quite a while to get used to i
new school and a new city. Other teachers though an
friendly and supportive and this really helped me to settls
in. I think the fact that I knew this was a very good schoo
with excellent facilities helped me settle in more quickly.
C:
After being involved with an independent school
would you consider teaching in state schools?
W S L : I think I am more suited to an independent school,
enjoy teaching chemistry at a higher level. Also the facilities
are much better at independent schools. It is unlikely that
will go back to teach in a state school. It takes a differen
type of person to work there.
C:
Why is chemistry a good subject to learn and teach]
W S L : Chemistry is a stimulating subject and is based 01
quantitative reasoning. It's very enjoyable for those whc
like analysis and
logic. It is a
central science
as it is a subject
that is required
for a lot of
disciplines such
as
medicine.
Chemistry
is
relevant to many
aspects
of
everyday life.
C:
Mr Lau,
thank you very
much
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Charlotte Bubb
Modern Languages
Q.
What did you do before you came to KES?
CRB: I went to Queen Mary's High School in Walsall until
I was 18 and then I went to St Anne's College, Oxford,
where I did a Modern Languages degree in French and
Spanish. I spent three years in Oxford and one year in
Pamplona in the North of Spain where I worked in a
secondary school as an English assistant. When I graduated
I spent one year teaching French part-time at St Francis of
Assisi RC Comprehensive School in Aldridge. I then did
my PGCE at Birmingham University before coming to KES.

Q-

Why did you choose languages?

CRB: To be honest, I wasn't very good at French for the
first few years at secondary school. It was in the fourth
year that things really improved. I spent that summer in
Belgium with friends. I had to speak French constantly
for two weeks and from then on I started to enjoy it a lot
more. It was a different situation with Spanish in that I
have always loved the language; hence I chose it as an option
at GCSE. When it came to choosing my A-levels, I found
that I could do languages and get good marks without
working terribly hard, so I chose both French and Spanish.

C:

What do you think of single sex education ?

CRB: I have always thought that single sex education is a
good idea. I don't think that I suffered from going to an all
girls' school. I used to do all my drama at Queen Mary's
boys' school and there were joint trips and orchestras and
plenty of socialising between the boys and girls.
Academically I think it undoubtedly helped me to achieve
the results I achieved. Having worked here for a while
now, I don't think that the boys suffer from there not
being any girls and I think they are quite fortunate in
having the girls' school next door.

and I really loved being a form teacher. I had a great form
and we forged an excellent relationship although I was only
their form teacher for a term. I have always believed that
first and foremost you teach the pupils and then the subject,
and I am very much enjoying being a form teacher again.

C:

I understand that you have a keen interest in drama ?

C R B : I took part in seven school productions at Queen
Mary's including 'The Importance of Being Earnest', where
I played Miss Prism, and 'King Lear' where I played Regan.
I also did some acting in Spain with my students and I helped
out with the production of 'Bugsy Malone' when I worked
at St Francis. I actually studied drama alongside languages
at Birmingham and hope to get more involved with drama
next year at K E S .
C:

In GCSE speak, what do you do in your spare time ?

C R B : It depends really -1 tend to sleep quite a lot! In the
holidays I like to go and visit university friends most of
whom live in London. Otherwise, I still have some school
friends who live around Birmingham, with whom I go out.
We go to the cinema, to the pub, shopping, normal things
like that. When I can, I go to Villa Park, but I haven't been
able to go as much as I would have liked this season. In the
summer I like to watch cricket, particularly at Edgbaston,
and I generally like to get out and about, hence my getting
involved with Rems Week and Shells camping trips this year.

C:

Thank you, Miss Bubb.

C:
At an all boys' school, is it interesting to be a
female teacher?
CRB: It is a very interesting environment and it
certainly keeps you on your toes. You can't wear or do
or say anything without it being noticed, which takes
some time to get used to. Generally though, I think there
is a good rapport between the boys and the women
teachers. I think we often see a side to the boys that
other teachers don't see. Although I sometimes miss
the fact that boys are not as appreciative of you as girls,
I enjoy the fact that the school atmosphere is generally
relaxed and that there is a lot of humour in lessons.

C:

Are you enjoying the role of being a form teacher?

CRB: Not having a form was something I really missed
last year. On my teaching practice I had a Year 8 form
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Chris Walker
Design and Technology
C:
Can you tell me a little about your life before King
Edward's?
C W W : Well, where do you start? I was educated and
brought up in Halesowen. I attended Halesowen Technical
School, at the time when they were building the Halesowen
College of Further Education. I went on to Worcester
College of Education, which at the time was a teacher
training college, and I took up my first teaching post in 1970.
C:
Why did Design and Technology interest you from
the very start?
C W W : I think it may have started back even before my
teens, when I spent a lot of time with my father going to his
place of business, which was an engineering company. M y
father had worked in industry all his life and was a
production manager. One of their lines manufactured toys
such as tricycles, scooters, pedal go-karts. M y brother and
I helped in the development of the ergonomics and size of
these toys and, embarrassingly, we were the advert for these
toys in the brochures. M y brother is three years older than
me, so the difference in size from a six year old to a nine
year old was important in the design of these toys. M y early
days of being involved with practical work and design have
stayed with me forever.
C:
Surely the natural progression would have been to
go into industry?
CWW:I did actually leave school after my O-levels to go
and work for a local company called Sandvik. But I realised
by the following October, that I was making a mistake by
not continuing my education and doing my A-levels. I
actually went back to Halesowen Tech to do my A-levels,

and from then on things changed. Industry no longer seemed
as attractive as it had before I had had a taste of it. I was
always interested in practical work and I thought teaching
might be the way to go.
C:
I understand you went travelling the world at one
point?
C W W : I went with some colleagues of mine who had
finished their A-levels and degrees and spent some time in
industry. We had therefore earnt enough money to finance
the year off. We travelled across Europe; across Turkey, Iran,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Nepal, the Himalayas and
straight down the Central Highway of India to go over to
Ceylon. We managed to take a ship from Madras to Penang,
then drove on through Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and
finally flew home. The Land Rovers continued on to New
Zealand, where my friends still live. I would definitely
recommend a year off. It is an adventure that can never be
taken from you.
C:
You worked with Mr Howard previously - do you
have any skeletons that you can pull out of his closet?
C W W : I worked with M r Howard from 1976 to the late 80's.
I cannot think of any skeletons he has and cannot think of
any amusing stories off hand. I can remember how he upset
the other staff quite regularly when he beat them all in
snooker or pool events in his calm methodical manner.

C:
You 're a local person - do you take offence at thos
who mock people from the area?
C W W : I talk with a Midland dialect. That is because of
where I was brought up and educated. We live in the
heartland of British manufacturing and I enjoy the fact that
I was brought up in such an important industrial area.
C:
What do you do outside school?
C W W : I have always had an interest in motor vehicles, as
can be seen by the Morgan which is sometimes parked on
the main drive. I have always had an interest in British sports
cars, and I have owned several -1 always liked the Triumph
range, but one day promised myself a Morgan. I chose to
have one because I appreciate the craftsmanship that has
gone into making it. It is entirely hand-made - it isn't made
by any machine. Other than that, I enjoy the countryside
and the river, as I am a fisherman. I have little interest going
into the city centre -1 much prefer walking the countryside
of Worcestershire.
C:
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Mr Walker, it has been a pleasure.
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Michelle Neville
Economics
rWhat happened in your life before KES?
M A N : I was born in London and I went to a big
p h e n s i v e there. I went on and did PPE at Somerville
College. Oxford. From there, I went to work in The City. I
worked as a graduate trainee for Natwest and then worked
for a Merchant Bank as an executive in the Venture Capital
Department. After a while I decided I wanted to do
something else, so I did a P G C E at the Institute of Education,
in London. From there, I got a job in a big girls'
comprehensive in London and worked there for five years.
My husband got a job in Birmingham and we then moved
because of his job. By this time, I had twin daughters. In
Birmingham, my first job was lecturing at Stratford College
in Economics - the less said about that the better - and from
there I got a job teaching Business Studies at A-level at St
Martin's in Solihull.
corn

re

C:
So you've moved around a lot?
M A N : I have moved around a lot in terms of place and
career -1 think change is very good; it has a very positive
influence. It keeps you on your toes! I see myself here
though for a while.
C:
Why move from a highflying, most probably better
paid job and come into teaching?
M A N : It was a much better paid job. But I didn't get much
job satisfaction. That was more to do with me than the job.
With the skills I had and the bits of the job which I liked
best such as communication and training, I decided to do
something else rather than dealing with accounts and
meeting the necessary targets. By that time I had different
aspirations and travelling around the country, flying here,
there and everywhere - the novelty had worn off. I came
into teaching as a chance event really, because I
considered lots of things -1 hadn't been back to a school
since I had left. I met somebody who was teaching and
doing a course in Business Studies and Economics at
the Institute in London, who said, "Come and meet my
teacher". So I did, and he said that if I wanted to start in
three weeks I could. So I went in on Monday, resigned
from my job at the bank and started a teaching career
without thinking much about it. But I have never
regretted it.

matches. I spent most of my sixth form life going to
Wimbledon in the summer. I would queue up early in the
mornings and get tickets.
C:
What do you think of David Ginola?
M A N : I think he is very good - I don't know about his
football though. I love him on that hair advert.
C:
Why do you think women find sport, especially
football, unattractive?
M A N : Up until now, it has been very male dominated, but
it is definitely changing now that it is becoming family
orientated and a sport which women can spectate safely. I
think that the crowd problems in the 80's put a lot of women
off going, but now that the crowd control programmes are a
lot better, it encourages a lot of women to go. And of course,
this is all to the good of the sport. I think events like the
World Cup really help. I don't think there is any reason
apart from a cultural expectation that women shouldn't like
football.
C:
Do you like Birmingham, as a Londoner?
M A N : I ' l l be diplomatic here; I do like Birmingham: you
get to places more quickly and there are lots of green areas.
On the other hand, I do miss Central London and the ability
to walk around and see lovely architecture, which central
Birmingham does not have to offer. Birmingham is a nice
city, but it doesn't hit me the same way as walking along
Chelsea embankment does or going to Covent Garden does.
There are still bits of London that make my heart stop.
C:

Thank you, Mrs Neville.

C."
What do you do in your spare time?
M A N : I like the theatre, travel, going out with the
family and enjoying life. I hate participating in sport
but I love watching. I'm a Spurs supporter - I love
football. I was brought up in Wembley: my father had
three daughters and he took us to all the international
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Michael Adams
Mathematics
C: The government would like to phase out schools
like KES. Having worked in both state and independent
schools, is it a good idea ?
MRA:
No, I think it is a very bad idea. I think that
students from KES would be very bored in a state school.
Independent schools definitely serve a purpose. There
are people who need pushing - without being pushed
they would be bored. The King Edward's schools are
definitely 'oases' of education.
C: Am I right that you teach at another school at the
moment as well?

C:
KES.

Tell us a little about your life before you arrived at

M R A : I was born in Birmingham at Dudley Road
Hospital, and lived on that side of the city. I went to school
at Lordswood Technical School - when it still was a
technical school - and studied Maths at Birmingham
University. I did PGCE, again at Birmingham at the School
of Education. I was then appointed a teacher of Maths and
became Head of Department at St Thomas Aquinas School.
Now I'm here.
C:
Having got your Maths degree, why did you go into
teaching rather than a higher paid job like accountancy?
M R A : I never liked accountancy, because I always found
that doing figures for figures' sake was very boring. I
suppose if I wanted to be rich, I should have gone into it
rather than Maths teaching. It was something I wandered
into at the time and have never regretted doing. Later on
as you mature you get more interested in children and how
children develop into young adults - 1 don't think you tend
to realise that when you are a 21-year-old student. Teaching
has always been a fascination. Yet you as an outsider may
think we teach the same stuff year after year, and we do but it is always different. People always learn in a different
way, and classes learn in a different way; there are always
different challenges. It is just fascinating.

MRA:
Yes, I work at another school - Solihull
School. It has been difficult for a year working between
the schools. The worst scenario is on a Thursday, where
I teach here in the morning and there in the afternoon.
So I have two baby baths in the boot of my car and I
have all the books for Solihull in one, and then King
Edward's stuff in another. So when I go to the car, I
empty my briefcase into one bath, and then fill up from
the other. It's not ideal, but you have to keep the schools
separate in your mind. It is difficult though, because the
two institutions are similar (you may disagree!) They have
the same work ethos. Looking at it in another way, I teach
Mechanics there and Pure Maths here to A-level groups so it is a nice mix.
C:
What do you do outside school?
M R A : I'm not really the sporty type. At school, I used to
do minority sports like Table Tennis. I was in a Birmingham
Table Tennis team in the Birmingham South West League
Division 5! The cricket ball was always too hard for me;
and being of slight build, I was never very good at rugby.
I am a bit of an amateur musician - I play the piano. I
enjoy that but not to M r Bridle's standard or somebody
like that, who I envy because he is so good. I also play the
accordion. It is a different system altogether, where you
have a keyboard on one side and there are various systems
of buttons. Funnily enough, the buttons aren't the most
difficult things about it. I can play it well - 1 have actually
made a C D .
C:
Tell me about the process of making a CD?
M R A : You go to a recording studio, and have recording
sessions, where you put down as many tracks as you like.
You play the track, and play it again if you are not satisfied.
This is followed by an editing session where the gentleman
listens to the recording of a particular track. You then have
to get a sleeve designed for the C D and have your
photograph taken - it is an interesting experience but
expensive. I still have some left if anyone is interested!
C:

Thank you very much Mr Adams.
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Roy Atkinson
Physics
for Roy Atkinson, it is a case of "Hello and Goodbye "
as he has now departed. Roy has worked at the school
before, covering for both Mr Andronov and Mr Connor
in the past. Chronicle felt it was time to find out more
about Roy during his latest stint at KES.
Q.
If you would like to start your life before KES.
RSA: I
K i 8 Edward's Five Ways School and went
on to Birmingham University to do Physics. I then did a
teacher training year at Oxford University -1 was attached
to Hertford College. When I qualified I got a job as Head of
Physics at a school near Oxford, in Bicester. Since then I
have come to Birmingham and worked at various schools
in the city. I was Head of Science at one particular school
for twenty years and from there I took early retirement about
four years ago. After that, I have been doing part time and
supply teaching on short-term contracts, mainly in Physics.
w e n t t o

C:

n

Is it strange as a supply teacher, to work with a class

but not be able to complete their studies with them and see
the end results?
RSA: It is a shame not knowing in some cases what results
they get. It has been rewarding over the years to see
particular groups through; but at KES it tends to be a joint
effort.
C:
You have two sons here, and one that has passed
through the system. From a parent's point of view, do you
like the school?
RSA: I have always been in favour of this school, and when
my first son passed to come here, we were extremely
pleased. When my other sons passed we were overjoyed
and very keen for them all to have the K E S experience.
C."
Did your ideas of the school change between your
being a parent and your becoming a teacher here ?
RSA: It is quite interesting that as a parent you get one
specific view. M y view was that the teachers here were hard
working. But you always get that impression about any
school, because when you go to open days, they always put
on their good side, and when you go to parents evening
they are always very pleasant to you. So coming here, I
thought my illusions would be shattered. But my views have
not changed since I began teaching at K E S - I stress that
the teachers really do work hard for the good of the pupils
and I am impressed by the teachers' professionalism. You
can see I am extremely keen on this school.
C:
Do you prefer being Head of Department or would
you rather work within a department?
RSA: Over the years, education has changed so much. For
example, there has been reorganisation of syllabuses and
schemes of work. I realised that I really enjoyed the teaching

aspect more than the organising of a department. I was able
to accept this change, whereas some people, having
organised everything, would find it difficult to work
underneath somebody. But I can cope with that because
my prime enjoyment is the actual teaching.
C:
What do you think of the boys here?
R S A : The school draws out from the pupils their interests
and it puts them to the test and as a result, their desire to do
things grows. I see it in my eldest son, who has organised a
G A P year to Australia and New Zealand all by himself -1
couldn't have considered doing that when I was eighteen.
It is that aspect, the motivation required to do things, that is
drawn out here and to the pupil's benefit.
C:
What do you do outside school?
R S A : I am a bit of a D I Y fanatic. M y main project started
in 1964 when I bought a tumbledown cottage in Wales,
which would have been the next for the bulldozer. It had no
doors, no windows, no water, no electricity - just two rooms
up and two down. Over the years I have built it up into
something habitable. I use the cottage as a holiday home
and also it's a possibility for eventual retirement. M y main
activities are in the direction of DIY at home and at the
cottage. I enjoy going on holidays to France and the
occasional game of chess. I also ran the chess club on
Thursday lunchtimes.
C:

Thank you, Mr. Atkinson.

Chronicle, on behalf of the school, wishes Roy well
in the future.
HELLOS Page 13
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Jason Edwards
Computer Technician
Jason has now left KES for pastures new.
Following this interview, the Head oflCT, Chris
Boardman, reflects on Jason's year.
C:
What did you do before you came here ?
JE:
I went straight from St Peter's into Solihull Sixth
Form College, where I have just finished an A-level in
Computing. Over the last four or five years, I have been
building computers for friends and families, just as a hobby,
not to make money out of it.
C:
How did you get the job?
JE:
It was just an inch square advert in the paper -1 was
surprised that I even got an interview at a place like this. I
certainly didn't think I would get the job, when I saw the
other people who were being interviewed that day -1 feel
quite privileged. The interview was easy - it must have been
because I got the job!
C:
Is it easy to keep up with the computer technology
at school?
JE:
I have friends who own computer shops and I
subscribe to magazines, so I keep up-to-date. In terms of
the school's computers, I keep up with it well. I think that
the school's system is all right, but I have seen better. It is
certainly better than most. If I were given unlimited funds,
I would definitely decommission the old network (running
Windows 3.1) because that is out of date.
C:
Do you know much about the
Millennium Bug?
JE:
I'm actually doing all of the research
into the Millennium Bug for the computers
around the school - that's my big job at the
moment. As far as I have found out, it
shouldn't be a problem, but checking the
system is time consuming more than
anything. Outside school, there are bound to
be problems; the unfortunate thing is that
individual products will have different effects,
so it is difficult to produce any kind of general
"fix".
C:
What do you do in your spare time?
JE:
I am getting involved in quite a bit of
the outdoor activities: things like the fell
walks. I'm looking forward to the Caving Trip
and Shells camps. I have played badminton
in the past but I haven't had time for it
recently. I do like sport, apart from football.
I don't really do a lot else -1 go out with my
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friends to the cinema - I'm not one of these people who go
to clubs - it's not my scene.
C:
Where do you get your ties?
JE:
Most of them are presents for Christmas and
birthdays. I have to wear a shirt and a tie, so I might as well
wear one that is silly -1 can't stand boring ties.
C:

Jason, it has been a pleasure.

Jason spent a busy year with us in the ICT department. He
dealt enthusiastically with the myriad problems which come
our way from the phone call or knock on the door which
happen, on average, once every 40 seconds during our busier
hours. He learnt to deal with aplomb with any challenges
posed by the boys, and was adept at installing new software
- a much more difficult task on a network than on a single
PC. His special forte though was for the innards of a
computer and he was very useful in fixing computers and,
on a couple of occasions, building new computers from
scratch. Jason leaves us to take up the post of principle IT
technician at K E Five Ways School. We thank him for his
work here and wish him well with his career.
CDB
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Marie-Claire Garfield-Porter
Art and Design
Marie-Claire has worked at King Edward's for six years.

with the likes of Sender and van Marie now about to take

During that time her efforts in helping create the successful

A-level we should try the free-fall, dare devil approach to

A-level course have been magnificent. The quality of

Art again?

students' work and the results achieved are the testament to
these endeavours. She has proven to be a gutsy teacher,

It has been a jam packed six years; momentous times in the

tackling the unknown discipline of ceramics and achieving

department's life. It cannot be often that staff leave K E S

notable results at all levels. Her eagerness to know more

not for another teaching post, or for retirement, but for self-

about the subject's disciplines has been inspirational for

employment as an artist. We wish you well, Marie-Claire,

pupils throughout the school.

with your future, your exhibitions and your sales.
BMS

Farewells cannot totally concern themselves
with praise and the tale of the field trip to
Grizedale Sculpture Park must be touched upon.
The trip involved the Poyner-Jordan-Kakoullisand-other-mad-buggers year group (some of the
responsibility for their development rests with
KDP). The spirit of adventure spoken of above
nearly found its limit. The use of bikes was to
be a cause of lament, rather than the assistance
that was originally intended. It may be that M C and Jeanette Durman had a different notion
about getting fit and going to see some sculpture
than actually turned out to be the case. I do
remember thinking, during the subsequent
ordeal, that maybe we would not be on mountain
bikes again for a little while. Whether it was the
fork in the road, or the 40% gradient climb, or
the gravel quick drop descent that finished us
off is uncertain, but the next field trip ended up
being a cafe and culture tour of Paris. Maybe
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Mark Beard
Chemistry

He breezed in on a Friday morning in December, straight
into one of the Science Common Room little celebrations:
someone's birthday, perhaps. It must have been an odd
experience for a candidate for interview to have a glass of
Bulgarian Cabernet thrust into his hand. Ten minutes later,
Derek Benson grabbed my arm and said "We must have
that young man." How right he was! And how fortunate
we were to get him: he had already been offered a job at a
London school the day before.
Many of you reading this now will know all about his
teaching. I know what I have heard through the door.
Laughter, often; vigorous discussion; a sharp rejoinder if
you tried to flannel; always tight, disciplined teaching. You
will recall his characteristic little homework sheets and his
special, usually scatological, little mnemonics for routine
facts. You will remember the fun you had in his lessons.
And you will look at your results, and you will acknowledge
how much you owe him. When he applied here, Oxford
said that he showed " a l l the signs of becoming an
exceptionally gifted teacher". That's exactly right.
Exceptionally gifted.

this you will have seen, but none can have seen all the
work he put into it. He organised six Expeditions
Weekends, each time visiting the area in advance to plan
the activities. He led C C F expeditions to the Pyrenees and
Bavaria. A n d let us mention just three more of his
innovations: paintballing; the Christmas Dinner and the
music at the Annual Inspection. (Who w i l l forget
"Sunset"?)
He went on a Removes Field Study week and the Italy
trip (where he set the world record for profiterole-eating),
three Leadership weekends and four ski trips. He served on
the Common Room Committee and helped the staff squash
team thrash the school three years out of four. And during
all this he managed to fit in a trip to Peru with Ian Connor
and holidays all over the globe. He even got married.
To be head of a department before you are thirty is
extraordinary; to achieve this at a school like St Paul's is
remarkable indeed. If he wants to go on right to the top, he
will, as headmaster of some top school. But what a loss to
the teaching profession that will be!

In his first year, he took on the U15B rugby and junior
tennis teams and the next year joined the CCF, taking
command barely nine months later. Some of the results of
GOODBYE Page 16
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Sophie Sheringham
English
KES can be a difficult place for a new teacher. So much
already goes on here, and to such a high standard. How is a
newcomer to make a distinctively personal contribution to
the life of the school? In her "Hello" interview in these

from M r Burns, who is a hard act to follow, and has been
largely responsible for the 1998 and 1999 issues. She has
not had the time to make the magazine her own: but the
early signs were good.

pages three years ago, Sophie Sheringham identified her
remaining ambition as "to be a jazz singer". I, for one, was

However, Sophie's most valuable contribution to KES has

excited by the prospect.

not been in the extra-curricular area, but in the classroom.
She is a real scholar, combining a broad range of knowledge

That particular career move remains an ambition, but

with a vivid sense of the importance, and also the glamour,

Sophie, who joined us in September 1996, fresh from King's

of literature. Her talk on "Dracula" to the Literary Society

College Cambridge and a P G C E in Manchester, has

was a real eye-opener, and her Oxbridge teaching has been

contributed in many other ways. In her first year on board

exciting, up-to-the-minute and communicated with verve

she worked with M r Milton on the Junior Play. Since then

and precision: several recent candidates for Oxbridge

she has taught PSE, and over the last two years she has

English have good cause to be grateful to Sophie for her

been a part of the Leadership programme on Friday

enthusiasm and unstinting generosity with her time. In fact,

afternoons, mentoring and supervising Sixth Formers and

everyone she has taught owes her thanks for her energy, her

Fourth Year groups. She has been a Gifford House Tutor,

attention to detail and her passion for the subject.

and an Upper Middle Form Tutor.
She leaves us, not (yet) to become a jazz singer, but for
It is surely grounds for some regret (albeit of a self-pitying

Latymer Upper School. They are to be congratulated. We

nature) that Sophie leaves us just as she has begun to settle

lose a first-rate teacher and a valued colleague; we all wish

down as the new editor of "Chronicle", a role to which she

Sophie the very best of luck in the next stage of her career.

seems strikingly well-fitted. She took the magazine over

TFPH
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Nick Barrable
Geography

After three years at KES, Nick succumbed to the exploratory

Many boys knew him through his role as form tutor

urge and took the brave decision to leave and explore the

Levett house tutor but involvement in many extra-curricular

world. This is typical of a person determined to get the

activities brought him to the attention of many more. It was

most out of life and to gain as broad an experience as

rare for him to escape to the haven of the Common Room

possible.

at lunch-time or after school. More often than not he could
be seen heading off into the distance with the school's finest

Nick was a very successful Geography teacher and passed

athletes trailing in his wake. He helped with both junior

his enthusiasm of the subject on to his students. He loved

and senior cross-country teams and inspired them to

arguing and encouraged boys to think independently and

considerable success. For the brave and naive he ran circuit

to speak their minds. His interest in and experience of

training sessions.

fieldwork, combined with his unflappable nature, meant
that his field-trips always ran smoothly, with minimum fuss

Nick was an extremely keen and talented orienteer. He used

and maximum learning. He tried to make the subject

his experience of coaching British Junior Squads to the

relevant, organising visits to the university and inviting

benefit of the school and it wasn't long before the school

speakers over to the school. The Geography Society

club ' K E S O ' was formed. Soon after, the first of a series of

flourished under his leadership, with the Christmas Magic

what were politely called 'distinctive' orienteering kits was

Lantern shows proving to be particularly popular.

to be seen in forests the length and breadth of Britain. He
used his considerable organisational skills and
phenomenal network of contacts to set up
orienteering as a Friday afternoon activity and to
plan numerous weekend trips and training camps,
These ranged from events for feeder schools (usin|
the new KES map) to local Sunday events, weekei
competitions and training tours to Devon, Yorkshire
and the Highlands of Scotland. He fostered a love
of the outdoors and healthy living - the KESO
obsession with MacDonalds being the one notable
concession.
When not orienteering Nick found time to get
involved in Shells Camping trips (mapping and
setting up a permanent orienteering course at Stokes
Bam!), Removes weeks, walking and camping trips.
His knack of encouraging willing boys to use every
last minute of the day was typified by a memorable
sunset sprint up and down H e l v e l l y n during
Removes Week, reaching the Youth Hostel seconds
before the doors were locked. A pre-breakfast run
to the summit of Snowdon and back in less than an
hour proved to be less popular !
We wish Nick luck on his travels and with his
realistic ambition to reach the very highest levels
on the international orienteering stage.
PAR
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Brian Henderson
Physics
Brian joined the Physics department in September 1995

has done, about which few know. It was quite a surprise to

having spent twenty five years in teaching, most recently at

me to hear his voice coming out of the depths of the organ

Waseley Hills School, where he had been Head of Science

in B i g School whilst I was setting the place up for an

and had also been involved in the development of a teacher

assembly. Unbeknown to me, and I suspect to everyone

training course with Birmingham University. His wide

outside the Music Department, Brian was an expert at

experience enabled him to settle in quickly and soon his

servicing the organ. Later he joked that this was one of the

students at KES had the benefit of his dedication and his

things he did on the days when he was not at K E S , although

interest in their progress. He brought lots of new ideas into

he, typically, described himself as an unqualified assistant

his teaching and I was lucky enough in some years to be

to an expert.

asked to judge some of the practical projects he had set the
Removes in electronics - these generated enormous interest
and inspired some of the boys to produce tremendous ideas.
It was a common thing to find Brian giving up his lunchbreak to see a small group of lads in a laboratory to go over
some aspect of the work they had struggled with, or giving
them a second chance to try the practical aspect of their
GCSE investigation. Brian was also conscientious about
marking and very good at following up lads whose books
failed to appear, so Physics homework was not a thing to
try to evade!
Always being someone who just gets on without a big fuss,
and being willing to help, there are some tasks which Brian

Brian has been a very active member of the Birmingham
and Worcester Canal Society and has kindled an interest in
canals in many of his colleagues. Those of us who have
been on a trip on his narrow boat will long remember the
experience, for he and Janet made us all very welcome. One
trip resulted in a certain member of the Physics Department
dropping a windlass into the murky depths: but Brian,
amiable as ever, demonstrated how effective a large magnet
on the end of a piece of string can be when fishing for
something made of iron!
Brian leaves us to take up a similar post at Five Ways, so he
is staying in the Foundation. We wish him well in his new
job.
DCD
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David Wright
Foundation Industry Co-ordinator
David Wright retires as Industrial Fellow to the seven

know the amount of work this involves - starting i

foundation schools at the end of the 1999 summer term,

September and culminating in successful conferences in

having spent 8 years in the post. Although his brief was to

July.

n

assist with school-industry links for all the schools, it just
happened that sharing an office with me, the Careers
adviser here, may have led most boys to assume he was
working exclusively for King Edward's!

It has been a privilege to work with David. He is a gentleman
with an enduring interest in young people and in industry
Everything is done with good humour and willingness. All
the schools will miss the facility to call on his services, for

After graduating from St John's Cambridge with a degree

unfortunately his post is not being continued. I personally

in Geology, David spent some time in Africa in the Colonial

shall also miss his support and help on the careers side; we,

Service and worked for G K N before joining the Foundation.

I think, made a good team. We wish him well in his

Involvement in Business in the Community and Young

retirement - but I would not be surprised to see him still

Enterprise also meant he brought a wealth of knowledge

involved voluntarily in one or two Foundation school

and a vast range of personal contacts to his work here.

activities in the next year or so.

His contribution to the school has been, in many cases, quiet
and unobtrusive, but invaluable. The
Geography Department has been grateful
for his help and interest on 4th year Field
Trips. Fifths, Divisions and Sixth form boys
have valued the opportunities he provided
for them to talk to specialists in Medicine,
Science and Engineering, Finance and Law
at Industrial evenings. Economics and
Business Studies students have been able
to attend C B I conferences as a result of
David's contacts. He has obtained help from
outside companies for Business Studies
coursework and for work experience
placements. The Health and Safety of pupils
have been high on his agenda: all schools
have appreciated his advice and company
visits in this connection, and he has served
on K i n g Edward's Health and Safety
committee.
Probably his major task of the last eight
years has been the organisation of the
Challenge of Management conferences for,
initially, the Lower Sixth of this school and
King Edward's Five Ways and, from 1993,
that too of King Edward's Handsworth
Grammar School. Here David's many
contacts have proved extremely useful, as
has his ability to cajole, encourage and
persuade personal directors and businesses
to release staff for 2 days to act as Advisers
to the conferences. Sharing his office, I

Sally Billingham, Careers Advisor
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A Conversation with the Modern Languages Assistants

Jean-Charles Zurfluh (French)
Ulla Baumgartner (German)
C:

What do you do in your spare-time?

J-CZ: At the beginning of my life, I was brought up by my

J-CZ:

Normally I go and see my friends in London or

orandparents in Saint Quentin, which is in the north of

just do things here in Birmingham. M y favourite parts of

France. M y mother started settling in the south, where I

England are probably Kent and London - Birmingham is

moved when I was two and grew up. And then I started to

also one of my favourite places as well because you have a

work there in a boarding school as a supervisor.

wide range of activities, such as the theatre. Generally I

r-

Tell us a little about where you come from?

UB:

I come from near Insburg, right in the middle of the

am not a sporty person, but I do ski.

mountains. I'm still a student at university. Before I came

UB:

I'm so lazy. Back home, I do enjoy sport but I

here I tried to do as much studying as possible so that I

haven't done any here. I hate watching sport though; I think

wouldn't have too much work left when I go home. This

it is ever so boring. I like to read a lot. I go to the cinema

year is not compulsory- it is not included in my studies; it

loads - it is great here because I can see American and

is my deliberate choice to go abroad.

British films in their original language rather than seeing
stupid dubbed versions. I play the flute but not very well.

C:

What do you think of the English ?

J-CZ: At school I have been involved in the Drama Club,

J-CZ: I didn't have any idea of what the English would be

the Intermediate Drama Society and Senior Drama Society:

like - I didn't have any preconceived ideas. I know the

sometimes just being a part of it or doing something

Americans because I spent a year there. But the English

different in French. I find it very interesting to do drama

pleasantly surprised me.

in a foreign language, and fulfilling. Some kids don't like

UB:

French at first, but then they come to like it and that is nice

I always thought they were friendly and hospitable

people. There are of course the stereotypical personalities,

to see.

like the "stiff upper lip", but in general, the British are really
friendly people.
C:
What do you think of this school?
UB:
It is very impressive. I was very lucky to come to
such a school and not a run-of-the-mill school. Having said
that, it wouldn't be the school for me because it is very
competitive. I'm not sure if I would like that, to be honest.
On the other hand, you cannot compare your school system
to ours, mainly because there are almost no private schools
in Austria.
J-CZ: It's amazing - it looks like "Dead Poets Society"
only in a different country! It was a big shock to me to see
everyone in school uniform because we don't have this in
France. It has very high standards and it is pleasing to see
everyone doing so many things. It is a lot of fun working
here. It is too bad that you cannot smoke in the Common
Room. I find that the English education system is good in
terms of A-levels. In my opinion, it is a good idea to study
three or four subjects, because you become really
specialised in them, which is very impressive.

C:
Would you like to live in England permanently?
J-CZ: No - 1 might come back though. What I hope to do
is move to the South of France and live there, because it is
paradise!
UB:
Probably. It is something I have to consider. It is
very difficult currently to get a job as a German English
teacher. Yet
here, you
have such a
lack
of
teachers.
So, I really
think
I
should
think about
coming
here.
C:
That's it.
Thank you

C: I understand that you live together?
UB:

both.

Yes, I live together with Jean-Charles and one of

the French Assistants at the girls' school, in the same house.
I love it because when you are experiencing so many new
things, it is great to be with people who are experiencing
exactly the same things. As a result, we have become really
good friends. It is nice to build friends like that.
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ARMY
OFFICER
Are you looking for a challenging, varied and well paid
job which gives job satisfaction and excellent training
throughout your career?
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• At school through the Army Scholarship?

1

• During your Gap Year- through the Gap year
Commission?

1
1

• At University- through a Cadetship or Bursary?

1

Did you know that the Army has vacancies for around
700 young officers every year?
If you are interested and feel you measure up to the
high standards required, make an appointment through
your Careers Staff to see Brigadier Hedley on one of his
termly visits. Or contact him directly:

ARMY
BE THE BEST

Brigadier (Retired) A A Hedley OBE
Army Careers Adviser (Officer),
Armed Forces Careers Office,
2nd Floor, Princess House, The Square, Shrewsbury SY1 1JZ
Telephone: 01743 352905
The Army is committed to being an Equal Opportunities Employer
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General Roundup
King Edward's School C C F
continues to thrive: in 1998 the
Contingent recruited forty-eight new
cadets in the 4th year. In a school where
the CCF is voluntary, it is always a
pleasure to see numbers swelled by
curious, enthusiastic young recruits who
have been attracted by
the
Contingent's
image and, no doubt,
stimulated by its
energetic recruitment
drive. As we go to
press, two
new
members of staff have
increased the officer
numbers, Capt. Dewar
and Pit Off. Raynor,
and we look forward
to at least a couple
more joining next
year.

Bde Orienteering Competition and the
school gained a second individual place
in the Land Command Orienteering
Championships. Adventurous training
has been vigorously tackled: Duke of
Edinburgh expeditions have travelled to

the Lake District and Dartmoor, and Sgt
Howe ran a five day canoeing expedition
on the River Wye despite inclement
weather. Pleasingly, members from all
three services are usually involved in
adventurous training. A l l members of the
Army section attended the Autumn
Expeditions Weekend at Bramcote
Training Camp, where the new recruits
swiftly leamt much field and battle craft

The year 1998-9
was productive and
successful. Cadets
from the Army section
came first in the 143
FEATURES Page 23
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in a short period of time. The Spring
Expeditions Weekend took place at
Swynnerton Camp, an ever popular
venue. Particularly impressive was the
professionalism with which those NCOs
who attended conducted themselves. The
Army's year concluded with a highly
enjoyable adventurous training trip to
Bavaria, a trip which is, incidentally,
open to cadets from all three sections.

Our Annual Inspection in May was
spared foul weather and ran very
smoothly. We were honoured to be
inspected by Wg Cdr George ClaytonJones from HQ Air Cadets and not a little
saddened to bid farewell to Major Mark
Beard who leaves for pastures new at St.
Paul's School, London. He is succeeded
by Sqn Ldr Burns. Fg Off Davies retires
also, and we are grateful to him for his
sterling work in the range; he is
succeeded in his duties by Capt. Dewar.

The contingent continues to help
ielp boy
bov«
further their interests and even careers in
the Services. We have been particularly
pleased that two of our senior Naval
Cadets, PO Matthew Wheeldon and Po
Matthew Rees, have achieved muchsought after Naval Scholarships for their
university years. FS Chris Chapman
from the R A F section, also won a
University Bursary.
s

Sqn Ldr JCS Burns

ARMY Section - Expeditions
So, another CCF article. As I flicked
through back numbers of the 'Chronicle'
in a struggle for inspiration, it struck me
that no outsider reading them would even
begin
to
understand the
sinister world of
berets and boot
polish, rain and
rifles that has
given those of us
in the C C F so
much fun over
the
years.
September' s
Expeditions
Weekend was

military drill impressing the novice
cadets of Connolly and even earning a
grunt of admiration from Captain Collins.
That evening, W 0 2 Gav 'Morph'
Sterry organised an escape and evasion

Saturday, as usual, was spent training,
for it is on Expeditions Weekend that the
schoolboys you thought you knew are
turned into hardened men. By the
afternoon, for example, nearly all the

outstanding, so
as I report it I
shall try to give
an insight for
those of you
who have never
known what the
C C F isreally
like.
As
we
arrived
at
Bramcote that
September
evening, some were at once whisked off
on a route march by our super-fit ex-army
PT instructor Sergeant Howe. Meanwhile the remainder of the force
disappeared to clear the enemy (Major
Beard and friends) from the area, with
the resulting display of pyrotechnics and

exercise, the objective being to 'feed
General Mustafa', resident Taleban
warlord. Unfortunately, the General went
hungry as not even Cpl Tipper managed
to pierce the ring of steel W 0 2 Pollock
and other senior NCOs had thrown
around the objective.

Connolly fourth years could cook dinner.
This part of the weekend owes its success
to the senior NCOs around whom the
CCF is built, as well as the experience of
Captain Collins, the enthusiasm of
Sergeant Howe and the wit of Major
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Beard. Even Cpl Papadamou has been
known to lend his weight to the cause at
such times!
It is on Saturday night that the real fun
begins. Organised again by W 0 2 Sterry
ith assistance from C/Sgt Anderson, the
night exercise involved our boys in the
role of U N peacekeepers, as they
struggled to save the Middle East from
nuclear holocaust.
w

The Weekend was a triumphant
success, even though some were
completely exhausted; the exception
being Sgt Paul Collins, who managed to
find time during the night exercise to
snatch several hours of beauty sleep.
The second Expeditions Weekend of
the year took place at Swynnerton, and
the CCF arrived on the evening of the
14th March happy to be getting out for
the weekend. This was to be the biggest
training area the CCF went to this year,
and by far the best.
After splitting up into three equal
sections, we went on a familiarisation run
and then to our basha areas. I was in
Section C, a band of young men
controlled by Sgt Paul Collins, from
whom we were all to learn much over
the coming days.
At dusk Major Beard and Sgt Howe
took it upon themselves to liven up the
evening by harassing the sections. Major
Beard using his natural slyness and Sgt
Howe his height disadvantage, they fired
blanks at us for two hours.
Then followed our ambush of section
A. After an excellent recce of the area,
an ingenious plan was devised. We
moved to our ambush point and waited
for an enemy who never turned up. While
Paul pondered what was wrong, we had
a quick nap. Then after an hour and a half
we gave up and set up camp for the night.
Saturday consisted of a number of
Stands. The popular opinion was that the
SAT range was by far the best, followed
by the assault course. Sgt Howe's run
through tunnels full of mud was also
popular, as was the 'tie a tangled up wire
around a tree and try to communicate'
Signals stand.
At six o'clock an enemy section of
some physical and mental capability was
drawn up under WO 2 Jon 'Stony Man'

Pollock. After moving to a new HQ and
after a number of stories from Jon, we
split up into three to take the Sections'
basha areas. Eventually the enemy were
surrounded and were beaten.
A small prize ceremony followed.
Section A had won, Section C had come
last; we were gutted. W02s Gav Sterry
and Jon Pollock had beaten Paul once
again and he wasn't happy.
Such operations owe their success
principally to the officers and support
staff, and I must therefore thank Major

Beard, Captain Collins and Sgt Howe for
their tremendous efforts and good
humour. Particular gratitude is extended
to Ms Goodchild who ably assisted in the
September Expeditions Weekend. We in
the CCF all wish Major Beard the best
of luck at his new posting, and thank him
for all the time he has put towards making
King Edward's C C F the enjoyable,
worthwhile activity it is.

By Ian Anderson and Duncan Law

Bavaria Trip 1999
This year the army went to Bavaria for a ten day outdoor adventure camp.
It was eagerly awaited, as it was the first trip abroad for some years, and had
a lot more importance as it was the last trip with the CCF for Mark Beard our mighty but rather warped leader.
It was an enjoyable but intense ten days starting with a gruelling 24 hour
journey from New Street to Hindelang and the hostel we were to stay in.
The journey was made more amusing by four boys, myself one of them,
who missed the train to Dover, but showed ample presence of mind and
initiative by arriving at Dover before the ferry left England.
Hence followed eight days of strenuous activity. On the first day, after
some particularly terrifying ridge walking, we found ourselves on the summit
of Rospitz (2033m) and then invented a more maverick descent crawling
down 70 degree slopes on our backsides. Other activities included rafting,
canoeing, cycling (where Luke Jones was soundly beaten by Geoffrey Howe
- the short one with the silly glasses) and climbing, culminating in a two day
mountaineering trip up Hochvogel (Germany's second highest peak - 3030m)
Evenings were spent relaxing at the bar, playing probably the longest
game of 'Risk' in the history of man and talking to German waitresses in
rather impolite tones. The most popular activity was the white water rafting
down the Rhine (though meeting the German women's Olympic Figure
Skating team at the climbing centre had its advantages). Unfortunately the
attempt on the summit of Hochvogel was scuppered by bad weather and
lack of kit but a lot of experience of mountaineering was gained and we
spent an excellent night in the half-way hut. We even got to paddle in a
glacier fed tarn nearby.
Thanks must go to Mr Collins for making sure we didn't die, and for
letting Jones join up; and to Mr Howe for being a genuine comic figure for
people to laugh at. Most thanks go to Mr Beard who continued to make CCF
fun, interesting and perverse. He has contributed a lot to the CCF and will
be sorely missed, but there is one thing that we will all remember him by:
the CCF T-shirt.
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D of E on Dartmoor
Over the first weekend of the Spring
half-term break, eight intrepid members
of the CCF travelled to Dartmoor for the
annual Duke of Edinburgh expedition and
Cadre Navigational Exercise, ably
accompanied by Capt. Collins, Sgt. Howe
and his dog.
We left the school at about six o'clock
on Friday evening, leaving us plenty of
time to wander round school and laugh at
the Navy contingent and their practice
attempts at setting up their tent. The
journey passed swiftly (possibly too
swiftly since I'm sure we set off one of
those motorway speed camera things - and
those who have ever been in the blue
minibus will know that this is no mean
feat), and we arrived somewhere on the
northern edge of Dartmoor.
We left the bus and waved good-bye to
Sgt. Howe in the hope that we would meet
up with him on Saturday night in
Princetown. Since they were the only ones
to have been on this trip before, the two
Navy SNCO's (Matthew Wheeldon and
someone I don't know but have a
suspicion was called Pete) were chosen
to lead us up to the overnight stop. A
distinct marching order soon formed; at
the front were Wheeldon and Pete with
the map, then came the rest of us, trying
to keep warm and generally chatting. The
rear was brought up by Luke Jones and
Capt. Collins, who had lapsed, as they
usually do on any trip, into talking about
camping kit. As we climbed we began to
see snow all around. This did not bode
well since our camp site was even higher.
When we reached our overnight stop at
the top of Okement Hill, some time in the
early hours of Saturday, we all gathered
round Capt. Collins, expecting to pitch our
tents and get our heads down for what
remained of the night. But no, we were
told that objections were likely to be
raised by some mysterious Army officer
about us staying up there. Now fully
tactical, in a style more reminiscent of
Expeditions Weekend, we moved away
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from the path in order to conceal ourselves
among the snow and heather. Needless to
say Capt. Collins was unimpressed by
Messrs. Shaikh, Akhtar and Rashid for
packing a huge, bright orange tent. Once
we had pitched the tents, we lay down to
a fitful sleep, worried about attack from
the officer, yet secure in the knowledge
that he would have to get out of his LandRover to find us.
Morning arrived without our base being
overrun, and after a nice hot (OK,
lukewarm) breakfast we set off. Despite
heavy fog and even more snow we
managed to take in all the planned
waypoints, with only a few minor
problems. We also heard artillery fire
going over our heads (very worrying).
We carried on without mishap, apart
from the odd snowball fight courtesy of
Law and Jones, and reached the final
obstacle - North Hessary Tor - which is
the highest point on Dartmoor.
Descending into Princetown, we met up
with Sgt. Howe at the campsite
(conveniently close to the pub). Having
pitched our tents we adjourned to the local
hostelry for a hot meal by a wood fire.
On Sunday morning we rose early (it
somehow becomes easier to get up once
you realise that if you stay put your feet
will drop off through frostbite) and
prepared to set off. We were going to be
leaving the bulk of our kit and travelling
with only sleeping bags and emergency
rations. Those hardened adventurers
amongst us threw our hands up in horror.
Why was this we wanted to know? Either
we should carry all our kit, or leave the
lot and run to Ivybridge.
For this day we were to be walking with
Sgt. Howe while Capt. Collins took the
minibus down to Ivybridge. We started the
day again under the guidance of Wheeldon
and Pete, who took us off down the path
into the fog. Sgt. Howe set us several
exercises, ranging from simple bearingtaking to the 'adventure of the missing
Raihan', where he told Raihan Akhtar to

sit down by the side of the path. We only
went about 500m before we realised,
When we reached the Plym ford, the
task of navigation was handed over to
Akhtar, Shaikh and Rashid, who showed
that the Navy can just about cope with
navigation on land, by taking us to our
lunchtime stop. Later came the last hard
part of the navigation, 500 metres across
featureless moorland on a compass
bearing and check pacing. Fortunately, we
were looking for a track made from an
abandoned tramway, which happened to
be quite wide, surfaced, and edged with 2
foot high earth banks. We followed this
the rest of the way into Ivybridge,
sometimes walking, sometimes running
We passed a group of Army recruits who
were out on exercise, and quite what they
thought of nine of us appearing out of the
fog at high speed in a line I do not know.
Mention could be made here of Sgt.
Howe's humorous marching songs, but I
promised not to.
For the last mile or so the fog lifted
slightly, so we were treated to a view of
at least 200m (amazing when you
considered the best visibility we had had
until now was about 30m). This eventually
allowed us to catch a first glimpse of
Ivybridge.
Unfortunately we were standing on a
hill - we could see the houses in Ivybridge
a couple of hundred metres below us but
the problem was: we couldn't see a way
down. This appeared not to daunt Sgt.
Howe, who led us through an obstacle
course of hedges, fences and trees until
we finally hit the road.
Having finally located Capt. Collins and
the minibus in a supermarket car park, we
got changed into our carefully guarded dry
clothes, and began the long trip home. We
were no longer the timid amateurs we may
have been before, we had conquered
Dartmoor.
David Shield
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RAF Section
This year saw the introduction of 11
w recruits into the R A F section of the
school, resulting in a section consisting
of about 20 cadets and 10 NCOs. As
usual, there was plenty to keep us
occupied throughout the year. The whole
section was taken on a day trip to the
RAF museum at Hendon, which gave us
the opportunity to see planes throughout
their history. We went orienteering in the
Clent Hills and we finished second in the
inter-service competition that takes place
at the end of every autumn term.
n e

Congratulations go to our successful
applicants for highly prized RAF flying
scholarships, FS James Smith and Cpl
Philip Canner. As reported in 'News and
Views', FS Smith has also gained his
pilot's licence at the remarkably tender
age of 17. Sgt John Hingley attended a
residential gliding course during the
summer half term and FS Ian Miller
passed the Air Cadet Leadership Course
in the summer holiday.

Thanks, as always, must be extended
to Fit Sgt M Arnott and Fit Lt M . Woods
from R A F Cosford whose support and
help have been invaluable.

The R A F section maintains its links
with No.8 Air Experience Flight and 633

Cpl Raihan Akhar

During the
Spring Term the
section
also
took part in a
regional
competition
held at R A F
Stafford with
RAF sections
from
other
schools around
the Midlands.
We continued
our tradition of
winning
the
shooting trophy,
though we lost
our title as
reigning
champions
overall. C p l
John Hingley
made a notable
contribution in
almost single
handedly
constructing
our Glider for the 'Project Pegasus' part
of the competition.
At Annual General Inspection the
RAF did a first aid demonstration as well
as the usual static project display room.
There was also a display of Arms Drill,
which has not been an activity in the CCF
for many years.

The culmination of the year for a
lucky few, was the very successful
Summer Camp to R A F High Wycombe.

We look forward to the next year
under the leadership of Fit Lt McMullan,
as Sqn Ldr Burns takes control as
Contingent Commander.

& FS Ian Miller

VGS, both based at R A F Cosford, and
our aim is, as always, to give as many
cadets as possible experience of flying
and gliding. This year saw three flying
dates (one rained off) and just one gliding
date.
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RAF Section - Summer Camp
a brief and excellent talk
we understood how the
bunker would have been as
a working environment i
wartime. A very g
learning experience!
On the social side of
things, we played many
sports such as Quick
Cricket, and football, and
went swimming (plus a
visit to a water park for a
select few), bowling and
rock-climbing, as well as
being taught how to fly
kites. A l l the cadets
mingled with others and
being a mixed camp,
relationships blossomed
too. During the evenings,
most of us went to the
Munroe's Club. Here we chilled out;
played pool, threw some darts or had |
friendly games of air hockey. On the last
night we had a party here, with awards
being presented. These included a
certificate in 'Nasal Fusions' for Martin
Hudecek and the 'Curry House Award for
unique taste in music' awarded to Imran
Sajid. Other funny awards included one
for the ever present Flight Sergeant
Liason Officer, who was given the 'Fat
B * * * * * Award' and a Hygiene Award
given to a member of staff from another
school who had brought only one set ofif »
clothes with him. These were presentedd
by our Camp Commandant, Squadronin
Leader Maddox.
Funny events of the week included the
TV licence date expiring a few days into
camp, some cadets being made to have
haircuts and the formation of a 'Bob
Marley Cult' (Imran Sajid among the
founders), which led to much singing of
'Buffalo Soldier...'
n

0 o d

l

Due to limited places available, only
six KES boys accompanied Messrs Burns
and McMullan to the Summer Camp held
at R A F High Wycombe; R A F Strike
Command Headquarters. Although this
was not a base with noisy aircraft taking
off every so often (there was talk of there
not being a runway either...!), we had a
wonderful week; jam packed with fun
activities.
As is done on RAF camps, we were
split into flights mixed with people from
other schools in Basingstoke and
Wellingborough. Inter-flight competitions would be held throughout the
week, and working with people you have
never met, as well as making new friends,
allows the development of leadership
skills, commitment and teamwork. The
week also allows cadets to experience
RAF life and discipline.
Highlights of the week included the
Night Exercise; which involved
searching for various ammunition boxes
containing clues, while hiding from the
enemies' eyes (staff on patrol with
torches) in a literally pitch black forest.
The light was so bad that we had to hold
hands so as to avoid falling over, walking
into a tree or getting lost.
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Flying.... As well as flying in
Bulldogs, every cadet had the fantastic
opportunity of flying in a Chinnook from
7 Sqn over central London. Some lucky
cadets also had the chance of flying in
Puma helicopters, while cadet Andrew
Hall had the chance to fly in a VC10 and
watch the refuelling of Tornados. There
was also a 12 mile walk over the
Chilterns and various navigation
exercises that enhanced map reading and
compass skills for younger cadets.
However, on these walks we carried out
injury exercises where a group suddenly
came upon a group that had, for example,
crashed from a helicopter and were badly
hurt. First aid and leadership skills were
developed further here, but what we
enjoyed more was acting out the role of
casualties.
We also did much rifle practice, shooting
live on a range, and also on the SAT
range. There was also the customary Drill
Competition. There was a brilliant
activity run by our own staff, called
'Capture the Flag', which involved
defending our flag against enemy
capture, whilst also trying to capture the
other flight's flag ourselves. Additionally
there was a visit to a Battle of Britain
Bunker, preserved as it was 50 years ago,
50 feet below ground. After listening to

Overall the camp was a very enjoyable
experience, with people keeping in
contact and arranging to meet up in the
future. I strongly urge all the new cadets
to apply for next year's camp as soon as
is available, as in certain circumstances,
places are limited.
Sgt Imran Sajid
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NAVY Section
This year proved to be one of the most
successful for the Section in recent
memory. In addition to the fact that eight
(yes eight) new cadets have signed
themselves up for next year, within the
section two cadets, POs Wheeldon and
, won coveted Royal Navy
scholarships. These prizes are extremely
exclusive, the Navy awarding only three
or so nationally. Their achievement
against very stiff opposition deserves
massive congratulations.
R e e s

To the more mundane matters of the
section: we have spent another very
active year, with a full rota of activities
including orienteering, sailing, shooting,
swimming and practical leadership tasks
along with the parades, fitness sessions
and section lectures to be expected in all
sections of the CCF.

With 70 permanent pupil members, a
significant contribution to the U M rota,
emerging links with the C C F and an
increasingly high profile, K E S Friday
Leadership is proving to be one of the
successes of the Friday afternoon
programme.
The aims of Friday Leadership are to
allow pupils to take on responsibility; to
experience decision making; to be
encouraged to show initiative and
originality; to show individual flair whilst
working effectively as part of a team; and
to enjoy a wide range of activities from
paintballing to brain and brawn exercises,
from barrels-and-planks exercises to
brain teasers, from 'water pistol
challenges' to the formal delivery of a
lesson to other pupils.

Our Expeditions Weekend to
Plymouth was the most enjoyable and
rewarding I can remember, with
extremely interesting visits to Royal
Navy frigates and nuclear submarines,
peppered with games of football and
snooker. The experience of actually
staying and living in a service
establishment was as eye-opening as the
many historical visits we were taken on.
In addition to this already impressive
portfolio of activities and exercises,
several members of the section took part
in some of the many courses on offer to
the Navy. A B Bhanji went on an
Electrical and Radar course at H M S
Collingwood; A B Williams went on a
submarine acquaint to HMS Dolphin; AB
Mitchell went on a high-octane power
boating course at HMS Raleigh. I myself
went on a naval gunnery course at HMS
Cambridge, firing the 20mm Orlikon

The sixth formers - led by Alex
Francis and his deputy, Jon Roberts, for
1999 to 2000 - teach the three sizeable
sets of 4ths, 5ths and Divisions plus
fifteen afternoons with the UMs. They
have planned, organised and are now
teaching aspects of leadership,
communication and problem solving.
The three year-group leaders - Ben
Davies, Chris Pheasey and Richard
Cauldwell - are already showing, with
their teams of instructors, assurance and
competence, and are clearly building
upon the success of the option in 1998 1999 (led by A l i Natkiel, Chris Flemons
and Amit Majevadia).

7alfa anti-aircraft gun and learning about
various other gun systems including the
CIWS Goalkeeper. The year ended with
a number of cadets taking part in the
Summer Camp at Dartmouth.
The courses are the major advantage
of joining the Naval Section; in the Army
you assault a bam, getting two hours of
sleep over a weekend. In the RAF you
visit an aerospace museum. In the Navy
you fire anti-aircraft guns, go power
boating, and are taken round a nuclearpowered submarine.
Things, as I have said, look extremely
bright for next year. With eight people
joining in the forth year, Bhanji going off
on a parachuting course and myself
applying for a Royal navy flying
scholarship (yes, you can fly in the
Navy), the section has never been so
active. Thanks must go to S/Lt Tudor, Lt
Everest, who arranges all the sailing we
do with M r Mcllwaine, and to Chief
Coppell.
AB Oliver Scanlan.

It is heavily over-subscribed for 19992000. It offers the opportunity for real
advancement in leadership and
communication.
For those still on the waiting list, we
hope more places can be made in the
future. For those currently involved in
Friday Leadership, we hope you enjoy
and leam.
Finally, thanks to DNDC, A E D , SES
(unfortunately now teaching in London)
and to the new recruit L M R for their
support and advice as 'consultants'.
Alex Francis

Clearly KES Friday Leadership is an
enjoyable and challenging option for all.
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Once more the boys of K i n g
Edward's School set about thinking of
how they could effectively raise money

Above: M r Milton lives out one
of his fantasies....

for Red Nose Day. The activities were
wide-ranging and often bizarre. The
usual collection of off-beat costumes
was once again in evidence: some
delightful if slightly heavily made up

'ladies' were complemented by some
elegant young men in evening dress and
shorts.
Andrew Gee tried, without success,
to bring some sanity into the occasion
by spending the whole day wandering
about in a rather fetching Tiger outfit
and collecting donations from anyone
who dared approach him. Robert Keogh
made all the staff very happy by
allowing himself to be taped to a board,
so keeping him out of mischief for at
least their lunch hour. Shell boys joined
in the effort by spraying hair a multitude
of colours and by holding a sale of
books, computer games and various
other objects.

sports staff had taught well and most
of the plates hit their targets easily
helped a little by the fact that the
distance between boys and staff slowly
narrowed. Luckily the cream was real

RED NOSE DAY
12 MARCH 1999

The highlight of the day for most
boys seemed to be the chance to throw
plates of cream at some rather foolhardy
members of staff who for some odd
reason had agreed to be abused in this
way. Unfortunately, King Edward's

Below: ...Members of the
U S C R live out a few of theirs.
31
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Above: Semi-organised abuse of staff, i n what
had to be the event of the day.

so staff were able to enjoy their pudding whilst submitting
themselves to such unusual beauty treatment.
All in all, a very successful day for Comic Relief. A huge "thank
you" for all who arranged activities and supported them.
JD

Many thanks to all those
who helped raise £ 1200
for Comic Relief

IP

Left: Pay h i m
e n o u g h and he
might keep quiet.

A b o v e : Yabba-dabba-do! Costumes get better every time.
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COT FUND
Another good year 1998-99
The Autumn Term, 1998, saw fundraising getting off to an excellent start
after Cot Fund representatives voted to
support two charities overseas, both
concerned with children. As a school, we
maintain an interest in a shelter for
street children in Hyderabad, India.
Over the past three years we have sent
money and clothing to this project,
which now has a placard outside telling
of its sponsorship by King Edward's
School. There's good feedback about
how our money is spent from Dr
Richard Slater who goes out
periodically
from
Birmingham
University. Not only food, clothes and
medicines are provided but also
schooling and encouragement to earn a
small living.
The second cause for that term was
chosen as a result of a short but moving
plea from two Old Eds, Sam Brockington
and James Powell. They had spent a GAP
year at St. Mark's School in South Africa.
This charitable enterprise provides a
rounded education to poor children and
has just built a library but needed books
to fill it. From the total eventually raised,
we were able to send out £1500 towards
this goal.

Comic Relief Day occurred during the
Spring Term and did not go unmarked at
KES. Teachers were plastered with cream
pies on the South Terrace (it makes a
change from wet sponges but clogs up

Total given to
various charities:
£10,000
the nose and eyes rather more!), someone
was sponsored to be taped to a board,
various heads were shaved, a Divisions
form came in the fetching combination
of dinnerjackets and bermuda shorts:
these events and others raised £1200 for
Comic Relief.
Money was also sent in the spring term
to D E B R A , a charity which helps
children suffering from a severe
blistering skin condition. There were
strong reactions to the short video about
it, which made us realise that something
so distressing to look at must be so much
more terrible for sufferers and their
families.

The first half of 1999 was filled with
news reports about the plight of Kosovan
refugees. The situation was obviously
worsening by the day when we took our
vote on which charities to support in the
summer. It was decided to devote all our
energies to this cause, beginning with a
non-uniform day when we would
contribute double the usual rate.
Another huge effort for Kosovo had
in fact taken place during the Easter
holidays. The intrepid foursome of the
senior management team - Messrs
Andronov, Everest, Phillips and Rigby cycled C2C (from the Cumbrian to the
Northumbrian coasts) and had raised
£870+ in sponsorship. A heartening talk
was given in big school by the Oxfam
worker to whom we sent £2500 for the
Kosovo appeal, explaining that our
money would help alleviate conditions
in the slow and difficult process of
repatriating refugees.
The total raised by the school for the
year? Just under £10,000, not a record
but not far short of our existing one. Feel
justifiably proud if you contributed in
any way to this! Now, with many ideas
flying around of how to celebrate and
spend money for the Millennium, it
would be appropriate for us to set our
sights on raising an extra special sum in
the year 2000.
JAM

Right: Messrs
Rigby,
Phillips,
Everest and
Andronov
pause for
refreshment
during their
140 mile trip.
Total given
to various
charities:
£10,000
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| LIBRARY DEVELOPMENTS |
The past two Summer holidays
have seen the Library undergo a radical
transformation from mausoleum to
information powerhouse for the new
Millennium.
Gone are the noisy wooden floors
and archaic furniture, to be replaced by
carpet and comfortable chairs. The
redundant high shelving that adorned
either end of the Main Library has been
removed, as have the pendant glowing
balls, which once illuminated the interior.
The latter have been superseded by a
more natural 'daylighting' which has
proved particularly useful on the long
wintry evenings. The overall effect has
been to produce a lighter, airier
atmosphere; a far cry from the
intimidating and oppressive ambience of
yesteryear.

and trendy issues desk inside the Library
entrance, likened by some members of
the Common Room to the bridge of the
Starship Enterprise.

horror novel. The installation of the new
high-tech security system will hopefully
make 'unofficial borrowing' a thing of
the past.

Having made a few enemies
through my ruthless rationalisation of
Library resources, I have subsequently
gained some supporters after replacing
these discarded tomes with newer texts
and even the odd science fiction and

We are especially pleased to
welcome M r s . Billingham and her
Careers Department to our area.
Although deplored as 'empire-building'
by some sectors of the school
community, the relocation of the Careers

Only the school librarians have
had reason to complain. Averse to any
challenge to tradition, the loss of their
aged but beloved desk proved almost too
much for some individuals to bear.
However, this has been more than
compensated for by the new privilege of
sitting behind an infinitely more modern

Room adjacent to the Library Annex
merely reflects the growing trend in the
Information Provision sector for
convergence of resources under one roof
- or in our case one corridor.
Thanks, as always, go to Mr.
Lambie for his ongoing advice and
support, and also to Head Librarian
Humayun Ayub who has been a tower of
strength to the Library community for the
past five years.
SJW
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DEBATING

Junior Team

Every day, as a Shell, I was
interrogated by my mother: "Have you
done any debating?" Unfortunately, at
that age, I did not realise that I wasn't
allowed to, so regarded my refusal so to
do as a form of subtle rebellion. I must
confess, however, that it's always been
both a temptation and an ambition of
mine to be a debater. I think it probably
comes from my fascination with public
school bourgeois attitudes, which seem
to be epitomised by sitting on an oak
chair in a dusty room and using
pretentious language to argue an obscure
point of politics.
So, indeed, it was hardly surprising
that, when so urged by Dr Hosty during
a B i g School assembly, my peaceful
protest crumbled, and I submitted to the
"intellectual" sport. I was, at first,
introduced to the "Midland Schools"
style of debating; prepared speeches and
the like.
"Great", I thought, "I can use subtle
jokes and beautifully crafted sentences
to sound elegant." Unfortunately, this
style of debating is all but discarded
among other school debaters, possibly
because of the School's previous lack of
success. I learned that my colleague, Josh
"cock of the walk" Goodman's, approach
to this style of debating was to research
the subject, before writing his speech in
Mr Stacey's clapped out car on the way
to the competition. But we won. We've
got the trophy to prove it.
The most prestigious competition
which a Junior Debater is allowed to
enter is the fiercely intellectual
Cambridge Union competition, in which
debaters research random subjects and
hope that their coach's reading of current
events is accurate, with more than a
degree of cocksureness. Of course, it
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wasn't. After being assured that we
would get "genetically modified foods"
or "stop the Irish peace process", we got
"ethical trade policies". Still, the
knowledge of debaters on the subject of
mutated potatoes [hmm, good name for
a band] remains the stuff of legend.
So, thanks to the interest of brave
new debaters such as M r William

I

Tattersdill, Mr Tom Mort and Mr Badri
Wadawadigi, maybe the young School \
debaters can hold onto our Midland
Schools trophy. As the old saying goes:
"Every cock will crow upon his own
dunghill". Or, in other words
"meaningless but impressive-sounding
phrases can always succeed above wellcrafted arguments".
Jos Lavery

The ESU/Observer Mace
7 dislike arguments of any kind. They are always vulgar and often convincing' Oscar Wilde
Thank goodness such a philistine as Oscar Wilde did not poison our hallowed
corridors! This season the School's debaters appeared to have discovered the elusive
bottle labelled 'success', and taken a hearty swig from it.
The 'Mace' is the British Isles' most prestigious schools debating competition:
over seven hundred schools participate in the opening rounds each year, finally whittled
down to four for the International Final. The team, although not betting men, realised
that the odds against them were equivalent to the chances of David Beckham singing
as a bass. However, such pessimism withered in the face of Dr Hosty's supreme
rationality, beautifully complemented by Mr Stacey's ingenuity and passion. Mr Stacey
should be destined for a career as a football manager, although of course this will not
happen, as you have to know something about football, and he supports Leeds United.
KES won through to the National Final in London; for the first time in thirty years,
Dr. Hosty informed the team, harking back to the days when David Willets led KES
to victory. Munish 'True Blue' Chopra relished the prospect of following in the
footsteps of such a 'fine man', whereas Benedict was not so sure whether he wanted
to emulate that particular success. Yet despite some underhand tactics by one opposing
school to sabotage the timing of Munish's speech, K E S were declared English
champions.
The International Final was held in Edinburgh on the 8th May between the Welsh,
Scottish, Irish, and English champions. The motion we were to propose was 'This
House Would Ban G M Foods', and as none of us were scientists, we were not pleased
at the thought of such a technical debate. But we immersed ourselves in a crashcourse on cloning, biodiversity, pesticide chemistry and plenty more. By May all of
us were ready to cut, maim or kill any individual who mentioned Monsanto.
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Perhaps the greatest perk from school debating (apart from the fact that G M foods
came up in the General Studies A-Level) was an all-expenses-paid trip to Edinburgh.
Due to drama commitments in Birmingham, Benedict had to take a return flight. He
felt very sophisticated flying to Edinburgh 'on business for England', yet this suave
image was somewhat tainted by an obligation to wear school uniform.
The setting for the Final was an impressive 'parliamentary' debating chamber, and
our nerves increased as we discovered that the Scottish representatives were World
Champions, and that the audience seemed to be everything but English. There were
numerous Scottish school children and several individuals sported kilts - a sight to
make any self-respecting Englishman nervous. We were pitted against the Welsh, and
it immediately became clear whose side the audience were on (I am sure I saw the
audience, before the debate, feasting on 'Braveheart' and England's greatest rugby
defeats). Every joke or gibe by the Welsh was met with jubilant cheers, while any
decent attempt at humour on our part was met with a defiant silence. However, resisting
our instincts to cry "For England, Elizabeth and St. George!", we rose to the occasion
and by the conclusion of Benedict's passionate summing-up we were confident we
had defeated the Welsh. It was now up to the Scots and Irish to discuss independence
for Kosovo.
As it turned out, the panel of five judges, including MSP Margaret Ewing, opted
finally in favour of the Scots, but the competition was certainly tight. We returned to
our hotel slightly disappointed but exhilarated by the scale of the day's events. Nothing
could overshadow a great achievement for all the individuals involved, and KES.
The journey to Edinburgh had been a unique experience. Debating builds confidence,
develops skills of communication, argument and humour, and helps you meet lots of
interesting people. However, most of all, it is enjoyable. Indeed, I am certain Oscar
Wilde would not have fitted in at KES: our debating success has shown that we love
arguments of any kind. They are often vulgar and always, or at least nearly always,
convincing. Long may the legacy of the class of 1998-99 continue.
Thank you, Mr Stacey and Dr. Hosty for your tireless work in making it all possible.
Benedict Fisher

Senior Team
The best KES debating season ever,
without question. A l l England National
Champions in the strangely-named
"Observer Mace" Competition; winners
of the Midland Schools' Competition;
Oxford Union semi-finalists (last eight
in the country); in the top six in the
Cambridge Union; Best Individual
Speaker in the Midland Schools'. Trips
to London, Edinburgh, Oxford and
Cambridge, among others; strategies,
issues, motions, sweat; nerves, tension,
hope,
disappointment;
triumph,
celebration and Mr Stacey.
The Observer Mace competition
involves piles of preparation and solid,
competent, consistent performance, and
has the best reputation of all the debating
contests. Ben Fisher and Munish Chopra

argued whether to assassinate dictators,
out gay celebrities and relax British
licensing laws. In London, they became
A l l England Champions. In Edinburgh,
they debated the merits of G M foods, but
lost the International contest narrowly to
the Scots.
Some time ago some worthy local
intellectuals created the imaginatively
named "The Midland Schools' Debating
Contest": the idea was to have Midland
school children competitively debating.
As the flamboyant Jos Lavery and I
ploughed our way through the rounds, we
had to give lengthy, uninterrupted
speeches, prepared long in advance,
speaking carefully, clearly and loudly,
subtly varying tone, making eye contact,
standing still, holding notes ("not

scruffy-looking"), not reading from the
notes, and not using too many long
words. We sometimes shocked them with
our sheer energy, and were frequently
criticised for talking too fast. (Most of
the judges are quite old.)
This House Believed that "Digital TV
is just fodder for the mindless masses",
that "English is the undisputed global
language" and that "the law delivers
justice" - all motions carefully phrased
by the worthies so as to be almost
completely impossible to debate.
Somehow we debated them, though, and
got to the final. The worthies then
excelled themselves with; "This House
Believes that the Millennium Will Herald
a Golden Age for the Human Race",
which we had to propose (think about it).
What we said is lost in the grey mists of
collective denial: out of the "over 100
people" (Birmingham Post) collected in
the hall, only a couple of nutters
supported us in the floor debate. The
judges liked us, though. We won a huge
trophy, got a book each and had our
picture in both the Birmingham Post and
the Evening Mail the next day. I got a
silver gavel for "Best Individual
Speaker", which I now make good use
of when chairing debates with myself in
the twilight of a late evening.
In most Cambridge, and all Oxford
Union debates, you are told what to argue
fifteen or twenty minutes before the start.
You rarely know anything about the
subject, so the nerves and scribbling of
preparation are always panicked and
occasionally hysterical. You have to
speak for five minutes, pattering along
with a tone of conviction and range of
emphatic gestures, bringing your
audience finally to frenzied support of
your explosive reasonableness. Useful
skills include repeating the same point
consecutively in six different ways,
verbally abusing the opposition for no
apparent reason, and stammering a lot to
fill up the time.
Ben Fisher and I believed in the Oxford
first round that "public figures should
have private lives", but not that America
should police the world. As last year, we
then had an exciting day out in Oxford,
where we supported the Commonwealth,
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refused to "wait till marriage" and
wanted to "go green". Out of the 64 teams
there and around 180 from the whole
country, we were put in the last eight. In
our semi-finals we stuck up for allowing
ethnic minorities separate education, but
just missed getting into the final (beaten
only by the eventual winners and runnersup).
In the Cambridge competition, Jos
Lavery, James Rose, Munish Chopra and
I debated the virtues of RR. and trying
General Pinochet. Jos and I went on to
privatise the B B C and disestablish the
Church of England, which took us all the
way to the last twelve (out of a record
entry of 296), and 24 hours in Cambridge
chaperoned by the excellent M r

Ostrowicz. We liked the International
Space Station, disliked countries that
abused human rights, and supported the
government. Again we only just missed
the final, which was a pity, as we'd
probably have done quite well.
Highlights included Ben Fisher coming
out as a heterosexual, a friendly
Cambridge judge with outstanding ginger
hair, half a speech devoted to Jos's daring
checked coat, M r Stacey nearly breaking
down on the M40, Jos breaking a full jug
of water on our table just before a debate,
Oxbridge students being studenty, and
sixth formers in suits taking themselves
far too seriously. Any success was a
tribute to M r Stacey and Dr Hosty, who
deserve as many congratulations as

Senior Team
After last year's disappointing exit from
the competition at the inter regional stage,
it was important that the Schools'
Challenge team made a greater impact on
the competition, especially since it was
Henry Pertinez's final year. Over his six
years in both Junior and Senior teams,
Henry has contributed enormously, his
huge and increasingly varied knowledge
combined with a speed that has provoked
claims of "buzzer tampering" from
bewildered opposition. He has been an
assured and often inspired captain, having
to rescue the team from some dire
situations over the years.
Despite the gaping hole that Henry's
departure will undoubtedly leave in the
senior ranks, the future looks bright, with
the Junior team winning national
championships back to back.
The Senior team opened with two
businesslike demolitions of Five Ways and
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anyone. And goodbye to Ben Fisher,
always a thoroughly nice young man,
after years as a mainstay of school
debating.
Joshua Goodman
Footnote: The skill and sheer hard work
- always undertaken cheerfully - of the
small group of dedicated debaters should
not go unrecorded. I should like to thank
them and to express the hope that their
success might inspire many more boys
to take on the intoxicating challenge of
competitive debating.
SLS

they won by the narrowest of margins - ten
points, or one bonus.
the KEHS " B " team, scoring over 1000
points in both matches. This splendid form
was carried through to regional semi-final
and final, playing Shrewsbury "B" team and
KEHS " A " team respectively, again scoring
over 1000 points in both matches.
To have scored so heavily in retaining the
regional championship was an astounding
feat and boded well for the inter-regional
encounter with Bedford Modern School.
Although the team did not perhaps turn on
the style in the manner of the previous
matches, the victory was nevertheless a
comfortable one in a potentially tricky tie.
Coming into the national finals, staged
at King's Worcester in late April, in such a
rich vein of form, the team was quietly
confident, but if they had harboured any
thoughts of an easy quarter final against
Dalriada School, they were rudely
awakened by a battling performance from
the opposition. Pushed to the final question,

Such a tense match was bound to take its
toll and this was obvious in the semi-final
against RGS Guildford, who seemed fresher
and had a slight edge.
They were also perhaps the best team ever
faced by KES and we did well to stay with
them in a very close, high scoring match,
perhaps the best one of the competition.
As ever, thanks must go to Mr. Milton
who devotes a huge amount of time and
effort to Schools' Challenge, despite the
added commitments of the Junior Play,
Heath House and a demanding form tutor
group. I hope that next year the Seniors can
repay his input with a national
championship to match those of the Juniors.

George Simm
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Junior Team

Nottingham was the most worrying of
the whole competition for us; despite

The Junior Schools Challenge team
came

into

the

year

with

The next three matches, against

high

Bablake, and Stratford ' A ' and ' B '

expectations but also much to live up

teams, were won equally convincingly,

to. Last year's national champion team

with a score of 1000 or more in each,

remained largely unchanged; Simon

despite another lack of buzzers at

Ferrie, Matthew Siddons and myself

Bablake. This took us forward to the

remaining, with Ruari Kerr and Imran

inter-regional match, away again

Mian being replaced by Matthew Hosty

against Monmouth (in the whole year

and Jamie Sunderland, picked from a

we did not play a single home match).

strong Shell squad.

Although we won easily enough, we

The year could not have started in a

had to try hard in the last five minutes

better way. The first regional round was

to keep up our one hundred per cent

away to Pershore High

School,

record of 1000-point victories. The final

School's Challenge new boys. On

score was 1020, but it later transpired

leaving King Edward's, M r Milton

that the scorer, an unenthusiastic

twice reassured us that our opponents

Monmouth boy in detention, had made

had their own buzzers, and could not

a mistake. Our actual score was 990;

be persuaded to take ours as a

one question short of our goal

precaution. When we arrived however,

This did not deter us from our

there was not a buzzer in sight, so we

ultimate objective though; our retention

had to resort to the unconventional but

of the national title. With this in mind

entertaining "hands up" method. This

we travelled to Pockington Manor

did not deter us though, and we stormed

School, near Bristol, for the national

to a national record 1420 point score.

finals. Our first round match against

being close all the way through, we
amassed a strong lead with ten minutes
to go, and answered just enough
questions to retain it until full time. The
winning margin was less than fifty
points.
Inspired by this victory, we next faced
the home team, who had just won their
first round match by 900 points.
However, we demolished them in one
of our most convincing wins yet, taking
us to the national final. Our opponents
were by no means the second best team,
(this honour had to go to Nottingham,
who

eventually

won

the

plate

competition), and we duly beat them by
more than 500 points, in a spectacular
retention of our national crown.
Many thanks to Mr. Milton for acting
as general organiser, question master
and chauffeur and to Simon, Jamie and
the two Matthews for their consistent
and outstanding performance.
David Tite
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With this issue of 'Chronicle' being published so close to the
millennium (or the year 2000 if you're one of the ones who say the
millennium is 2001), we thought we'd make our own little comment on
the last 2000 years.
However, the 'Chronicle' staff's collective inability to do any
history forced us to go on our knees to the History Department.
Here is what two members of the Department offered us. Below, M r
Davies expresses his own feelings about the last one thousand years and
opposite, M r Milton finds his defining moment of the century.

It is very difficult to get enthusiastic
about the millennium. I feel that I am the
millennial equivalent of M r Scrooge:
"Bah! Humbug". What is it after all if
not an opportunity for fatuity and
banality on a truly cosmic scale?

A thousand years ago our forebears
were preparing for the second coming of
Christ. We, on the other hand, are
concerned that the millennium will signal
our microwaves going on the blink, and
the end of all shopping as we know it.
Merry H i l l will be abandoned to the
ghosts of clammy consumers hoping to
experience the rush that only purchasing
can produce. Mobile phones will bleep
no more, and families will sit huddled in
their executive-style homes waiting in
vain for their credit cards to be validated
to continue the cycle of consumption. It

"...Could we have
done better?
I doubt it..."
all sounds wonderful.
What can we say about man's history
after another 1000 years of endeavour?
Could we have done better if we had tried
harder? I doubt it. It is arguable that all
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the striving has got us into the enormous
mess that we're struggling to get out of
at the moment. The man of the
millennium is apparently a dead white
male in the person of William
Shakespeare, a man who couldn't spell
his name the same way twice. What the
hell, he could certainly write; and without
a word processor, which is lucky for him
because the spell checker hates

"...I see no reason for
the Luftwaffe to drop
bombs on my mum..."

Elizabethan English. He was chosen, not
for his dress sense - which was terrible
even for those days; but because he
understood the human condition and
could make us understand and
sympathise with our own predicaments.
Anyone who can make you a better
person without forcing you to lie down
and pay them £50 an hour must be a good
thing.
There are quite a few bits of history it
would have been fun to watch. The Rise
and Fall of the Roman Empire,
feudalism, the sack of Constantinople,
Bede actually being venerable. It all begs

for a good old fashioned empathy
question. Imagine you are a cart wheel
on a tumbrel. What are your thoughts and
feelings as you squeak your way into the
Place de la Concorde with another load
of 'Aristos'? You are Adolf Hitler, it is
March 1945 and you have missed
breakfast again. How do you feel about
the conduct of war, or the conduct of your
kitchen? You are Julius Caesar's washer
woman; do you think that Brutus is an
honourable man? I can't help feeling
sorry for the little people in history. For
example I see no reason for the Luftwaffe
to drop bombs on my mum, or on any
other mum come to think about it.

History is a catalogue of disasters,
punctuated occasionally by a really good
catastrophe. Humanity has suffered from
a very bad attack of itself for centuries.
There is not one cruelty that has gone
unpractised. Our ingenuity for abusing
and destroying is breathtaking, as is our
arrogance and insensitivity. Yet don't you
just love us to death? We are like a
troublesome two year old, by turns
winsome, creative, destructive and
loathsome. It is our curse and our
blessing to be human.

There have been good bits: the
invention of teatime, stamps, antibiotics,
catseyes and mango chutney. There have
been some good ideas that haven't quite
come off: Christianity, democracy,
marmalade, capitalism and cricket. Then
there are the truly awful ideas: National
Socialism, alcopops, synchronised
swimming and tofu.

The really great problem is that some
terrible ideas look good and some good
ideas look terrible.
JPD
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PAGES
Imagine. You are high in the air,
strapped down like a prisoner in a closed,
sealed compartment. Below you, a 400
ft tall bomb, armed and deadly, waiting
to explode with unimaginable ferocity.
At the given moment, the bomb ignites
and suddenly the clamps fall free,
releasing the rocket to power upwards,
and so hurling its fragile human cargo
away from the confines of planet Earth.
In this way, mankind's greatest
adventure began, 30 years ago. On 16
July 1969, Michael Collins, Edwin
Aldrin and Neil Armstrong were locked
into position atop the giant Saturn 5
booster rocket and Apollo 11 took off
safely on its momentous journey to the
moon. Four days later, Armstrong made
history when he became the first man to
step onto the moon. The single greatest
moment of this, or any other, millennium.
A moment of magnificent achievement,
of technological expertise, sheer human
ingenuity and bravery.
A long time ago, Captain Cook said,
"I had the ambition to go not only farther
than man had gone before, but to go as
far as it was possible to go." This is the
spirit of exploration embedded in the
Apollo Missions, a spirit repeated when
Dave Scott, the commander of Apollo 15,
stepped onto the moon saying, "Man
must explore, and this is exploration at
its greatest." Robot missions and distant
photographs lack the spark of human
perception. The moon means nothing
unless it can be experienced by people.
In addition to the extraordinary and
extensive scientific discoveries made
possible by the astronauts, the grandeur
and beauty of the moon and the universe
were made apparent. And the sight of
Earthrise over the dark horizon was
breathtakingly profound. A blue shining
oasis of life standing alone in a black sea
of night. As Carl Sagan wrote in 1975,

"It is impossible to look down on planet
Earth without acquiring a new
perspective on our world."
It was impossible even for these
hardened men not to be moved by the
experience, to be filled with a great
euphoria, and an overpowering sense of
understanding and enlightenment. The
Apollo missions were journeys of
discovery, both scientific and spiritual.
In both senses, Apollo has added
immeasurably to the sum of human
knowledge. Exploration of the self, as
well as exploration of space.
But such a revelation came at a price.
In 1967, the 3 astronauts of Apollo 1 were
burned alive in a terrible launchpad
accident. Incinerated without leaving the
ground. There was a near total systems
shut down as Armstrong piloted the lunar
module to the Sea of Tranquillity.
Lightning struck Apollo 12 shortly after
take-off, whilst an engine control failure
in lunar orbit jeopardised Apollo 16. As
President Kennedy said in 1961, when
he launched the moon programme, "We
choose to go to the moon, and do the
other things, not because they are easy,
but because they are hard."
But as we now reach the defining
importance of the millennium, so do we
all reflect on mankind's own lost moon.
Man left the moon for the last time in
December 1972 and has never returned.
Twelve men walked on the moon for a
few hours. If we had set our sights on
the Moon and space, our exploration of
the solar system would be well advanced
as we approach the year 2000. N A S A
itself had tangible plans for a manned
mission to Mars, landing as early as 1982.
The technology was in place then. Even
more so now. Mars is as lost as the Moon.

enough. Only war. Apollo was bom out
of earthly conflict.
The race to the moon was part of the
Cold War, a function of the deadly rivalry
between America and Russia. The space
race was an act of war, driving forward
the Apollo Mission and as much a part
of the conflict as Vietnam. This great
adventure only ever happened because of
the futile hatreds which existed on earth.
And almost as soon as the Space race was
won, so America lost its political will to
proceed. Nixon's greatest crime was not
the Watergate scandal, but to deny
mankind the vision of further interplanetary travel. He never believed in
space but thought it better to beat Russia
with napalm and nuclear winters.
In any events, space travel was too
expensive, surely. Nowadays, what could
$20 billion a year buy? A successful,
small-scale Balkan war, a few high tech
fighter aircraft and a lot of very smart
bombs. We kill rather than discover.
From space, there are no national
frontiers, no differences between races.
We are all inhabitants of the same planet.
A l l people.
And that is why the story of man on
the moon is the greatest event in human
history. Not only because it was so
glorious, but because it was so fleeting,
so brief and and so precious. A
momentary glimpse of a greater future.
Knowledge and enlightenment, a new
type of humanity.
But I believe that one day we might
just dare to go back to the moon, and
finish the crusade started 30 years ago.
One day you might go to the moon, or
beyond. I hope so. Just be sure to take
me with you.
EJM

But why? Because America's political
leaders never really believed in the moon
as an end in itself. The moon was not
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ENGINEERING EDUCATION
The Engineering Education Scheme
(EES) is very much an unknown
quantity to most boys and teachers.
Those who do acknowledge its
existence consider it to be an
opportunity to spend a Friday afternoon
in the Design Centre tinkering with
electronic circuits or toying with
unfinished projects. Nothing could be
further from the truth.
This project has a real-life context.
It involves rapid understanding of
complex and technical information
relating to the engineering world,
therefore the team must adopt a very
hard work ethic. Many long hours and
much commitment must be put in for it
to be a success; often many bright ideas
will turn into dark cul-de-sacs at crucial
times, but when efforts bear fruition,
satisfaction knows no parallel.
This year's team of Tom Bishop,
Philip Canner, Mark Dorman and Ben
Speight were the fifth group from the
school to have taken part in the scheme.
Mr. Lloyd has guided all of these teams
through the scheme (maybe this is the
reason for his hair loss?). His
commitment is unrelenting and his
abilities to be available at every beck
and call proved very useful. He can also
turn moments of adversity into hilarity
with his caustic words of wit,were
always welcome
As the emphasis is on the team
working towards solving a real-life
engineering problem, a company is vital
in supplying both the problem to be
solved and an engineer. This year, the
team was affiliated to G K N Hardy
Spicer and our project engineer was the
ubiquitous Andrew Darby, an Old
Edwardian.
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Back in late October, we received our
project brief, detailing our task for the
long weeks ahead. When we read it, it
dawned on us all how daunting and
challenging the project would be. It read
Design a way of transferring and the
tulip from the stillage to the conveyor
which feeds the manufacturing cell."
The team were bemused; and
worryingly M r Lloyd lacked some
insight into what the brief actually
meant.

After the merriment of the New Year,
we returned to school one day early. The
reason for our early return was that a
four-day Residential was being held at
Birmingham University. Here, all the
teams from the Midlands involved in
the scheme meet up and get to know
about each other's projects and each
other. That was the week in which the
idea was finalised. Smiles were
mustered at the end of a very productive
couple of days.

After a few weeks and several visits
to the G K N factory in Erdington, the
group were finally able to establish our
task. In layman's terms, the team were
required to design and manufacture a
machine to remove a tonne's worth of
components (tulips) from a big metal
container and place each component, in
its correct orientation, onto a conveyor.

So, at the beginning of January,
everything looked rosy. Time was on
our side; and a design finalised; all that
remained was to manufacture a working
model and produce a technical report
of dissertation length. Week after week
passed without a hitch, but they were
passing at a pace that our rate of
production could not keep up with. It
was eventually decided that the team
would need to come into school during
the Easter holiday.

And so, for the next five weeks
leading up to Christmas, we worked
through
intense
sessions
of
brainstorming. Some ideas verged on
ridiculous, others were just utterly
stupid; a fraction deserved recognition.
Eventually after much discussion, we
elected
a
method
utilising
electromagnets.
However, all hopes of this being our
Holy Grail were dashed, when Mr Lloyd
disagreed with our solution. Although
we were thankful that he had diverted
us away from a major pitfall, one could
only wonder why he hadn't told us
earlier. With one week left before
Christmas, we had to scramble a
feasible idea together. There was a
distinct air of frustration and
dissatisfaction hanging over the project
at the Yuletide break.

During Easter, the technical report
was due for completion. This would be
sent off to five professional engineers,
part of our assessment board, who
would ultimately mark the project at the
NEC. Frantically, on the day before the
report was required to arrive at the
assessors, it was still being put together.
This included seven hundred pages of
photocopying and then binding.
One major obstacle was out of the
way. Now only a week remained to
complete the working model and
prepare the presentation and display for
the N E C . It seemed achievable,
especially when teachers allowed the
team to skip some lessons. At least it
seemed achievable until four o'clock
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the day before we had to go to the NEC.
The team had decided to paint the
model. However, the paint had soaked
into the wood to such an extent that the
wood expanded. This meant the
working model no longer worked.
With the presentation still to be
written, hour after nerve-jangling hour
passed. When Tom Bishop's mother
brought Fish and Chips at seven
o'clock, one began to think we would
be there for the night. Now the only
people left on the site, apart from Mr
Howe walking his dog, the team burnt
the night oil until eleven o'clock. The
model was working now, while the
presentation still remained to be

written. It was only the start of a very
long night for some of us.
The day of the N E C presentation
arrived. Having all squeezed into Mr
Lloyd's car, we travelled under
foreboding skies, the team in deep
thought. However, the day went without
a hitch. The presentation, although
unrehearsed until the moment it was
performed, was smooth; the model
worked, despite the torment of the night
before; and satisfyingly, the assessors
were impressed, awarding us a total of
72 out of 88, thrashing the regional
average. Only now, could we enjoy the
final product.

The final product was only reached
thanks to Mr Lloyd and Andrew Darby,
our engineer (and of course, our hard
work!) Looking back, despite
everything, it was one of the most
enjoyable challenges of my school
career, and I would recommend it to
anyone who enjoys a challenge,
especially budding engineers who think
they can give the commitment and hard
work required. The EES is nationally
acclaimed and thoroughly worthwhile.
Ben Speight

[INSERT • The Inside Story
One rainy lunchtime the conceptual
geniuses of Alexi Duggins and Charlie
Hutchings came up with yet another
great Idea and 'Insert' was born. Why
not produce a version of the legendary
"Idler" Valentine's Day pages, but
without an "Idler" around them? With
the intent of blowing the girls' Love
Pages out of the water, we knew we had
to move swiftly and 'Insert' soon
became a well oiled love machine expanding from its original staff of 2 to
become a fully fledged operation
comprising five members (6 if you count
Luke, but then who does?).
With the arrival of the 'Lurve Box'
in the Library, messages were flowing
thick and fast. However, Miss Warren
obviously having heard the old saying
'If you can't stand the heat get out of
the kitchen' made us get out of the
Library. We moved to the new more
easily accessible venue of the Gild Hall.
Despite the fact that at this juncture we
hadn't actually received any genuine
messages, things were going well.

At this point, still clinging to our
unofficial status, our printing technique
was basically to run off copies in the
Computer rooms until somebody in
authority noticed. However, things
gradually started going wrong: printing
on both sides of the paper proved to be
a challenge. However, we decided that
printing off copies at home would solve
the problem. Things went slightly pear
shaped when we discovered that none
of us actually had a new enough version
of Publisher to do so.
On top of all this, we found out one
day before going on sale (and a good
25 copies into the printing process) that
M r Andronov would like our
publication to be censored. In stepped
Rev Raynor. After some editing - for
which we are very grateful - we had a
final, finished copy. Now, due to our
new-found legal status, Doctor Hosty
kindly agreed to rack off copies for us
on the school newspaper account (thank
you kindly sir).

At
first, demand was so
overwhelming that the computer
technician was forced to put up a sign
telling the rapidly massing hordes that
'Insert' would not be available in the
Computer Room. Eventually demand
exceeded supply and some wrecker
produced and circulated copies of the
original unexpurgated text. This
regrettably led to a further and less
amiable interview with Mr Andronov,
and the closure of our operation. We
would like to finish by apologizing to
anyone who was distressed by a copy
of the "uncut" 'Insert': it was not
intended for general release. Perhaps
there is a lesson here about market
forces?

Alexi Duggins + Charlie
Hutchings
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CREST GOLD AWARD I
This summer, around 16 boys
from the Divisions / Sixth Form have
been involved with projects from many
different fields of science and technology,
based at various centres of higher
education in the West Midlands. The
work being done is for the "CREST Gold
Award" Scheme, run by S.A.T.R.O.; this
scheme aims to reward pupils
undertaking an original research project
in some field of the sciences much more
advanced than topics covered at ' A '
Level. The project must involve at least
100 hours of work per student, of which
more than 50% should be practical work.
The range of subjects covered this
year was astounding, featuring
achievements in many different aspects
of Information Technology, Chemistry,
Microbiology, and Physics; this year also
saw a vast increase in the numbers of
individuals taking up the scheme; last
year, there were only four. Who knows
how many w i l l be enthused next
summer?
Kumaran Navaratnarajah and
Anthony Plotnek worked on an
enigmatically titled project, "Build bottle
around ship synthesis - constructing
zeolites around porphorynes." For all you
Chemistry lovers, zeolites are a group of
naturally
occurring compounds.
Porphorynes are a class of cyclic
compounds, in which the parent ring is
made of four different units held together
with carbon bridges. Their aim was to
build a zeolite around a porphoryne. To
analyse the products of their experiments,
they used many specialised techniques,
such as nuclear magnetic resonance;
mass and U V spectroscopy; and X-Ray
diffraction. Their finished compound has
industrial use as a catalyst in oxidation
reactions.
When David Thomas and Ian
Miller first heard that they could work at
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Rover for a Crest Gold award, all they
knew was that it was something to do
with measuring and displaying the
amount of non-environmentally friendly
compounds being released into the
atmosphere by Rover's Longbridge paint
shops. They were told later that they had
to convert a complicated and very large
spreadsheet (which monitored the levels
of Volatile Organic Compounds being
released) to Microsoft Excel, and to add
some features that were not in the
original. In doing so, they learnt a lot
about the relative strengths of Lotus 12-3 and Excel; it involved complex
calculations, and tricky macro writing.
David and Ian visited Rover frequently
to check that the work they were doing
matched the specifications of those who
were to use it. When finished, six weeks
later, they presented them with a fully
functioning, easy to use VOC Calculator.
Michael Debney and I analysed
the functions and properties of bacterial
plasmids; to do this, we took ten soil
samples from Cannon Hill Park, then
isolated the bacteria from that soil.
Working
in the
Microbiology
Department at Birmingham University,
with Professor Chris M . Thomas, we
used techniques like electrophoresis and
PCR to investigate the plasmid D N A in
the bacteria, examining in particular
antibiotic resistance and biodegradative
properties. We were particularly
interested in seeing if the bacteria had the
properties suitable for breaking down
waste motor oil, and other organic waste
molecules (such as toluene); we also tried
to grow the bacteria on various
antibiotics, to explore the issues of multidrug resistance in the modem world.
Everyone's project will be taken
to a "Science Fair" in late September
1999; there, each team will have a stall,
and some "poster" space, to put up a

display outlining their project. Assessors
will wander around, grilling us on our
projects, to see if we really know our
stuff; Mr. Hancock will no doubt murder
those who do not. Teams with projects
that reach a certain standard will be
presented with a CREST Gold Award at
this stage.
Michael and I found our time over
the summer truly enjoyable, and well
worth doing. Among many other things,
we learnt how to operate as a team; had
practice with our research and reporting
skills; and were allowed to experiment,
ourselves, in advanced areas of biology,
in a topic that we both found intriguing
in its very limited place on the ' A Level
course, and with experimental techniques
that we would never have had a chance
to try without the scheme. Everyone who
undertook a project this year would
strongly recommend anyone now
entering the Divisions to try and get a
placement with a mentor at a university;
it is really the chance of a lifetime.
In that respect, we should thank
the people who made it happen; the
project "mentors," whether they be
teachers in the school (Dr. Galloway) or
lecturers at a University, deserve our
gratitude; there is really nothing "in it"
for them to have a team work with them,
but they were very willing to give up their
time to help us.
Sumit Indwar

THE CAREER LADDER.
WHY CLIMB W H E N YOU
C A N FLY?
It's not easy getting a job. No matter what grades you
end up with, it's still difficult.
If you're 15-16, about to take G C S E s or S C E s and
intend to go on to sixth form, then the R A F may be
able to offer you sponsorship with a view to eventually
becoming a Commissioned Officer.
You'll spend 3 days at Cranwell where we'll test your
physical and mental ability. If successful, your parents
could receive an annual tax free grant to help finance
your studies.
You'll have the chance to take your first flying lessons
and a 2 week leadership course in Scotland to give
you a taste of what's to c o m e - all this while you're
still at school.
Interested? Contact us at the address below.

Senior C a r e e r s Liaison Officer
A r m e d F o r c e s C a r e e r s Office
Princess House
The Square
SHREWSBURY
Shropshire SY1 1JZ

R O Y A L AIR F O R C E

O

RISE A B O V E T H E R E S T
WE A R E E Q U A L OPPORTUNITIES E M P L O Y E R S UNDER T H E R A C E RELATIONS A C T AND
W E L C O M E APPLICATIONS F R O M ALL ETHNIC G R O U P S
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STAGECOACH Theatre Arts
Stagecoach Edgbaston at King Edward's School

Stretch your imagination
in three directions at once.
If you are looking for somewhere
you can polish your stage skills, and
enjoy yourself while you do it, Stagecoach is the place for you.
You won't just learn the skills you
need to act, sing and dance. You'll put
on a better show all round.
You'll do some serious stage work,
and come to know and understand
much more about the performing arts.
And you'll gain confidence and selfesteem while you learn to move better
and express yourself more fluently.
None of these skills disappear when
the curtain falls - they're skills for life
as well as for the stage.

Stagecoach runs for three hours on
a Saturday alongside the normal academic term. There's no audition. If
you're aged between 4 and 16, you'll
be welcome.
If you'd like to know more about
Stagecoach, please contact:-

STAGECOACH EDGBASTON
James Suckling, Principal
20 Chestnut Grove
Moreton Morrell
Warwick CV35 9DG
Tel/Fax 01926 651159

b e e t
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SHELLS' CLASSICAL PLAY
COMPETITION

M

ost of the time, we ignore the Shells. We wade
through them in the corridor, we point them in
the direction in which they want to go and for
the most part, accept them as part of the furniture, since we
were all Shells once. For me, this apathetic viewpoint
changed when I organised the Shells' Classical Play
Competition. As I undertook this long-established role, it
readily became clear to me that one should no longer
underestimate the talents of the Shells.
It was not until the day of the competition that the full
impact of these various thespian ventures hit me. It is not
unusual for the competition to involve death, violence and
sex: it goes as part and parcel of the Classical World, an
integral part of its myths and history. However, no-one could
have anticipated the nature of the plays that were to be
presented to the waiting judges. I break into a cold sweat
even now as I recall what I witnessed: the scenes of
prostitution, carnage and 'Only Fools and Horses' take-offs
with which the plays presented us left even the liberal
sensibilities of Mr Lambie profoundly disturbed. This latest
crop of Shells, fresh in the school, are the most damaged
pack of bloody-minded, sex-obsessed lunatics ever to have
shed a gallon of blood on the Drama Studio floor.
Before the competition, I had great expectations of what
awaited us, and inside information from behind the scenes
promised drama of the highest standards. The smart denarii

were riding on Shell D, with Matthew Hosty leading the
cast as Zeus. After the highly disturbing sight of men with
balloons under their clothing committing acts of depravity
with other men, and the ruthless Charlie Rees mowing
people down as a Roman Terminator, I thought the judges,
in Shell D's case, would have a sensible play to review.
How wrong I was. In the end, I was forced to wade through
the numerous bodies strewn about the floor, to end a play
the body count of which surpassed those of all the other
plays combined. As one judge, Sam Sharpe remarked:
"After a while I just started judging on the number of deaths,
quality of 'Del and Rodney' gags and the size of the
balloons." He later added, "No, actually it was just the size
of the balloons."
Many thanks to all who came and supported the event;
to the judges; to those who helped me to set the Drama
Studio up beforehand; and to Mrs Herbert and the GCSE
Drama set who helped to wipe up the bloodstains
afterwards. (Incidentally, Shell T assured us that the blood
was fake. Actually, they were rubbing their hands with glee,
laughing maniacally with skin pale and clammy. I am sure
that is nothing to worry about.) My final thanks go to the
Shells themselves, who produced an amusing, if at times
sadistic, selection of plays.
Oliver Scanlan
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THE JUNIOR PLAY
Temple at the End of Time

W

hen someone refers to the Junior Play, you can't
help thinking of an amazing production that
reflects the huge range of dramatic talents which
exists in both K E S and K E H S . It is with these younger
members of both schools that we find a wealth of talent, which
has become a trademark of the Junior Play. One could see
from the outset that 'Temple at the End of Time' was to be
no exception to this rule, and even from the initial rehearsals,
this play was bound for great success.
'Temple at the End of Time' was hailed as a sequel to a
previous play, 'The Chronicles of Life and Imagination', and
as the title suggests, it was a play of epic proportions. Written,
produced and directed by M r Milton, it was the sharp-witted
and lively script that lent itself so readily to performance by
those dramatic talents forming the cast. These included some
veterans of previous plays, as well as some new faces. The
plot was diverse, captivating the audience, and transporting
them from the stark realities of the movie production world,
Temple Images, to the fantastical land of Koshna'ar. The play
witnessed romance, violence and tragedy, and its ethical
undertones confronted such issues as oppression and
dictatorship. Few had realised that this would be a play of
such titanic proportions, but it undoubtedly was! Few will
forget the Titanic scenes, which presented the captain on the
bridge of the Titanic, iceberg warning in hand, and the
characters Rosie and Jake (Maria Walsh and William
Tattersdill) on the ship's prow.
The scenery, accompanied by costumes, subtle lighting and
smoke-gun effects added to the visual impact of the play.
Special credit must go to Richard Benwell, who not only
designed the stunning backdrop for the stage, but also spent
much of his free-time painting it, along with various others.
The accompanying music also added to the epic mood of the
play. This was once again attributable to the musical talents
of John Marsters, who provided us with the 'Temple at the
End of Time' theme.
Acting roles were varied and challenging. The cast was
exemplary. With each member displaying strong acting
ability, under Mr Milton's direction, it is so difficult to single
anyone out. Rachel Gilman gave a truly chilling performance
as the hard, unscrupulous dictator, Rebecca, whilst Charlotte
Lee provided us with the genuine compassion and serenity
that lay in her character. In spite of Daniela Quinlan being
taken ill on the opening night of the show, she soldiered on
and allowed the play to glide seamlessly between the worlds
of Temple Images and Koshna'ar, in her role as the narrator,
G'Hwws.
Himanshu Ojha was absolutely hilarious as the cool,
sophisticated new leader of Koshna'ar, the inimitable Eric.
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His great talent for mimicry was put to full use in this role,
as the audience witnessed the emergence of such notable
politicians as Hague and Blair in Eric's character. No-one
could forget Chris Maskell's character, Brett, the
distinguished, womanising movie star, who sadly lacked in
the cerebral department, often to much amusement.
The rest of the cast, from the spear carriers to the
worshippers, were equally impressive. But it would not be
right to neglect a starlet of the play; making his first
appearance as the Magic Imp was Karan Patel. The Imp shall
be fondly remembered in all our hearts as the one who
squeaked more loudly than a mouse with a lump of cheese,
with those immortal words: "Hello. I am the Magic Imp and
your wish is my command!"
It only remains to say a big 'thank you' to everyone involved
in making this production a success. Thanks must go to Baber
Zaka for his work on the lighting; to M r Sendor, for his
continuing work with the Stage Crew; to the Stage Crew
themselves who worked so hard that week; to the cast who
were so wonderful to work with. And finally, to M r Milton,
without whose long hours of work none of this would ever
be possible. It was the greatest pleasure to work with you
all.
Simon Plant
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T H E SIXTH F O R M THEATRE STUDIES GROUP
Into the Woods

T

his is the play which tells of
what really happens after the
'happily ever after.' The
characters of all your favourite
childhood stories are here, and we see
them interact and trade with each other
in a plot that becomes increasingly
complex. It was a strikingly original
idea, which became more intriguing
as the play unfolded in front of the
audience. Like the fairy tales which
preceded and inspired it, 'Into the
Woods' has a much deeper level of
morals and messages than can be seen
in the surface story. In fact it takes
Jack, Cinderella, Little Red
Ridinghood, Rapunzel and the princes
to a somewhat darker world, where
they are forced to put their youthful
carelessness behind them and learn the
responsibilities that come with age.
Being in the audience gave me a
very different perspective on this play
from those productions in which I
have actually been involved. I was
astounded by the sheer quality of the
acting. At the time I was completely
unaware of how inexperienced some
members of the cast were - for the
simple fact that I could not tell. They
were all astoundingly good. Some
members of the cast had never
performed or sung before, but I would
not have guessed that fact if it had not
been printed in the program. As far as
I was concerned, the whole company
was fully adept, and certainly kept me
entertained for the whole evening.
There was certainly no shortage of
talent amongst the cast. There were
two leading double acts. Ben Fisher
and Claire Mackenzie played the
rebellious Jack and his scolding
mother, whilst James McCrory and
Kate Holder gave us the well-meaning

baker and his wife, taunted by Vicky
Thomas' hideous witch. (James and
Ben, having already surpassed
themselves here, would go on to
become the heroic saviours of a later,
major production, but that's another
story.) Sally Ferguson and Joy Miller
respectively portrayed Cinderella and
Rapunzel, with Paul Collins and some
guy called Alistair Natkiel (Who?
Never heard of him!) as the two cleancut, dashing princes searching
endlessly for them.
Every musical has its show-stealer,
and for me, at least, 'Into the Woods'
had Ashley Pope. Wearing a dress and
a mask, he was big, loud and actually
quite frightening as the stepmother,
and in his slick, black suit he was sly
and suave as the wicked, but likeable
wolf.
'Into the Woods' was unlike any
musical I've ever come across before.
Rather than there being long scenes
of acting, with songs in between, the
structure was such that, most of the
time, the two were cleverly integrated,
making for what almost seemed like
one, epic, ever-evolving song.
Because they looked like the pros that
they were, I deliberately seated myself
closest to the band; I was literally only
a few feet from the pianist. Led by
musical genius and all-round top
bloke Jon L a i r d , of 'Threepenny
Opera' fame, the band had come to do
their stuff without payment. The only
money they received was, literally, a
few pounds for the journey. Now if
that isn't love of music, then I don't
know what is!
If I have one complaint, then it's to
whoever's in charge of the K E H S
heating system. Despite wearing two
jackets, a scarf and a pair of gloves, I

was absolutely freezing, and I was so
ill afterwards that I had to have the
next day off school. The only
consolation that I can derive from this
sad tale is that the production must
have been excellent, for someone
suffering so greatly to enjoy it as much
as I did. The whole cast and crew
deserve many congratulations for
'Into the Woods,' partly because of the
short time in which they rehearsed and
produced it., but mainly because they
fitted it in alongside their A levels. For
this last reason, the second act was
performed with script-books in hand,
but this did not matter at all, with such
a talented bunch. One member of the
cast deserves particular mention. I was
surprised to learn that Katie Hayes did
not only star as Little Red Ridinghood,
but also single-handedly designed and
painted the entire set.
M y two final congratulations go to
Jon Laird, and, of course, Mrs Jenny
Herbert, without whose dramatic
management and careful direction
there probably wouldn't even be a
Sixth Form Theatre Studies Group,
and certainly not one as good as this.
'Into the Woods' was an original,
vibrant and witty production, and one
which I will not forget.
William R Grant
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T

he fact that I was a member
of the cast of this production
is irrelevant to the statement I
am about to make: 'Guys & Dolls'
was, quite simply, a masterpiece.
'Guys & Dolls' had everything. Of
course, being a musical, it had songs.
An amazing orchestra, consisting of
pupils from both K E S & K E H S , and
even a few teachers, seemed, just for
a moment, almost as talented as the
cast,
as
it
enthusiastically
accompanied six-part harmonies that
would have made the Cambridge
choirboys sound like feeding time at
the cat sanctuary. Between these
snatches of acoustic achievement, the
acting would kick in to deliver the
watertight plot, with all its character,
excitement and romance, but, mostimportantly of all, the light-hearted
comedy that typifies this classic
American tale.
Both old hands and newcomers led
the male side of the cast. The
irrepressible Alistair Natkiel had
already been the star of just about
every major production of the last two
years, his most notable hour being as
Mac The Knife in the infamous 1998
production, 'The Threepenny Opera.'
Back again this year, he gave another
effortlessly slick performance, now as
professional gambler, Sky Masterson.
Meanwhile, another talent retained
from last year, Nathaniel Coleman,
was on top form as the greedy but
loveable Nicely Nicely Johnson. He,
and senior production newcomer
Richard Benwell as the innocent,
lollipop-sucking Benny Southstreet,
made an absolutely superb double act,
both when delivering dialogue and
when in duet for such songs as the
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musical's title number. However, of
the male principals, the guy who stole
the show was undoubtedly Ed Treacy,
a complete natural, who kept his
character, Nathan Detroit, hysterically
locked in a perpetual, uneasy frenzy
K E H S seemed to have rather a raw
deal when it came to this production,
in as much as there were not a great
many female principal roles. The
solution was to double-cast the two
leads, to give more ladies a chance of
starring. Whether there was any
limelight competition between the pair
of actresses sharing each role I've no
idea. (This sort of thing does happen!
Lee Bushell and Will Rumball were
at it when they shared the character of
Filch in 'The Threepenny Opera'.)
Faye Parker and Becky Cadigan both
gave us Lieutenant Sarah Brown
superbly. Similarly, both Sophie
Wardell and Catherine Timmons were
naive and hilarious as Adelaide,
Nathan Detroit's girlfriend of fourteen
years.
Principals are all very well, but any

production needs its cast filled out with
a crowd who'll sing and dance with
the best of them, as well as say the odd
line, here and there. Other than some
quite
tricky
harmonies
and
choreography, the guys, or the
'Crapshooters,' did not have too much
asked of them; mainly just to stand in
the background 'responding.' The \
dolls, on the other hand, seemed up for |
anything, be it wearing strange (but I
cute) dresses, or stripping in that night
club scene. Musical interludes such as
this were one of the production's
strongest features. From the two Hot
Box shows, with zealous introductions
courtesy of Mark Green, to the surreal,
exhausting, hut lively scene in the
Cuban dive, and the everyday city
hustle shown in the Broadway street
known as 'Runyonland,' the show was
always kept fresh for the audience.
The first night was a triumph. All
was well and good, it seemed; but a
crisis loomed.
Morning came. It was the day of the
second performance. But everyone
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involved in 'Guys and Dolls' was
strangely quiet, and solemn. Morale
was low. This was all bewildering to
me. It was not as if the first night had
been a disappointment; quite the
contrary, in fact. Soon, however, I
discovered the truth. There was
someone missing from the cast of
'Guys and Dolls.'
Ed Treacy was in hospital with
pneumonia. Apparently, he had been
ill for some days, but his devotion to
the production was such that he kept
it quiet. And who can blame him for
that, after six months of work? But, as
they say, the show must go on. The
show would go on.
From the ranks of the Sixth were
taken two great talents. One was James
McCrory, one of the stars of 'Into the
Woods', famous for such camp as last
year's M r Peachum. The other was
Ben Fisher, star of 'Into the Woods,'
as well as many other productions, and
long-serving member of Stage 2 at the
Midland Arts Centre.
Taking one act each, the two took
over as Nathan Detroit. For the second
night of 'Guys and Dolls,' they glided
through the play faultlessly, with
scripts in hand. By the third night they
had learnt their lines. And these two
weren't just any typical pair of
understudies. They were fantastic. In
fact, I might even go so far as to say
that you wouldn't have known they
hadn't been part of the cast for the

previous half a year of rehearsals.
James and Ben surely deserve many
congratulations for their tremendous
achievement. By the way, Ed made it
back for Saturday's final show. He felt
unwell at times, but he soldiered on;
and stole the show once again.
It's predictable, but here it is: those
people without whom none of this
would have been possible. There was
the sound crew, and Mrs Moule's
make-up crew. There was M r
Freeman-Powell's video crew (it's not
as easy as it looks, so I'm told). There
was the stage crew, led by Rosie
Bywaters and Vicky Thomas and
administrated by Messrs Jan Sendor
and James Stone. There was the
brilliant orchestra. Then there was the
man who gave us all that spectacular

dancing, choreographer Michael
Barry, retained from last year. Then
there was the maestro, M r Martin
Monks who taught us all the vocal
harmonies, far too many times for his
own good, as well as conducting the
orchestra with great gusto. Last, but
of course not least, there was Mrs
Jenny Herbert, whose sheer attention
to detail (yes, I know I always say
this!) was once again the key to
directing an exemplary production,
and one which couldn't have been one
bit better than it was.
Finally, I ' l l give one more thanks.
This goes to the cast: if any of you are
reading. I'd like to say that it was a
pleasure to work with you all.
William R Grant
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SENIOR DRAMATIC SOCIETY

The Relapse

I

f there's one thing I can't stand about the year's first
few meetings of a society, it's those people who turn
up, not because of any interest in the society's theme,
but for social reasons - you can spot them a mile off. It was
amusing, therefore, to see the year kick off with the
characteristic, ruthless improvisation scenes: over the next
few weeks the socials, stranded from their friends with
neither the character nor the commitment to continue, were
weeded out.
The project for the year was to be the Restoration comedy
"The Relapse", by Sir John Vanbrugh, which was a huge
success on its first performance back in 1696. The title refers
to the exploits of former playboy Loveless, given a superb,
deadpan treatment by our very own Thespian playboy, Dan
"Let's Shoot Crap" Andrews. Although his unfaithful
amours are supposedly the main plot of the play, Loveless
is more than overshadowed by the outrageous, repulsive,
but hilarious Lord Foppington, who has been described as
the greatest fop the theatre has ever seen. The question on
everyone's lips from day one was that of who would play
the Fopster, and the privilege was placed in the capable
hands of Paul Collins, Neil Austin and myself, in three very
different scenes. After flirtations with various ladies, Lord
F would be seen to fall in love with Kate Williams' almost
sickly sweet Miss Hoyden, the daughter of country squire
Tunbelly Clumsey, whose portrayal by Kapil-Dev Agnihotri
was hysterically senile, even if no one did understand a word.
Miss Hoyden would then be whipped from under Lord F's
nose, by his own, disguised, brother, my dashing Lord Tom
Fashion.

Herbert's painstakingly detailed direction, which, as always,
made sure that every line and every gesture was stretched
to its full potential. For several weeks, our all-round drama
veteran Elaine Wan left the stage for the power of the
director's chair, offering much insight of her own. However,
as a group, we did not simply satisfy the directors' every
whim, but gave our own often crucial suggestions as to how
the scenes would evolve from page to stage.
Despite some of our members managing to find
alternative, no doubt far more exciting, things to do with
one or two of their Monday lunchtimes (or three, or four, or
ten,) the project pulled together at the start of the summer
term, probably no thanks to my constant diatribes about
'lack of commitment'. Costumes were sorted out, lines were
learnt (in some cases) and everyone rose to the occasion of
the final performance, which was a delight to perform in
front of quite a large audience -1 never accept anything less
- and which, stap me vitals, forced me to shove cynicism
aside and congratulate the group for doing justice to over
two terms of hard work.
A l l that remains is for me to bid farewell and good luck
to our two devoted sixth-formers, Paul and Elaine, who have
always found the time in their packed, A-level schedules to
come along, and who are both off to study medicine. In the
meantime, the rest of us will wait for the autumn, when we
will receive a whole, new batch of talent.
I think I shall stop there, although thinking is
something I try to avoid. As Lord Foppington has often been
quoted, 'Thinking is to me the greatest fatigue in the world.'
William R Grant

Of course, as with all the mainstream dramatic events of
the year, the driving force behind "The Relapse" was Mrs.

Les Precieuses Ridicules

A

t the start of this year, with some encouragement
from Jean-Charles, the French Assistant, a small
but enthusiastic section of the Senior Drama club
decided to perform "Les Precieuses Ridicules," an
outrageous French comedy, written about three hundred
years ago by Moliere. For those unacquainted with his style,
the author likes to poke fun at the aristocratic classes of his
country, especially the Parisian Upper Crust. This play is a
fine example of his work, as it centres on two country girls,
Magdelon and Cathos, who aspire to be part of a higher
class. It reveals them to be two of the stupidest people one
could ever meet, but this is not entirely their own fault. They
are fairly innocent characters, but tend to use the wrong "en
vogue" phrase at the wrong time. The language in the play,
to bring out this farcical element, is very elaborate and drawn

out; perhaps the most famous line from the piece, roughly
translated, is "Convey to us the commodities of the
conversation;" or, in more plain English, "Bring us some
chairs!"
In the end, we decided that we would not perform
all of the play, but try to cross Eurodrama with Anagnostics,
and perform some scenes, while giving others to audience
members to read "on stage". This worked well, and even
those participators who knew nothing of the language
enjoyed the experience, or at least Jean-Charles' baking!
Particular congratulations go to Nathaniel Coleman, and
Dan Andrews for their excellent performances in the play,
and thanks to Mrs Herbert and Jean-Charles for their
supervision.
Sumit Indwar
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INTERMEDIATE DRAMA SOCIETY

The Importance of Being Earnest

A

film critic once said that the best films are those

which never got made. I am not a film critic, but I
do say a similar thing: "(Some of) the best
performances are (probably) those that were never seen."
Alas and alack, for the swirling of bodies that calls itself
King Edward's School was never subjected to the pleasure
of the Intermediate Drama Society's production of the most
exquisite play, "The Importance of Being Earnest". In what
was arguably the best performance by the society this year,
ten of the Fourth and Fifth year's finest actors and actresses
proved themselves more than worthy of Wilde's splendid
play. It was undoubtedly the culmination of a term and a
half's hard - indeed backbreaking - labour for Mrs. Herbert
and her entire team of group leaders; labour made no easier
by the vast majority (sometimes all) of the performers failing
to turn up to rehearsals. Despite this usual setback, we
managed to put on a performance that brought a tear (of

pride) to my eye. Yes, it is true that we had not learned our

lines properly. Yes, most of us had lost/forgotten our scripts,
Yes, the final performance was seen only by other members
of the Intermediate Drama Society; and yes, not many knew
this was to be our final performance! But, in answer to this
I must misquote Mister Algernon Moncrieff:
"Any fool could do it accurately. We did it with feeling."
And, with what feeling was the play performed! Jos Lavery
and Jamie Frew gave commanding performances, jointly
performing the role of Algernon. Wilde's razor-sharp wit
was expertly delivered by our thespians. But in the end,
what was it all for? What came of it? No audience witnessed
it, no money was raised for the Cot Fund. One could argue
that the last term and a half had been wasted; but one would
be wrong. For we all learned a valuable lesson - we learned
the vital importance of being earnest!
Himanshu Ojha

Stage Crew

W

hen I became a member of the Stage Crew, I
had no idea what to expect. Stage Crew is a
rarely mentioned body of the school; elusive
and subtle, you will find the stage crew fading into the
background, and frequently missed by everyone; that is,
until you join.
The year began with the work on the Junior Drama Festival,
which happens early on in the term. It is probably the first
item on the Stage Crew schedule. That is, after that first
week, when Mrs Herbert highlights those essential rules
and regulations; and then after the second week, when every
member must endure that crash course in first aid with the
dynamic duo, Messrs. Owen and Raynor.
Working in Stage Crew requires commitment as a member
of a team. The various bodies which form the Stage Crew,
including construction, design and lighting set to work in
a frenzy of activity, all on various projects for the
forthcoming year. Construction set to work on the set for
'Guys and Dolls', transforming a truck previously used in
earlier productions, into something that would become the
mission for the fast-approaching Senior Production.
The lighting crew began their year rigging for the Junior
Drama Festival, and from what I can tell, didn't stop until
they hit the Junior Play in late June. The design crew began
the year working in equal frenzy, with a lot of the design
work for the Senior Production completed in the Autumn
term. They also undertook the task of designing - and
producing - the backdrop and trimmings for the Dance
Production.
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Following the two productions early on the academic year,
all our efforts began to focus on the Senior Production,
'Guys and Dolls' after Christmas. Already a vast amount of
effort had gone into the designing of the set, and the
construction team was well on the way to having built it.
The lighting crew got the rigging in Big School underway.
The production weekend was quickly upon us.
This is the one weekend of the year where the stage crew
gets down to serious business before the week of the show.
It is the one weekend where virtually every piece of work
has to be finished to allow dress rehearsals - and ultimately
the performances - to be held the following week. And it
didn't end there either; many of those who were in the stage
crew were in the cast of 'Guys and Dolls', and if anyone
wasn't in the cast, they would be crewing behind the scenes,
dressed in the trademark black.
The final task for the year was the Junior Play, and though
lacking in members due to study leave and various other
commitments, the remaining bods worked together, to
produce some ambitious sets, including that of 'Titanic'.
A l l of this would not be possible without the continued work
of three vital people. Thanks go to M r Sendor for the vast
time and effort he invests in every area of the stage crew,
and his guiding advice. Thanks must also go to M r Stone
for his constant enthusiasm and support, ever ready to help
out, and finally to Mrs Herbert, who somehow manages to
co-ordinate the whole operation. We all appreciate it.
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Most pupils in the upper years of K E S (and, indeed,
their parents) are by now used to the musical tradition that
takes place at the end of every year in the Adrian Boult
Hall. The event is notorious for terrible jokes from the music
staff, for those ridiculous competitions that Mr. Bridle
manages to dream up, and for a general air of festivity that
even Ebenezer Scrooge could not fail to enjoy.

'Stille Nacht' was followed by a lively version of 'Jingle
Bells', which was sung with just about as much enthusiasm
as possible - any more and I'm sure Mr. Monks would have
made one of his 'football crowd' references.

1998's concerts continued the tradition, displaying a lot
of innovative musical ideas and exhibiting the talents of
many young pupils. Concert Band kicked off the first
concert, on December the 14th, with an impressive rendition
of 'Les Miserables'. With solos from John Marsters and
Ian Anderson, among others, this arrangement by Warren
Barker allowed Mr. Monks to evoke the truly majestic sound
of Concert Band in full flow.

After the audience had settled back into their seats for
the second half, they were treated to arguably the greatest
moment of individual brilliance in either concert. A string
section taken from the Symphony Orchestra accompanied
Ellie Searley in 2 movements from the 'Concerto For
Marimba And Strings' by Ney Rosauro. The haunting
quality of both the instrument and the piece were displayed
perfectly by the soloist, and the enthusiastic applause from
the audience was fully deserved. Ellie played the more
difficult passages with breathtaking skill.

The K E S Choir followed up with a tuneful
unaccompanied performance of 'Deck The H a l l ' by
Willcocks, followed by the lesser known but enchanting
'Shepherd's Pipe Carol' by John Rutter.
Wind Band was on next, with the younger members of
the school's music scene displaying their potential. The
next item was on an altogether calmer note - a version of
Gruber's 'Stille Nacht' arranged by Mr. Monks. With the
pleasant baritone and tenor voices of Matthew Smith and
Robert Gardiner accompanied by Samir Faroqui on the harp,
this beautiful if overused carol was given an original touch.
With the superb voices of the soloists backed by a perfectly
restrained choir, this was one of the high points of the
concert.

Next, it was the audience's turn to display what vocal
prowess they had, with Mr. Sill's arrangement of 'Good
King Wenceslas'.

There then followed the 'Egyptian March' by Johann
Strauss, played by the Symphony Orchestra. This amusing
piece, as well as involving the orchestra singing along to
the tune in the middle, also called for one of Mr. Bridle's
infamous competitions. This was a fancy dress competition,
in which, appropriately, the orchestral players were required
to dress up in Middle Eastern style - that is to say, fezs
made out of yoghurt pots and tea towels masquerading as
headdresses. Some of the more creative members of the
orchestra had produced creations that looked as though they
had been plucked from a peacock!
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Symphony Orchestra rounded
off the concert with the impressive
'Die Meistersinger Overture' by
Richard Wag ner. This piece, with the
typical bold Wagner sound and
exciting harmonies exploited to the
full by the orchestra, was well
received. But even though there was
nothing else left on the program, the
more experienced members of the
audience knew that they had not
heard everything. Sure enough,
Symphony Orchestra broke into
their farewell pieces, starting with
'Have Yourself A Merry Little
Christmas', and then rounding the
concert off with the audience
favourite 'Sleigh Ride'. The brass
'neigh' at the end of the piece never

Rectals

'There was the cool
Ellie Searley on drums,
the suave Mr Howard
playing away on the
trombone, the hip
John Marsters with
his trumpet, and,
of course, 'Mr Sax'
Meredith'

fails to raise a few smiles, and the
audience left their seats amused and
amazed at an evening of festive
entertainment performed by greatly
talented young musicians. And that was
only the first concert...
The second one, on the Tuesday, was dedicated mainly
to the Concert Orchestra numbers. They started the concert
with Berlioz's 'Hungarian March', and were followed by
the talented singers of the K E H S Senior Choir under the
baton of Mr. Argust.
The Concert Orchestra then played a lively 'Polka' by
Arnell, followed by another Christmas favourite, 'Frosty
The Snowman' which was very well received. Choral
Society were next up - the combination of the best sopranos
and altos from the girls' school with the tenors and basses
of the boys'. Singing two John Rutter numbers, 'Jesus Child'
and 'The Very Best Time Of Year', they displayed the great
amount of singing talent that the two schools have to offer.

Samir looking angelic three years ago

No Christmas concert would be complete without Swing
Band, and they made their appearance at the end of the
second concert, playing 'Say Say Say' by Alan Horney and
'Groovin' Hard' by Don Menza. Enjoyed immensely by the
audience, as always, there was the cool Ellie Searley on
drums, the suave Mr. Howard playing away on the trombone,
the hip John Marsters with his trumpet, and, of course,
Simon 'Mr. Sax' Meredith.
Both concerts were very much enjoyed and although
many familiar faces and true musicians have sadly departed,
there is a lot of new talent coming through the ranks - and
who better to nurture it than our music staff - Mr. Bridle,
Mr. Monks, Mr. Sill and Mr. Argust?
Samir Faroqui
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Symphony Orchestra Residential
at Cleobury Mortimer 1999

Symphony Orchestra Rehearsals - the highlight of Monday evenings

There's New Year's Eve, when most of the western world
over-indulge themselves and drink far, far too much to be
healthy. Then there's the first of January - which is when
most people are sleeping it off. We have to rise bright and
early in the morning, dust off our instruments (what, you
mean we were supposed to practice?) hop, skip and stagger
on to a coach and go and spend three days with very little
sleep rehearsing for a concert that seems a million years
away. "Why?" I hear you ask. Well it's because we love it yes we do!
Having arrived, had lots of caffeine (I mean lots!), fought
over who gets the top bunk or the bed by the light switch /
window / toilet etc and then - finally - unpacked, we got
straight down to the business of sectional rehearsals. I say
'we' probably referring to the rest of the orchestra: 'we' are
the wind section that can eat Pringles and have a sectional
rehearsal at the same time - oh yes we can!
The distinct absence of two members of the Ball family
hiding under the stairs making noises all evening didn't seem
to detract from the sleep-deprivation experience this year,
with a whole symphony of strange noises echoing through
the walls from what we initially thought was one of those
whale-song relaxation tapes. It appears that this was not far
off, and that in reality it involved an echo mike hooked up
to a speaker in one of the ventilation ducts, and some creative
vocals. Top marks for ingenuity to those involved (not that
I know anything, you understand!)

The highlight for most had to be the barn dance which
occurred on the second night. A band consisting of many
weird and wonderful instruments strummed away as we
tumbled around the hall. By the end of the night, everyone
(even M r Monks, after some persuasion) had danced with
everyone else, including some people that we didn't realise
were in the orchestra!
The games room was open for use in our spare time,
and in a break from tradition we managed not to break the
door this year. The basket ball court was also in use much
of the time by Ashley, who in a style that only he could
muster, dominated every game to such an extent that no
one else could even come close.
Anyway, I must express all our thanks to the staff of the
Pioneer Centre for their hospitality, and also to the members
of staff involved from K E S and K E H S for their organisation
and hard work. The music culminated (many long rehearsals
and much hard work later) in the Orchestral Concert, which
was a great success, and the members of the K E S / K E H S
Symphony Orchestra 1999 have now been immortalised on
the C D which was made of the concert. So being completely
exhausted just before the start of term was worth it in the
end. Roll on next year's Cleobury Mortimer residential...
oh no, I'm not going to be here, am I? Shame!
Matthew Carroll
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Orchestral Concert 1999
Sunday 14th of March saw the
K E S Orchestral Concert of 1999,
featuring elements of the Symphony
Orchestra playing parts of their varied
repertoire. It was, as usual, a great
success, and was enjoyed by all who
took part.
Opening the program was
Shostakovich's Jazz Suite N o . l . This
cheeky, quirky piece was written for
a Soviet jazz competition in 1934, and
features everything from the violin,
through to saxophones and Hawaiian
guitar! The piece was in three
movements, and was played with flair
throughout. With Faye Parker, Ben
Russell and Simon Meredith, among
others, excelling in the performance,
there was also an unfamiliar face on
the platform- Sophie Johnson arrived
from Solihull College to play the
Hawaiian guitar!
Mozart's Oboe Concerto in C is
one of his most popular works, and
soloist Amy Matthews, with remnants
of the Symphony
Orchestra,
performed it next. Exhibiting to the full
her outstanding technical and musical
ability, A m y held the audience in
suspense through three movements of varying musical
moods, and the brilliance of Mozart's composition coupled
with the fresh virtuosity of the soloist made for a thrilling
combination.
After the interval, the full Symphony Orchestra in all
its glory converged on stage to perform Igor Stravinsky's
Firebird Suite. The piece is roughly divided into five
intensely varied, exciting sections. From the beautiful
Princesses' Round Dance to the almost grotesque Infernal
Dance, the piece contained much enchanting music, which
was played to the highest of standards by the Symphony
Orchestra. Under the baton of the inspirational Peter Bridle,
and led by violinist Faye Parker, the orchestra put on a top
class show, which was fully appreciated by the audience.
Though the loss of such musicians as Amy Matthews this
year is obviously a blow to the orchestra, with the wealth of
talent that continues to spring from both schools, K E S and
K E H S music has a very bright future indeed.
Samir Faroqui
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Summer Concerts
1999
As is now traditional, the Summer Concert of 1999 took
place over two nights, in the Adrian Boult Hall. The first
concert, held on Saturday evening, brought the delights of
the Symphony Orchestra and joint Choral Society to the
stage.
The opening half of the concert was given by the Choral
Society, who, alongside Richard Paul, a visiting soloist, gave
a lively and resounding rendition of "Songs of the Sea" by
Stanford. The orchestra which accompanied this piece and
the technically difficult "Chichester Psalms" (Leonard
Bernstein), was composed of elite members of the school
orchestra. Soloist in the Chichester Psalms, Rob Gardiner
will be sorely missed for both voice and 'cello.
In the second half of the conceit, the Symphony Orchestra
performed the demanding Second Act of Tchaikovsky's
"Nutcracker Ballet". This piece covered the traditional
dances from the Nutcracker as well as some less known,
but no less impressive. Once again the brass had a field
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day impressing even M r Sill with the depth and volume of
sound. Among the stars about to leave KES for greater things
were John Marsters and Benedict Russell, the backbone of
the trumpet section and mainstays in the esteemed Swing
Band, which played in the concert on the following
afternoon. We also say a sad farewell to Ashley Pope, who
has brought so much joy to the few orchestra rehearsals
that he appeared at. Thanks must go to M r Bridle for the
devotion he gives to the Symphony Orchestra in training
and preparation and indeed for all the other ensembles he is
involved with.
The second concert featured an extremely large number
of performers, with players and singers in eight ensembles.
This made for a larger and hence more varied programme

than that of the previous evening. To start the concert, Peter
Bridle conducted the newly formed Brass Band, which hung
together remarkably cohesively and played very well despite
its youth. The Junior Choir was next, and they gave an
inspired performance of two songs from Broadway classics.
"On M y Own" from "Les Miserables" was particularly
touching as scores of youthful voices took to the air, or at
least the roof of the Adrian Boult Hall, and "Consider
Yourself from "Oliver", was a lively effort which brought
many a smile among the audience. The masses of Wind Band
were next to perform and M r Monks gave us a full dance
routine as he led the band through Harold Walters' "Instant
Concert" and some Ragtime Band music.
To round off the opening set, Simon Meredith led in

'The Girls'
Senior Choir also
managed to
raise a few
eyebrows'

Swing Band. Ellie Searley, for the
last time, kept everyone in their
place with her energetic (drum)
beatings. Swing Band was as
popular as ever and the clapping
didn't seem to stop until people
realised there would be no encore,
and that it was the interval. The
highlights of the second half were
Concert Orchestra, who played on
two separate occasions, finishing
the concert with a piece by Hoist.
The G i r l s ' Senior Choir also
managed to raise a few eyebrows,
especially with their amusing
performance of "The Stuttering
Lovers."
As usual, the two Summer
Concerts were executed with poise
and style. Thanks must go to the
entire music staff of both KES and
K E H S for their dedication in
training, rehearsing and fitting
together all the ensembles and their

Greg Nixon
Simon looking saxy with one of his many
admirers, Tanya

Houghton
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Lunchtime
Recitals
1998-

1999
The
Music
Department is well
renowned for its many
dazzling
and
professionally staged
public concerts at
venues such as the
Adrian Boult Hall and
Symphony H a l l in
Birmingham. There
are, however, many
regular
lunchtime
concerts in the K E S
Concert H a l l of a
similarly exceptionally
high standard, known
by
many
as

enjoying one of the largest crowds
Matthew Smith,
a
gathered for Lunchtime Recital of this year

"Lunchtime Recitals." Each recital usually comprises two
musicians who provide solo performances accompanied by
Peter Bridle at the piano. This year, there has been quite a
selection of talent from both K E S and K E H S .
The season began with virtuosic performances by John
Marsters (Trumpet) and Leonie Adams (Cello), which was
followed a month later by an equally exciting concert with
Helen
Downham
(Cello) and Matthew
'
Carroll (Oboe). The
next recital featured
'Kwesi Edman
the rather unusual
showing exactly
combination
of
why he is in the
Violin (Faye Parker)
National Youth
and
Saxophone
(Simon Meredith)
Orchestra'
which, in the end,
" "
worked rather well.
~~™™~ ™™™
The New Year
saw the first pianist
(Ellie Searley) to take the stage this recital season. The
audience was treated to a rather exuberant rendition of "The
Golliwog's Cake Walk" and some beautiful flute playing
by Louise Badger. The next recital broke all tradition, and
m m m m m i
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for the first time in at least twenty years the Concert Hall
became host to a vocal, rather than instrumental,
performance. Ex-Head Chorister of St. Philip's Cathedral,
Matthew Smith, gave a dazzling performance including the
memorable "Sea Fever 'by John Ireland. The flute playing
of Zoe Fry completed the exceptional musical experience.
Every year, the final recital promises to be one of the
best, and this year's was no exception. With Amy Matthews
playing the oboe with so much control and feeling, and
Kwesi Edman showing the audience exactly why he is a
member of the National Youth Orchestra, this recital won't
be forgotten for a long time.
With so much to look forward to in the Music
Department, it can be guaranteed that the next musical treat,
whether in a full concert at the Adrian Boult Hall or in the
intimate surroundings of the Concert Hall, won't be far
away.
Thanks on behalf of all performers must go to M r Bridle
for his accompanying -with the sort of music he has to play,
we sometimes wonder whether it is, in fact, he himself who
is being accompanied!
Simon Meredith
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McMaughton
Masterclass of 1999
This year, the renowned double bass player Duncan
McTier gave the McNaughton Masterclass for Bassists and
Cellists. As usual, the instrumentalists were invited to
present pieces to the professor, who then embarked upon
the public lesson, giving useful advice on matters both
musical and technical.
The afternoon began with Robert Gardiner playing
Martinu's Variations on a Theme by Paganini, displaying
tfie school's high standard of music making immaculately.
His technical abilities were marvelled at by the other
musicians, the audience and Mr. McTier, and the advice
given was applicable not only to cellists and bassists, but to
all other musicians present.
Gemma Murray was the next to perform, playing a jazz
piece called Motivy, which most bassists have nightmares
about, but Gemma carried it off extremely well, as well as
portraying her feelings about the piece to the audience
impressively. It was also encouraging to see an already good
performance made better by simple tips given by Mr.
McTier.

Freddy Thomas presented two movements from Bach's
second Suite for Unaccompanied 'Cello, which again was
a very taxing programme, but he played with such distinct
maturity and a high quality sound that it seemed quite the
opposite. He was given tips on ornamentation that clarified
matters for every musician
^ ^ b h ^ ^ b b b b
present.
Lorna Murphy played
something nice, and M r .
McTier
demonstrated
different ways of producing
a soloist's huge sound,
including lending Lorna his

'Lorna Murphy
played
something
nice'
—

(very expensive) bow.
*~"""""™~~~~™™~~~
Finally, I played the first ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
movement of Saint Seans' 'Cello Concerto, which was a
bit dodgy in places to say the least, but I thoroughly enjoyed
the lesson, and gained much from it, as did the other
performers.
The evening concert consisted of a performance of the
Bachianas Brasileiras by Villa Lobos, and a recital by
Duncan McTier himself, which left his audience astounded.
Next year, the Masterclass is for Pianists, to be given by
Peter Donohoe, and all that remains is to thank the
McNaughtons for presenting this opportunity each year.
Kwesi Edman.
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Syndicate
Concert 1999
As Chief Master I have to confess that one of the greatest
delights of my first year in office has been to experience
the extraordinarily high quality of music at K E S and K E H S .
The leavers of 1999 were a particularly talented group of
musicians and their final concert was therefore awaited with
eager anticipation. We were not disappointed.
Jacques Ibert's Divertissement is a lively, bouncy
musical pastiche and who better to conduct it than the Queen
of Rhythm, the effervescent Ellie Searley? She bounded to
the podium and ensured that the evening started in riproaring fashion. In complete contrast, John Tavener's
Funeral Ikos is a sacred piece of real depth and feeling. It
was beautifully sung by Leonie Adams, Amy Matthews,
Tanya Houghton, Robert Gardiner, Matthew Smith and
Philip Canner. David Poppett's Requiem gave the cellists
(Robert Gardiner, Leonie Adams and Helen Downham) a
chance to show their paces in a mellow-sounding
performance of this elegiac piece of music. The first half

of the concert concluded with the Swing Band playing its
hits, my favourite being Music To Watch Girls By.
After the interval Matthew Carroll's A Song for
Orchestra celebrated the mood of Cleobury Mortimer
residentials in wistful, pastoral style with passing references
to Vaughan Williams. The mood then switched dramatically
as Zoe Fry and Richard Bradley entertained us in the French
Horn Song and Amy Matthews convinced us all that she
will one day fulfil her ambition to be a night club singer
with a suitably smoky and sultry performance of
Summertime.
The final offering of the evening was perhaps the best
and cleverest - Tanya Houghton's musical portraits of the
members of the Music Department. As with the Enigma
Variations, the task was to match the music to the man.
Perhaps further clues were to be found in the poems
presented to GRS, M J M , PEB and N J A and now displayed
in the Concert Hall Foyer. Each member of the Music
Department was also presented with an inscribed sweatshirt
and your task, reader, is to match the inscription - T have
nothing to declare but my genius'; 'Mad, bad and dangerous
to know'; 'Though I look old, yet I am strong and lusty';
'There's many a man hath more hair than wit' - to the
musician.
R M Dancey
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The Pupil's View I
One Lesson Learnt
Pale balloons in a compulsory vacuum,
Twenty-six pupils ready to burst.
Motionless spring charges, tedium pervading.
Learning comes later, liberty first.
Twitching bulges, like seized hearts
Fifty-two pupils locked on the clock.
Its gleefully honest face is purring,
Its scrawny hands lethargically mock.
Fumbling creatures with white-washed faces,
Twenty-six pupils grope for a key.
Church-placed atheists, rolled to the altar,
Pathetically kneeling, a whimpering plea.
Yet the transparent teacher painfully preaches
Like a seedless peasant trying to sow.
'Neverforget that time is precious'.
The chorus murmur, '01 How we know'.
Ben Fisher
History VIS
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March 3 , 20.15 G M T . Charles Godwin.
As I lay in my icy grave, I was aware of nothing except darkness. I could see nothing, feel nothing, smell nothing, and hear
nothing, except the accelerated heartbeat which resonated in my ears. Why I had not realised before, I do not know. But
here, nearing death, I knew: this trip had been suicide right from the start. I smiled to myself.
j
rd

March 3 , 22.50 G M T . Matthew Godwin.
I opened my eyes, and was immediately horrified by what I saw. M y hand was shaped like a claw, reaching out to me. It
was covered in about half an inch of ice, ice as clear as water. I could make out my four fingers and stump quite clearly. I
remembered the avalanche, the scream of my brother...
"Charlie!" I shouted. "James!"
No reply. I wondered whether anyone else was alive. Whether I was the only one. Then another, more comforting, thought
struck me. Maybe I was dead too. So what was giving me such a headache? A great clang was echoing around me, drilling
a ragged hole in my head. I thought I could make out a voice, a voice which I recognised. But everyone else was dead. I lay
back and closed my eyes.
rd

March 3 , 22.45 G M T . James Lavelle.
I had seen it coming. The avalanche, I mean. I shouted to the others to stay in the tents; they would protect us. "The fools,
why don't they move?" I remember thinking, but it was too late. I scrambled desperately for my tent, my last chance of
survival. When I had anchored myself to the emergency rope, I breathed a great sigh. Not a sigh of relief, oh no. There was
still the matter of the sheet of ice and snow heading towards me.
I closed my eyes.
rd

March 3 , 23.00 G M T . Matthew Godwin.
"Matt! Matt!"
"Shut up," I thought.
"MATT!"
Suddenly I awoke. Reality hit me almost as hard as the snow had. I tried to open my eyes, but the darkness persisted.
"James?" I called. "James? Is that you? I'm blind!"
"Oh my God, you're alive!" came the reply, brimming over with joy.
Nothing in the world can come close to that feeling. I was alive, and so was my companion, and my...
"Charlie!"
"I don't know where he is. I ' l l go and look for him," James shouted back. Once again I settled back into blissful stupor.
rd

March 3 , 23.30 G M T . James Lavelle.
I had been searching for about twenty minutes now, and my whole body was numb. The only part of me which could feel
the bitter wind was my nose, which trickled dark blood at intervals.
I saw him. It was unmistakable. I could pick out an arm, sticking out grotesquely into the air. I ran over to him, and almost
at once turned aside to vomit. His mouth was drawn back in a sickly grin: his lips had not merely split, they had burst. He
was certainly dead. Balls of ice the size of grapes clung to his hair, and one of his legs was crushed under a boulder of ice.
He uttered a guttural sigh.
rd

March 3 , 23.35 G M T . Charles Godwin.
A foul taste had built up in my throat, and I gagged. Little snippets of thought would flit back and forward through my head
periodically, such as "There's James. H e ' l l rescue me."
What rubbish! I was dying, or I was already dead, or something. Then I felt a hand shaking me, and I thought to myself
again, "There's James."
It was only when he had dragged me to the snow-hole that I realised it was all true.
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"How do you feel?" asked Matthew. There were small frozen tears on his face.
"Home. I want to go home."
"1 know. We've set off the beacon."
"I feel great. I could go for a jog."
"No you couldn't. You've lost a leg."
I cried out: nothing could be worse than that. I thought, at the time, "I'll never run again," but later I realised that I had
never been much of an athlete.
March 4th, 08.25 G M T . Matthew Godwin.

I couldn't sleep that night. I stayed up, shivering, tending to my brother, praying that he would live.
When the helicopter arrived, I screamed and threw myself backwards. The mechanical demon was approaching. I remember
cowering in the snow-hole, shaking uncontrollably, driven far too far. James had to hold me down, because I was writhing
like a worm, but he barely managed. God knows why the rescuers should scare me so, but they did, so much so that I
needed counselling for months afterwards. James lost two fingers, but now seems fine. Charles survived too, but only as a
shallow wreck, the fiery temper gone. He's not my brother. He's just part of that terror, that Arctic monster.
I hate the snow.
Chris Hunt, 4H

The Ballad of Annabelle Cartwright
There was a day, some years ago,
When my sister, Annabelle, was quietly born.
She did not wail, she did not weep:
Although I was young, I was forlorn.

Then, two years on,
A lump was found:
The doctors said "cancer".
I didn't hear another sound.

The doctors could only say
That perhaps she would live a few days.
My Mother brought Annabelle home,
Prepared for her soon to go away.

The treatment caused the loss of hair;
She caught every infection under the sun.
While we were worrying and filled with despair,
Annabelle carried on laughing and having fun.

She had feet like tiny hockey sticks.
Her lovely blue eyes could not see,
Her deaf ears were too low down:
She was beautiful to me.

In the last month
We knew all hope was gone;
Annabelle began to suffer pain.
My Mother gave our little one morphine
Again, and again, and again.

But that very early death
Did not come.
Annabelle survived.
My little sister's strength
Filled me with pride.

On the final hot July night of my sister's life,
We went for a walk outside.
Annabelle felt the leaves of her plants and trees,
And the jasmine-scented evening breeze,
Before she took one last deep breath and died.
Thomas Cartwright, Rem B
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THE SEA
The Sea,
A huge tampered brain,
Always changing its mood
Being provoked by wind and moon.
Lashing waves in anger,
Creating ripples in love,
Envious to the ocean,
Evil to fire!
The Sea,
A pool of kindness,
Tended by Mother Nature's tears
In the body of rain.
Aiding her numerous descendants,
In the currents beneath.
The subaquatic world
Is another legend;
Littered by artefacts,
From the bygone Lost World.
Too dim for the wiseman,
Too bright for the simpleton.
It is yet another Utopia of paradise,
Nature's powerful forces,
Combine to make such a beautiful area of peace.
The Sea,
A huge sapphire gem,
Protected by a gold ring,
Unable to surpass the powers of dire humans,
Always hunting, hoarding, stealing,
For their own precious selves.
Stunningly the sea retaliates,
With whirlpools and dam breaks.
The sea is kind at heart,
But ruthless at mind.
In the evening,
The Sun sinks slowly beneath the water's edge,
Like a bombarded ship.
Beaming its last glint of light at the horizon.

By Anand Pandit, Shell T
winner of the 1999 Julian Parkes Prize for Poetry
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Edward Graham (UM) A R C H I T E C T U R A L O R N A M E N T Lino Print

Adam Ferner (UM) A R C H I T E C T U R A L O R N A M E N T Lino Print
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Richard Hamilton (6th A-level) R E F L E C T I O N S E D G B A S T O N RESERVOIR
Two Plate Metal Engraving
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1999

Luke Jones (5th GCSE) E L E C T R I C IRON
Lino Print

Simon Harding (UM) M E C H A N I C A L F O R M S
Tempra Paint
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Tomek Naden (6th A-level) C I T Y S C A P E
Oil on Canvas
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Kunal Gupta (5th GCSE) V I E W F R O M T H E W I N D O W
Mixed Media
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Andrew Robinson (5th GCSE) L O O K I N G I N
Mixed Media

Richard Hanke (5th GCSE)

STILL-LIFE
Lino Print
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Adam Ferner (UM) M E C H A N I C A L F O R M S
Tempra Paint
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Saman Ziaie (REM) R E F L E C T I O N IN A SPOON
Tempra Paint
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Rumpelstilzchen
Es war einmal ein prahlerischer M i d l e r und er wollte den K o n i g beeindrucken.
Als er den K o n i g getroffen hat, hat er gesagt „Ich habe eine schone Tochter und sie kann Stroh zu G o l d spinnen."
„Wunderbar!" hat der K o n i g gesagt. „Sie muB zu meinem SchloB kommen."

A m nachsten Tag ist das Madchen zum SchloB gegangen. Sie war in einem groBen Zimmer mit Stroh, und der K o n i g
hat gesagt, „ D u muBt das Stroh zu G o l d spinnen, oder du und dein Vater werden sterben."
Das Madchen hat geweint, weil sie das Stroh zu G o l d spinnen nicht konnte. Plotzlich ist ein kleiner M a n n erschienen
und er hat gesagt, „Ich kann das Stroh zu G o l d spinnen, aber was wirst du mir geben?"
„Meine goldene Halskette", hat sie geantwortet.
„Ja, das ist gut." Dann hat das Mannchen das Stroh zu G o l d gesponnen.

A m nachsten M o r g e n ist der K o n i g angekommen. E r hat das G o l d gern gesehen, aber er hat nichts darliber gesagt.
Er hat nur gesagt, „Heute abend muBt du i n einem groBeren Zimmer bleiben und mehr Stroh spinnen."
A m Abend hat das Madchen wieder geweint, und wie am vorigen A b e n d ist das Mannchen erschienen. E r hat
gefragt, „Was wirst du mir geben, um das Stroh zu spinnen?"
„Du kannst meinen goldenen R i n g haben."
Dann hat er das Stroh gesponnen.

A m nachsten Tag ist der K o n i g wieder angekommen. E r hat das G o l d besonders gern gesehen, und er hat gierig
gedacht, „Ich w i l l noch mehr G o l d haben." Darum hat er gesagt, „Heute abend muBt du i m groBten Zimmer bleiben
und einen Strohberg zu G o l d spinnen, und dann werde ich dich heiraten."
Nochmal hat das Madchen geweint und nochmal ist das Mannchen erschienen. Z u m dritten M a i hat er gefragt, „Was
wirst du mir geben, wenn ich den Strohberg zu G o l d spinne?"
„Wie schrecklich! Ich habe nichts, Ihnen zu geben."
„So versprich mir, wenn du K o n i g i n wirst, dein erstes K i n d . "
„Wenn der K o n i g kein G o l d findet, wird er mich toten, darum muB ich es versprechen."
Das Mannchen hat das Stroh zu G o l d gesponnen und am Morgen ist der K o n i g eingekommen und er war sehr
gliicklich, darum haben sie am nachsten Tag geheiratet.

Nach einem Jahr haben sie ein schones K i n d bekommen. W e i l die K o n i g i n ihr Versprechen vergessen hat, war sie
sehr erschrocken, als das Mannchen erschienen ist.
„Gib mir dein K i n d " , hat der M a n n gesagt.
Die K o n i g i n fangt wieder an zu weinen und endlich hat das Mannchen gesagt, „Wenn du mir meinen Namen sagen
kannst, darfst du dein K i n d behalten. D u hast drei Tage und i c h werde jeden Tag kommen."

Die K o n i g i n hat die ganze Nacht an Namen gedacht. A m Morgen hat sie dem Mannchen die Namen gesagt. Immer
hat er „ N e i n " gesagt.
A m zweiten Tag haben die Kbnigsberater an mehr Namen gedacht. Immer hat der kleine M a n n „ N e i n " gesagt.
A m dritten Tag hat die K o n i g i n einen Bote geschickt, um neue Namen zu finden.
Als er zum SchloB zuriickgekommen ist, hat er die K o n i g i n atemlos erzahlt: „Ich bin viele M e i l e n geritten und i c h
habe keine neue Namen gefunden. Aber als i n einem Wald war, habe ich ein Hauschen gesehen. Vor dem Hauschen
war ein Feuer, und um das Feuer tanzte ein seltsame Mannchen. E r sang ein seltsames L i e d . "
„Kannst du dich an das L i e d erinnern?"
„Jawohl.
Continued
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Heute back ich, morgen brau ich,
ubermorgen hoi ich der Konigin ihr Kind.
Ach wie gut, dafi niemand weifi,
dafi ich Rumpelstilzchen heifi!"
„Das ist ziemlich gut!" hat die K o n i g i n gerufen. A l s das Mannchen erschienen ist, hat sie gesagt: „Ist dein Name
K u n z oder H e i n z ? "
„Nein, nein"
„Dann ist dein Name Rumpelstilzchen."
„Du weiBt es! D u weiBt es!" hat er geschrien, und dann ist er verschwunden.
Der K o n i g , die K o n i g i n und das K i n d waren sehr glucklich. U n d wenn sie nicht gestorben sind, leben sie noch
heute.
Gareth Williams, 4H

Lipograms
A lipogram is a piece of writing in which one letter or more of the alphabet is not used. This year's Remove D wrote
some lipograms avoiding the letter "e", which is, of course, the commonest letter i n written English. Here are some
samples of the results:

Rod's postcard to his family
To M u m : D o you subsist all right? I am okay. This is a postcard which I am composing in privacy. Normally a group
of tutors watch us composing our postcards to our habitats. If I should start writing anything bad, many tutors w i l l
punish us, so I can't complain. Food is awful; but I go on living on my tuck. Forward much tuck, as occasionally it
is not satisfactory.
Last Monday, I had to run six laps for talking i n class. Six laps is hard. I was top i n squash last Thursday: I am
attaining many points in squash. I am doing all right in all topics, ruling out A r t and History. M y A r t tutor says I'm
lazy: though I try hard, I can't do anything right. Can't wait until July 9 .
th

Your loving son,

Rod

Hasnain Khimji, Rem D

A familiar story
L o n g ago, i n a hut, sat two pigs and a sib pig. This hut was so old that all pigs that had sat i n it had had to build
additional huts. Young pig built a hut of hay: but a wolf did huff and puff and did blow this hut down. So young pig
ran to sit i n pig two's hut. This hut was built of wood. A wolf d i d huff and puff, and did blow this hut down also.
Both pigs who had sat in that hut ran to old pig's hut, which was built of brick. A wolf did huff, puff, and puff again,
but could not blow his hut down. O l d pig and his sibs did function happily for many months.
Toks Oyebode, RemD

Snow
Fluffy, frothy balls of cappuccino
Drifting down languidly to a rug of plain silk.
A light gust of wind would occasionally blow,
Distributing constantly falling snow.
A crimson robin dabs in a small mound of snow:
Finding nothing so far, but not giving up,
Frisks to a contrasting patch of ground.
It will carry on until food is found.
Oaks and rowans with whitish cloaks
Start rustling, radiating clouds of cottonish puff.
Trunks, disguising bark with clouds of satin,
Sway akin to a bud of catkin.
Rikhi Ubhi Rem D
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Fire
The scream of the wood signals his arrival,
The head of the demon army, the master of destruction.
His evil fingers destroy at touch,
He licks the bark and bites it black with smoke.
The limbs of centuries run for their lives;
He laughs an evil laugh for he knows they have nowhere to run.
He spits at them and kicks them down,
Their shouts for help are drowned out by his fury.
Glowing eyes in a bony face show his personality,
His long slim fingers are ready to destroy.
His slender frame is ready to jump up and start chaos.
Once started, he is unstoppable.
Viduran Shanmugarajah, Shell B

Clap your hands if you believe in Hell
He reaches up for the tin, a hot shot of excitement thrills through his decrepit veins. He needs the food.
Food helps with the never-ending lows. Passages of time stretched and elongated to form an existence created solely
by pain and anguish. Constant craving gnaws upon his soul, driving h i m , forcing h i m into doing the erroneous, the
unthinkable.
A s the shopkeeper turns away unknowingly, the tramp stuffs the tin into his worn, ragged jumper and makes
his way hurriedly towards the exit. He brushes past a young man carrying breakfast cereals. "Watch it, mate," the
young man cries, as he's unbalanced and drops the foodstuffs. Another figure leers ahead of the tramp. The hobo is
becoming dizzy now; panicking he buffets the stranger, whose voice is abnormal, twisted somehow into an impossible
scream. The alien person becomes indistinct, blurred. A s the tramp falls to his knees he grabs hold of a tower of
tins, bringing them down.
There lies the tramp, a tin of beans hidden i n his jumper, cans of soup surrounding his prostrated body. (One
has burst and its congealed contents ooze thickly out of the gash i n its side onto the tramp's hapless face.) The
shopkeeper scurries near, but not too near. " Y o u never know what diseases they have," says he to a passer by.
A n d what diseases they have: diseases to worry the minds of the supposedly astute; the people who claim to
have made something out of their lives; the people to w h o m extortion is the ground rule of business; these people
who thrive off the ill-being of others, particularly the street wanderers; these diseases which impress guilt upon their
so-called honest foreheads. What diseases might this sagacious humanity have for themselves. Unholy abominations
rather than adroit super-humans. The tramps, on the other hand, are a deal more shrewd than we perceive.
He wakes up in a cell. He hears sounds, tastes an acrid tang in his mouth. Confusion, shouting. Trying to
speak, the tramp rasps silently, banging on the door. Lights, noise. The door is opened. The silhouette of a man is
framed in the opening. The brilliance of the corridor seeps around h i m , defining his figure clearly. Tall, stylishly
dressed, (black suit, white shirt, black tie) he carries a briefcase under his arm. A s he enters the putrid cell, he
winces at the smell of fresh vomit. He pulls up his arm, i n a wide arc, towards his head, angling his watch so as to
overlook it; the watch stares at his rugged countenance unblinkingly.
" I ' m your solicitor," he explains abruptly. Leaving no chance for interruption he continues to elucidate
about particular rights one of the "homeless persuasion" holds in court, and how " I " w i l l represent "you, the tramp"
and so on and so forth. H o w " I " w i l l appeal to the moral decency of the court, which i f they do not take kindly to,
"you" w i l l have to plead guilty. The solicitor repeated this several times so that the tramp could appreciate the full
moment of the carefully phrased statement,-^Carefully phrased nn such a way as to be realistic while remaining
subtle and sophisticated. That's what solicitors do. Dress up words.
Continued
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The solicitor leaves, more darkness. The tramp squats down, resting his crooked back on the metal door.
The incandescence from the hallway filters through the holes in the door's hatch and, when shadows darken the
doorway, the light plays upon his features, tormenting him. The hobo teases at his hair, pulling the wiry strands,
then screams. Silence.
Another scene now. Hustle, bustle, babble, blare. Tumultuous uproar surrounds the shoplifter as he cringes
from the magisterial stare of the jury. A condemned man, the tramp is led away by two stereotypical policemen,
broad and brusque. Through the court's winding corridors, paths the jury rarely get to see. Walls painted red, floors
yellow and green.
Another cell. A cell beneath the court. The tramp w i l l be moved soon. Prison waits avidly.
Yet i n the cell he is not alone. Another man, or perhaps his schizophrenic wracked mind, talks gently to his
closed eyes. Words waft peacefully around his lifeless head, covering h i m in a shroud of sententious assurances,
" I t ' l l be all right. . .Don't worry."
A s the tramp wakes, he sees a body. Not the body of a man, but the devil in human form. A n insane grin
carved into his wooden features, eyes of lead, dead, dull, unappealing. Colourless hands twitch lethargically at his
sides, sides which have vague edges; edges soften to become a coffee streak on the cell wall. The apparition melts
away, leaving only a troubled police-woman, hands on hips.
"Time to move," spits she, bullet from gun.
"To where?" queries the tramp.
"To bloody wonderland with all the king's horses and all the king's men," replies she sardonically.
Movement. Speed. The tramp falls from his seat, his face briefly kisses the metal floor. Standing, the hobo
stares out to the world through an iron grille. Outside the world moves, pavement turns to conveyor belt, and
passers by, turning to watch his face, slip quickly off into the distance. Trees walk.
The world stops, stands still. R e d light. Playing along to the constant growl of the police van's engine is
tranquil music of summer days. Whistling leaves, shrill birds, humdrum l u l l of walkers and their dogs.
Abruptly a guttural rumble breaks the serenity, red turns to green and the machine lurches forward, spewing
thick, begrimed smoke. Throbbing of other police sirens breaks through to the tramp's faraway mind and quickly
escalates to a beating thunder. The hobo gazes out of the metal window to see, in the last moment of his life, a
hurtling car, driven by a young man, green coat, yellow shirt, red hair. The tramp remembers the v i v i d , w i l d , weedy
red hair.
H e remembers poppies.
By Adam Ferner, UMS
An excerpt from his prize winning story

Haiku
A little child weeps
A milk bottle cracks on the steps
Grey ash slowly falls
Ronan Mukherjee, Rem B
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Canoeing Trip 1999
The attraction of fast flowing rapids
and bubbling white water was at last
too much: it was time to implement
the first ever K E S canoe trip. Far too
much happened over the five days to
recount everything, although a few
moments do spring to mind. On
arriving at the campsite, we erected
the tents and spent an extra half-hour
with the likes of Jethro Johnson and
Gabby Shaya, trying to erect their
"Nipple" (a tent of sorts). The first
time on the water Gabby set the tone
for the trip as he picked a fight with a
tree: he lost!

The next day was to be an
experience for all of us as we met our
instructor for the remainder of the trip,
Chris. On being asked why he enjoyed
paddling serious water, he replied,
"Because I know that if I make a
mistake, then I am dead", and he
wasn't joking. By the second day of
his company, he had the whole group
doing seal launches off 25ft high
riverbanks.

During the last day Gavin Sterry
decided to take on a standing wave
down "Monington falls". After it had
sent him swimming once, Gavin came
back with renewed determination,
only to speak to the fish again. Over
all, a fabulous, exciting time was had
by all, and I am looking forward to
next year's trip.
Joe Tipper

The second day saw the
introduction of some vital manoeuvres
for the ensuing trip down to Hereford.
During this peaceful paddle the hill
which had been in front of us seconds
earlier disappeared behind some of the
harshest hail I have ever encountered.
However, this soon reduced to just
snow, before petering out all together,
giving morale an extra boost for the
afternoon, during which all the boys
managed to capsize. A late start the
next day, due to a mere snow storm
early on, led to a rather fantastic day
as we started our river trip towards
Hereford, experiencing some truly
exhilarating rapids along the way.
Seal launch
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DIVISIONS GEOGRAPHY FIELD TR
2nd - 4th O C T O B E R 1998

I don't know if the directions M r Barrable was following
read, "head for nowhere, find its middle and then start work",
but it was at this location that he stopped the bus. Despite
murmurs that he was probably '"avin a laugh" we set about
our business in Lythe Fell, Bowland Forest (grid reference
677620 if you fancy a visit).

lesson, no one dared ask why. The evening meal, an elegant
fish dish, was well received by most, leading the way for a
light-hearted classroom session, reminiscing over the day's
activities. We went to bed excited -a little too excited in M r
Cumberland's opinion - at the prospect of tomorrow's
adventures.

On visiting 677620, one is first struck by the vast amount
of nothing which appears for miles around. However
Geography, being Geography, has a habit of complicating
even the most apparently simple landscape, and soon we
became acquainted with no fewer than two types of rock,
five types of soil and too many kinds of vegetation to count,
let alone feign an interest in. And it emerged that 677620
was able to occupy our minds for two hours, allowing us to
gain valuable first-hand experience of the features required
for an A Level in Geography, including such delights as
terracettes, soil creep and Plagioclimatic vegetation.

Fearing an overdose of beautiful villages - the daylight
proving Arnside to be another one of those places God might
just retire to - we began a Saturday dedicated to rock
landscapes. If the precise theme of this day wasn't in fact
limestone, one could be forgiven for thinking that there was
perhaps a slight limestoney sub-plot to the proceedings. We
strolled through a limestone dry valley, trotted along a
limestone pavement, walked into a limestone gorge and,
after a couple more limestone based activities, it seemed
only fitting to finish with a tour of a limestone cave. Here
we met up with M r Chamberlain's set, which swiftly and
comprehensively wiped out any danger of the
aforementioned beauty overdose.

Presumably M r Cumberland shared our doubts about
M r Barrable's state of mind, because he took over at the
wheel for the second leg of the journey and managed to
direct us back to some recognisable civilisation. Indeed,
the traffic could at times include up to three oncoming sheep.
As he drove, in the back seats the Geography Division began
to develop that crucial team spirit of which he had earlier
spoken, vital for survival in one of the toughest A Level
courses around: this was male bonding in the extreme. By
now even the new boy had been given a nickname and we
conversed with him on such topics as the name of his dentist,
his last five meals and his grandmother's date of birth. And
so it was that Alistair Jones - we didn't like to ask his middle
name as we thought that might be a touch prying - graduated
to " A . J.".
It did not seem long at all before we reached 'Site 2',
the village of Wray: a place for which the word 'pleasant'
might have been invented. The village provided something
of a culture shock: people greeted each other in the streets,
they didn't feel the need to lock their doors, and even the
cars seemed to pass as if apologetic for any disturbance
they might cause. We were never able to pin down which
one of these detestable features it was that led one of our
party to proclaim, "oh, I could never live here".
Next, we were Arnside bound, where we were to stay
the night. Still camaraderie continued to grow and by teatime
the Geography Division had acquired theme music, an
anthem of sorts: 'Africa' by Toto would now start every
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Back in Arnside, the evening included a five-minute
presentation by each member of the party in which he would
recap the topics covered in the day. Each person performed
bravely, battling on, determined not to let his obvious lack
of talent or knowledge hold him back. The resulting talks
were certainly very interesting, containing a large number
of variations on the word 'um', most notably one of Tom
Alcock's devising, previously unheard of, which he informs
us directly translates as "don't really know what to say...".
The talks were judged by a panel of experts, and the
Geography Assistant, Miss Lucy Goodchild, read out the
results. Jonathan Pitt emerged the winner: however, there
were a number of allegations of bad form, based on the fact
that Jon actually knew stuff. We went to bed excited, a little
too excited in M r Barrable's opinion, at the prospect of
tomorrow's adventures (the journey home).
A l l the boys would, I'm sure, like to express their
appreciation of the three members of staff who accompanied
us on the trip, without whose help, of course, none of this
would have been possible. The experience was invaluable
to us both as Geographers, and also, perhaps most strikingly,
as a real team spirit developed, as men.
David Earl
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The K.E.S. Pyrenees trip started at 6:30 am outside Digbeth bus station. The six boys, namely Greg Cooper, Richard Morgan,
Tristan Cox, David Guest, Chris Guest and Richard Hanson, along with teachers M r Rees and M r Boardman, eagerly awaited
the coach's arrival. A n hour later all were piled onto the coach and were soon speeding down the motorway to London
Heathrow. The three and a half hour coach journey was passed by listening to Discmans and reading magazines. Once we
arrived at Heathrow it was decided that a McDonald's was in order and, having finished eating, it was not long before we
boarded the plane. A one and a half hour flight and a two hour train journey at the other end saw our arrival at Luz St. Sauveur,
a small alpine skiing and snowshoeing resort on the Franco-Spanish border.. The outward travelling could not have gone more
smoothly apart from Tristan's traumatic loss of luggage at Geneva airport. Having explored our accommodation, which was a
small but perfectly well equipped apartment situated adjacent to the main town centre, it was decided by all that a good night's
sleep was necessary and so everyone was soon in bed.
A l l awoke next day apprehensive as to their capability to walk in snowshoes. After a good breakfast of cereal and toast we
met our guide, Pierre. He briefly explained the snowshoeing technique before we set off on the minibus to start our first walk.
The snowshoes looked like plastic tennis racquets with spikes on the front and on the bottom for grip. The technique was not
as hard to learn as some of us had expected and by using the poles provided, the whole party was soon able to move along at
a competent pace. For the first day Pierre was content to let us get used to our snowshoes, but said that the next day, we would
be walking on harder terrrain and would be attempting to build snow caves.
As Pierre had promised, Tuesday consisted of a long walk on the snowshoes to a plateau, which Pierre insisted was built of
prime cave-building snow. We worked in three teams. Richard Hanson, Richard Morgan and Greg Cooper took on the challenges
of David and Chris Guest, and of M r Boardman and M r Rees. In the meanwhile Tristan had decided to help Pierre build a

The Pyrenees
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victim would be
carrying.
Mr
Boardman
excelled at this,
with most of the
others
quite
happy to follow
his lead.

The accommodation was basic
proper Igloo. After three and a half-hours of building and a
lunch break, it was decided to stop and assess the final
product. It was decided that the cave built by the two
Richards and Greg was most spacious, but that M r
Boardman's could most easily be used as a comfortable
seating area.
Wednesday was probably the toughest day of the whole
trip, in that it consisted of a straight eight-hour walk to a
mountain hostel high in the Pyrenees. Everyone was loaded
with large pieces of equipment, much to the discomfort of
those who had on the previous day's walk not applied
suncream and were now suffering rather badly from sunburn.
Anyway, the walk was largely uneventful apart from the
mad snowball fights in which everybody took great pleasure
in battering each other with as much snow as possible. We
arrived at the hostel in the early evening and inspected the
rooms which we found to be two continuous beds that
stretched along the two sides of the room. As everybody
else changed their wet clothes, Tristan decided he needed
to go to the toilet, and to make sure he was truly out of
sight, he took his toilet roll and, to much hilarity, walked
about a mile into the hillside to relieve himself. The night
spent at the youth hostel had mixed pleasures. Although
the huge log fire was greeted with much delight, the night
was freezing and only by huddling together was it possible
to stay warm. In the morning we were taught by Pierre how
to use A . R . V . A . systems, which are used in mountain rescue
operations. The A . R . V . A . works by the user picking up a
signal when he nears another A.R.V.A. which the avalanche
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On Thursday
evening
Mr
Boardman and
M r Rees treated
us to a proper
meal at the local
restaurant. Many
of us took the
opportunity to
indulge in steak
and pizza. This
meal was certainly better than
the
average
evening meal that
had until now
been provided by

the boys. Tristan found it amazing that twenty-four boiled
tomatoes do not make tomato soup, Richard Morgan and
Richard Hanson made cheese on baguettes and the Guest
brothers made omelettes. Quite happy with the meal, we
returned to the apartment knowing that the next day would
be our last. We were all up bright and early next morning
and were soon climbing another snow capped peak. This
day was the hottest yet and by now the worst burnt persons,
namely Richard Morgan and David Guest, had wised up to
the fact that applying sun cream is a good idea. At the top
of the peak we stopped to test the A . R . V . A . skills taught to
us on the previous day. Richard Hanson won the event in
three minutes thirty seconds, but the real surprise was M r
Rees' abysmal failure to complete the course. The highlight
of the trip was yet to come when Pierre said that we could
try and build our own Bobsled run. Work began, and soon
the course took shape. First to christen the slope was Richard
Morgan, who first tested the run on his backside before
deciding on the faster approach of headfirst.
Saturday was our last day and so we all took the
opportunity to buy last minute souvenirs of our stay. After
three hours of shopping, we returned to the apartment where
we gave a present of a bottle of wine to Pierre, before
departing for Geneva airport. Four hours later we had landed
in London Heathrow and only a three hour coach journey
separated us from home. At two o-clock in the morning we
arrived back at Digbeth bus station all immensely tired and
wanting to go to sleep.
Greg Cooper
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Hodgin. Evening entertainment during
the second week was provided by the
"Heinerfest," a massive fun fair which
comes annually to Darmstadt.
A l l three families entertained us
generously at the weekends. With my
family, I was able to visit Heidelberg,
and spent a day in Frankfurt, the
nearest large city.

At the end of June, as a revolutionary idea for the Fifth
Form work experience, Mrs Hodgin accompanied three keen
German students, Haris Akhtar, Peter Mitchell and I, on a
trip to Darmstadt, a small town in southwest Germany.
There we spent a fortnight working with a "youth coordinator" in the Darmstadt police headquarters. Before the
trip, we had not been at all sure what our work would
include, but we tremendously enjoyed the enormous variety
of activities offered to us by the police.
Highlights of the work included spending a day with
the "River Police", patrolling the
Rhine, and another improving our
shooting skills on massive
photographic targets, using the
range of police guns. Aside from
enjoyment, the activities provided
us with a useful insight into the
world of work, as we learnt about
the pyramid of police ranks and
organisation, and also were able
to visit a law court in the town.
Each of us was warmly looked
after in Darmstadt, by an
exchange partner of our own age
and his family. After finishing
work, we spent a number of
afternoons shopping and relaxing
in the town centre, and several on
enjoyable cultural outings,
eagerly co-ordinated by M r s

The most demanding part of the
visit was communicating with my
partner and his family in German after
only three years of the language,
although this eventually proved
rewarding as the experience made me
far more confident in German within
the fortnight. This was difficult also for
the wonderful family with whom I was
Obviously hilarious staying, who could, I suspect, speak
almost perfect English, but persevered
with talking in German to help me. The task was even more
difficult for my poor mother, who does not speak a word of
German, but had to phone my exchange family using only
what I had written down for her to say in German.
At the time of writing, we are looking forward greatly to
the Germans' visit to England in September and would
strongly recommend any similar future trip to Fifth formers
with an interest in German and a bit of courage.
Stuart Rutter

Lads on tour.
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F,
Fourths Geography Field Trip to Aberystwyth
Three days on the Welsh coast. Even
in the first week of Wimbledon,
something moved me to pack extra
sweaters and a coat. Yet, during the
three days we spent in Aberystwyth,
the sun beamed down constantly, and
temperatures stayed in the middle 20s.
Add the promise of sea and sand, and
you can see why our mood was
optimistic as we set off.
Our
work
consisted
of
investigating various aspects of
Aberystwyth, and much of the time
was spent in libraries or interviewing

people in the streets and on the beach.
Aberystwyth is a small, peaceful
town: I was impressed by how patient
and co-operative the residents were
with us.
After two and a half gruelling
days, most of us began to succumb to
the temptations of the beach:
gradually less and less work was done,
more frisbees were thrown and more
sea was swum in. For many of us the
highlight of the trip was a late-evening
two-legged football match (how many
legs do you normally use? Ed.).

Thanks go to all the staff who
accompanied the trip, and certainly
not least to Mr Hatton, who organised
the football.
Tetsuro Nagata
M r Cumberland would like to point
out that other Fourths groups went to
Bangor and to Capel C u r i g , and
wishes to thank all the staff who
agreed to accompany and supervise
these trips.

Greek Play Trip
On the last Thursday of the first half of the Autumn term, a kind of "Classics Field Trip" was arranged by M r Worthington, to
attend the Cambridge Greek Play, which happens every three years. The play we were to see was "The Trojan Women" by
Euripides, a very popular Greek tragedian.
In addition to this, we also intended to spend some time walking around the famous colleges, and visit such notorious
locales as Heffer's Bookshop, which M r Worthington enthusiastically assured us was one of the finest, most specialised
Classics booksellers in the U K . With this exciting promise, thirty-something of us set out to Cambridge with the happy
knowledge that we were at least leaving behind a day at school.
On arriving in Cambridge, the party split to have lunch in Pembroke and Trinity Colleges, then had time to wander around
the gardens at King's and do some general sightseeing before the pre-show talk, presented by the director Jane Montgomery.
She told us how she and the other members of the production team had aimed to make the play appeal to all generations,
without being specific about modern events to which the play might relate.
"The Trojan Women" does not really have a plot in the normal sense. The characters do not undergo any real changes
during the course of the tale; to reflect this, there are no scene changes- we just see the women strewn in desperation among the
ruins of a once mighty city. This is exactly what the play is about- the suffering, grief and despair of the wives and mothers of
the men of Troy, who have been savagely killed by the Greeks after the "Trojan Horse" trickery.
I should say now that the play is in the original ancient Greek. With no linguistic aids. Still, we faithful marched loyally
along to our seats in eager curiosity about exactly how much we would be able to understand. However, much to everyone's
surprise and delight, the performance truly was a masterpiece.
Whilst not even the teachers could honestly translate every word on the spot, the gestures and expressions used by the
actors, coupled with their outstanding devotion to their lines, made everything pretty clear. Apparently only five of the cast
spoke Greek, but it was impossible to tell which ones did not.
In parts, though, the play was a little too deep for my liking. For example, a principal character is Cassandra, who is
dragged off to wed a Greek lord. Her appearance on stage perplexed me rather than amused me, as she was wearing a straightjacketed, blood soaked wedding dress, with a wedding cake noosed around her neck! Perhaps the most powerful moments in
the play were those involving the Chorus of battered souls. During the intense choruses, they clashed their chains in time with
the music, producing an intense and moving effect.
As a final note, I would like to thank all of the teachers involved with the trip, particularly Mrs Matthews from K E H S , M r
Stone and especially M r Worthington. Thanks for a great day.
Sumit Indwar
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We stepped off the coach into ferocious heat. It was Friday
15 July 1999, and we were at the Acorn Venture centre
near Narbonne in the south of France. Having suffered 22
hours of travel in a coach it was a relief to stretch our legs
for longer than half an hour. A quick tour of the site followed,
and a quick swim in the lagoon. The lagoon is fed directly
from the Mediterranean Sea, and in fact if you sail far
enough you would reach the opening onto the sea.

After the interval we were subjected to the "terminator",
"big four" and an oversized kiddies' trike crushing cars, all
accompanied by suitably tacky music.
Tuesday was an all-day excursion to Aqualand, a water park.
I will never forget Niagara, a very high, steep slide with a
huge horizontal run-off. The rapids provided an interesting
opportunity to speak some French (the rapids were very
slow).

Greatly refreshed by the swim and ensuing water fight
we were told about our activities over the next few days.
Five activities were on offer:
kayaking, canoeing, Pico
sailing, catamaran sailing and
wind surfing. Kayaking is
basically one-man canoeing in
a small boat, whilst canoeing
is for two people in a suitably
larger boat. Picos are small,
two-man sailing boats, which
go very fast. Catamarans look
like two canoes with netting
between them and a mast.
Wind surfing was done, quite
naturally, on wind surfing
boards. During all these
activities we were to wear a
buoyancy aid and helmet.

Wednesday started with some extremely bad singing.
Wondering who could do this at such a god-forsaken hour I

th

After a weekend spent
learning the basics, Monday
was our first options day,
where we chose our activity
for morning and afternoon. I
sailed in a catamaran with
Jack Butler and Saqib Bhatti.
A most entertaining morning
for everyone included the
'Pico Pirates' who boarded
others' Picos.
Throughout the whole of
Monday an American-style
road show had been setting up
and as our evening activity we
went to see the show. Various
stunts involving cars ensued,
including driving on two
wheels and stopping within a
few millimetres of one of the
assistants.
Some Acorn
Venture staff, notably Brian
and Cat, took part in the stunts.

Found three weeks later in Algeria
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espied Christian Shaw. Unfortunately for Christian the
members of another school espied him also, and made him
suitably wet. During the morning we looked around the city
of Narbonne, which provided a shopping opportunity. We
also visited the cathedral, a magnificent building. We spent
the afternoon on Narbonne Plage, swimming in the Med.
Another water fight was held that evening, leaving Cat (an
Acorn Venture instructor) soaking at least three times (the
4ths did not like her much at all).
Thursday was very windy and allowed us to go very fast
indeed. Unfortunately the wind also broke a cat sail. Being
colder than usual many stayed on the beach rather than
venture into the water. This led to an entire sand city being
built (courtesy mainly of Saqib and Christian) until some
very naughty eco-warriors (David Wren and Andrew
Atkinson) destroyed the nuclear power plant and the city to
boot.

In the afternoon we visited Gruissan, a French town. The
view from the top of the fort was spectacular, though it was
very windy. A l l went well until the disappearance of C R B ,
SJW and C H was noticed. This had a saddening effect on
the whole group until the missing persons reappeared,
apparently from a 'wine-tasting'.
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The evening was to be our last at the Acorn Venture site. I
After the excellent barbecue on the beach all retired for a
final practice at their cabaret acts. First up were the Rems )
with a little Nirvana. Interesting. The Shells put on three
performances, one of a nephew visiting his aunt and uncle's
house (amusing), one of a morning in the life of a teacher
(highly amusing) and the other a performance of "Twenty
bottles of beer on the wall." (which soon became none).
I
Acts from the older members of the site included a Star
Wars spoof in which Saqib took the spotlight as
'Suckmydinnermint the Travelling Merchant' who sold the
force to anyone prepared to pay £2.99. Following closely
was the teachers' act of "If I was not a Schoolteacher" which
nearly ended in accidental G B H by C D B . The Acorn Venture '
staff played A B B A with the boys as girls and the girls as '
boys (Cat made a very convincing bloke). But for the finale
the 4ths did "The Full Monty", much to the rest of the site's
mirth.

Friday morning provided us with the chance to 'joyride' on
the lagoon due to high winds. After that we boarded the
coach for the return journey. Thank you to all the teachers
and Acorn Staff for such an enjoyable trip.
Chris Hindley.
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Leslie H Pountney Bursary Fund
Immediately following the last day of term I travelled to Heathrow and boarded a gruelling twenty-five hour flight to Darwin
in the Northern Territory of Australia. I was full of anticipation and subdued fear at the prospect of spending a month in one of
the harshest environments on earth. The Northern Territory is home to all of the fifteen most deadly snakes in the world, seven
of the ten most deadly spiders in the world, the world's largest population of saltwater crocodiles, and a huge population of
German tourists. I'm sure you'll agree, my fears were well founded.
Fortunately I was not departing to a foreign, deadly world to try and survive entirely on my own. I did stay for a bit with a
friend of the family, Ash Sankarayya (OE), who lives in Humpty Doo (!), just south of Darwin. Ash is one of Australia's most
prosperous GP's, having the only practice in the Northern Territory's only city. His job is more varied than the average GP's:
pulling fish hooks out of
people, cleaning wounds
made by crocodile bites and
dealing with Aborigines'
"peculiar" genital rashes are
just a few of the varied
delights. His home in
Humpty Doo is surrounded
by bush and is often
frequented by the local
wildlife. Indeed, it was by his
front door that I met a
Western Brown, the world's
second deadliest snake, his
open mouth just inches away
from me. Which was nice.
Leaving Ash's home and
his friendly but deadly
reptiles I headed north
towards
the
Cobourg
Peninsula, a national park
owned by aborigines and,
though the size of England,
only permitting fifteen
visitors at a time. For four
days I lived in a hut on stilts
near Port Essington, a
nineteenth century British
colony
whose
entire
population perished in seven
years. Though it had the
appearance of a tropical
paradise, I was warned by the
warden to be extremely
careful should I venture into
the crystal clear water: "If the
sharks don't get you the crocs
will". Indeed the Timor Sea,
which the camp was situated
on the coast of, is host to the
blue-ringed octopus (deadly),
the sea snake (deadly), the
Stuart Highway, Northern Territory
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stonefish (deadly), saltwater crocodile (adores human meat) and a wide variety of sharks. In addition to this, the camp's openair toilets and showers proved very popular with the local snakes and spiders.
However, the sheer isolation one feels, the fact that the vast landscape is totally bereft of human influence and the gradual
realisation that you are part of the food chain is so overpowering that any apprehensions are forgotten. The harsh, unforgiving
environment of the Peninsula is an ecosystem that is a non-stop food chain, and I was able to experience this on a boat trip with
one of the wardens. Cruising through the creeks and mangroves all I saw were creatures eating each other. Well, when in
Rome...

1

Out came the fishing rods and we spent most of the day catching all manner of fish with all manner of spikes ant teeth,
whilst crocodiles cruised past us or sunned ourselves on nearby logs. However, the highlight of the day was landing a six-foot
reef shark, which was quite scary in a seven-foot boat. Then when the warden leant over the side and fumbled the hook from
its lip I was ready to collapse.
I also visited Litchfield National Park and Kakadu National Park, famed for the location of "Crocodile Dundee". Both trips
proved to be a wonderful experience: sleeping in the bush, climbing the escarpments that look over vast plains and billabongs,
and some great off-road driving
Nothing beats ending a day when you're drier than a dead desert dingo's donger, with a few tinnies, a Sheila and a gut full
of tucker. No worries. Although I was suffering from an amazing number of mosquito bites, the breathtaking scenery and
intensity of wildlife soon dispelled the feeling of discomfort: it is not a calm environment but one definitely can feel at ease.
Someday it may be civilised and spoilt but up to the present it has triumphantly overthrown all who have tried to improve it.
Undoubtedly, the trip has influenced me greatly: I am determined to return to Australia soon, but also it opened my eyes to
an entirely different world and an entirely different way of life. I would like to thank all those involved with the Leslie H.
Pountney Bursary Fund for granting me a sum towards the trip.
Paul Hayfield

Leaving school, the motley crew of Tom Alcock, Philip Canner, Ben Speight and Joe Tipper dreamt of a lazy weekend bathing
under clear blue skies on the deck of a luxury yacht. But, as we sat, packed like sardines, in the back of M r Cumberland's Audi,
the crew were unaware that the weather would not be kind; the only bathing we would be doing, would be sitting in a hot bath,
soothing our aching bodies on the Sunday of our return.
We arrived in Plymouth at around 6 o'clock, where we meet up with our instructor for the weekend, Derek Benson, who
single handed runs the Compass Rose Sailing School. His boat, "Heatwave", a 33 foot ex-racing boat bobbed on the calm
waters of the marina, and before we knew where we were, we were sitting on the back of the boat with a cuppa under crimson
skies, the sun going down over Plymouth Sound. Who said that rubbish about "Red Sky at Night..."?
Next morning, Hurricane Floyd's big brother had moved in, and the once tranquil setting of the marina was being buffeted
by high winds and drenched by torrential rain. Nevertheless, the crew donned the fashionable(!) waterproofs and began preparing
the boat. Battling with the gusty wind, we made our way towards the English Channel, trying our best to keep the boat on an
even keel. However, with the waves getting bigger and our courage diminishing fast, we decided to turn back for the marina.
"Heatwave" had not lived up its name.
Once moored, we went down to the galley and awaited our evening meal. Delicious it was and clean plates were visible all
round, probably because yours truly had cleared them for everybody else. After a strenuous day, combating all Mother Nature
had to throw at us, we were ready to hit the sack. However, going to bed was pretty strenuous in itself. M y bed was only
reached by squeezing (literally) through a foot-wide gap, while Tom slept in a cupboard - (that is not a joke!)
Sunday morning came and went. With brilliant sunshine at our backs, we explored some of the South coast, and although
we just missed a head-on collision with one of Her Majesty's destroyers, a relaxed morning was had by all. After a quick lunch
and scrub down of the deck, we said our farewells to Derek and then travelled back up the M 5 , all shattered but having enjoyed
a great weekend; M r Cumberland must be thanked for that.
Ben Speight
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The problem with writing about such a huge and varied experience as the "Grand Tour of the American National Parks" is that
one report can only scratch the surface. Nevertheless, here goes:
Actually getting to the States was surprisingly trouble free, with the reliable K L M connecting flights going smoothly enough.
Having said that, I have never, ever been served bacon and chips for breakfast before! We arrived at San Francisco airport in
high spirits, until we realised that Nick Pilsbury's vital luggage was still six thousand miles away in Amsterdam! This was
however, a "minor detail" and so we passed through the formal Yankee Immigration and Customs lines before meeting up with
our American guide and driver for the next two weeks: a guy called Don, whose wit and amusing T-shirts were to add to a truly
unique experience. Jet lag did not seem to kick in until around two o'clock San Francisco time, when Rob pointed out that we
had to endure a twenty-six hour day before hitting the beds at the Y M C A , our lodgings for the next two nights.
Our tour kicked off with sight seeing in "Everyone's Favourite City", as Mr. Boardman described San Francisco. As well as
seeing Alcatraz, the Golden Gate Bridge, Pier 39 and China Town, we had planned a trip on the famous Cable Cars back to the
Y M C A . As we entered the boarding
area, we caught sight of a monster
queue, which stretched around the
block! We were now faced with a
veritable dilemma. The cable car
was out, multiple taxis would be
prohibitive, and we knew nothing of
local bus routes or times. The answer
came in the form of a huge black
Limousine, acting as a taxi service,
which held ten boys and three adults
quite comfortably for a mere four
dollars each. So we cruised through
the streets in the lap of luxury before
disgorging into the Y M C A ! Now
that is something you don't do every
day.
The next two nights were spent
in Yosemite, involving numerous
walks and assorted photo stops,
including the famous "EI Capitan"
which, I'm sure members of the Star
Trek Society will remember, is the
mountain which Captain Kirk falls
off in "Star Trek V." Next stop was
the giant Sequoia Grove, packed
with huge trees thousands of years
old, including a fallen hollow one
with a passage down the middle
which you could crawl through. The
next day was, in contrast, possibly
the most exciting day of the trip white water rafting down twelve
miles of Californian Rapids. The sun
beat down and the air temperature
was high, yet the water was utterly
freezing, but refreshing. Our rafts
fought their way down all the class
Arches National Park
three rapids with relative ease, until
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we hit a current known as "Bouncing Rock" (or some other typically daft name) when Bill Grant and Charlie Singleton were
sucked out of the boat by the force of the current. After both had been retrieved, B i l l noticed that his glasses (which had been
secured with cord) were missing a lens. Amazingly, after we had conquered the remaining three miles of the river and come to
deflate the boat, the missing lens was found nestling in the bottom of it, despite all the tossing, turning and bailing of water we
had done!
Las Vegas on the other hand, seemed to me a thorough let down. The Stratosphere Tower's roller coaster was closed due to
bad weather, and there was an enormous queue for the grand buffet we had been waiting for. In typical American style everything
was huge! It was an "all-you-can-eat" buffet, with trays piled high with all sorts of food, from crab legs to roast beef, smoked
salmon to spaghetti. Some members of the group ate at least twice as much as me, and still had room for the sickening sweet
counter, laden with profiteroles, cheesecake, ice cream and blueberry pie . The night ended with a very comfortable stay in the
Vegas Super 8 Motel.
How big is the Grand Canyon? About two hundred and seventy miles long, four thousand feet deep and a mile across. That's
big. We took a helicopter ride over and through it, we spent many hours walking through it, but the best view was actually on
the last day, from ten thousand feet, as we flew over it on the return home flight. We left Arizona and headed North to the
Mormon state of Utah, stopping off at the famous Monument Valley. Here we had planned to have a jeep ride through the valley
with the Navajo Indians, followed by an evening of Navajo dancing, eating traditional Navajo tacos, and a night spent out
under the stars. We rose
early the next morning to
witness the sunrise over
some of the more
picturesque Buttes, a
quite beautiful and
memorable sight. Next
day, we had another jeep
ride, but this time
through the Canyonlands
in a huge Yankee 4X4
offroad vehicle, driven
by a quite insane ex-rock
climber. The terrain was
very severe, including
driving both up arid
down steps of rock, over
incredibly rugged dunes
and along a mindbogglingly steep and
narrow hilltop trail. We
saw
some
more
incredible canyons with
Monument Valley
the most impressive
echoes I have ever heard. The sound of Mr Boardman's voice ringing out the immortal words "Star Wars" over the spectacular
Canyonlands is not going to be forgotten in a hurry! Other highlights were the "Gemini Bridges" - two arches side by side,
separated by a gap of some four metres, giving onto a drop of about two hundred. Thin ledges at the edges of local cliffs
overhung drops of similar distances. In the words of one of the guides, "You really don't know what's under you when you
walk out on a cliff."
Other highlights of the trip included the famous "Bryce Canyon", which was absolutely full of mist, making a very eerie and
picturesque scene. There was also a very cheesy slideshow in the visitor centre, complete with a choir soundtrack and Indian
drums! We drove through Death Valley where the temperature was "only" forty one degrees and all taps gush hot water! The
high Sierras at ten thousand feet were covered in snow and had lakes with water at seemingly sub zero temperatures (a scientific
impossibility!), which a few of the insaner group members actually swam in! Finally, who could forget the hilarity at our table
during a meal at a Chinese restaurant when I pointed out that the meat in the starter could actually be some sort of testicles! For
some strange reason everyone was considerably less enthusiastic about the meal from that point on...
Many, many thanks go to M r "Root Beer" Boardman for organising this mammoth trip of a lifetime, as well as M r "I prefer
to be called David" Ash, M r "I think I've scored!" Tomlinson and of course Don "I am the product of 3,800,000,000 years of
evolution," our driver and guide.
Martin Bradley
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We arrived at Ingleton youth
hostel at about 7 p.m. I
unloaded my extremely
heavy luggage and just about
managed to carry it up to a
room. Our room had three
bunk beds for the five of us,
Matthew Bayliss, George
Readings, David Tite, me and
William Keogh (from Shell
j.). This youth hostel was
surprisingly nice and modern,
with excellent facilities. The
food was particularly nice
too.
On Saturday we prepared
ourselves for the activities.
The Rems went on the
Ingleton waterfalls walk and
caving while the U M s did
their own activities.
We did the caving first.
This was amazing! We wore
helmets with torches on
them! The water was also freezing!
Most of the route was horizontal but
there were also some climbing sections
to be done which were challenging.
Some parts were very narrow — such as
"the letter box". This section was so
narrow that there was only about two foot
(sometimes less!) between the floor and
the ceiling! I just managed to squeeze
through but my helmet got jammed a
couple of times. At the end of the cave,
there was a waterfall to climb. You had
to open your legs so that all water could
go down between them. This section was
really hard for me because my wellies
were heavy with water inside them. Also
my legs were numb. At the top, I saw a
boot float past me in the flowing water.
I managed to pick it up and give it to a
person with the missing boot. It turned
out to be George; he thanked me and said
that he hadn't noticed the boot come off
as his feet were so numb! As I got
through the passage at the top, I saw
natural sunlight for the first time in an
hour and a half. I climbed out of the

KES boys narrowly escapes the Beast of Ingleton
cave and emptied out my wellies. We then walked along the limestone pavement
back to the minibus which took us back to the activities centre, where we got
changed.
The next activity was the Ingleton waterfalls walk. There were some exciting
moments. There was a bit where we all sat on a huge rock in the water in front
of the waterfall. I remember someone falling off this rock and landing in water,
getting all his dry clothes soaked! Also, I remember there was an indent behind
a waterfall where we could all sit and watch the waterfall. Later on in the walk,
there was an area where we could skim stones. There were lots of flat stones
around here and a stream flowing past where we could skim the flat stones — it
was fun! Later that evening, we returned to the hostel to have dinner. That day
was really good, especially the caving — it was excellent!
Sunday was tiring, especially after the day before. Today was a long fell
walk. Some of the views were fantastic though I didn't bring a camera. The
beginning of this walk was quite muddy, but later on, it became drier. This peak
was huge. Highlights included climbing up a big waterfall — this was really
good. Later on we had lunch on the top of a really high cliff. (We weren't
allowed near the edge though.) After another hour of walking, we came to the
bottom of a H U G E cliff, and I spotted a few people abseiling down from the
top. We watched for five minutes and then moved on. After roughly three to
four hours of walking and climbing, we finally reached the minibus again. At
this point, we were allowed to look around the local shops.
At about three p.m., we had all our luggage in the minibus and left for
Birmingham. It was a long journey back and we arrived back in school at about
8:30 p.m. M y parents were already there to collect me. Both of them asked me
how the trip was."The trip was F U N ! " I told them.
Jonathan Chan
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Men

Each day's cycling
ranged from 27 to 50
miles in length. Our
destinations along the
route were Castle
Archdale country park,
Enniskillen, Clones and
Ballinamore.
One of the main stops
was the Marble Arch
Caves. We were given a
guided tour round the
main show caves,
shown
the
main
formations and told a
little of the history. This
provided an interesting
stop
and
was
particularly welcome as
we had just come over
a rather large hill.
The main story of the

week was the two serious crashes in one day. Andrew Peat managed to come off his bike at 30 mph and, luckily for him, slid
in to a grass verge. His cycling vest and shorts were ripped and his helmet cracked down the middle. Andrew, however,
escaped with cuts and bruises but decided to carry on. The other crash happened when Sean tried to ride with no hands and
standing up. Inevitably he lost control of his bike and veered into a hedge, catching his knee between his saddle and cross bar.
Sean decided to drop out
of the ride but rejoined us
for our final night in
Carrick on Shannon.
We finished the ride,
having cycled through
spectacular scenery and
250 miles of country
roads, in Carrick-onShannon.
I'd like to take this
opportunity to thank Mr.
Boardman, Mr. Phillips,
and M r Cooper for
organising the trip and
making it possible for the
eleven of us who went to
gain this pleasurable and
valuable experience.
Simon Borg-Bartolo

Pushed to the limits
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On the 7th of May 1999 five KES boys and two teachers (Mr Boardman, Rev. Raynor) went on a trip to learn the art of
the 'single rope technique' (SRT). We left on the Friday afternoon, our destination Ingleborough Hall in Ingleton, in
Lancashire. The journey to Ingleton was largely occupied by various tales of previous caving experiences, as everybody
on the trip had to have been caving at least twice before to be allowed to go. The SRT method of ascending and descending
ropes had not been used by anybody on the trip, apart from Mr. Boardman who had done it in his youth. So the rest of the
night when we arrived at Ingleborough Hall was spent asking Mr. Boardman what it was like and whether he had any tips
so we would not look foolish on our first attempt. Also we had time to take in our surroundings which were really
interesting. We were staying in a converted "Manor House" which had a library like a scene from Cluedo; a number of
large dormitories, one of which was our home for the next two nights; a small dining room where we were met with a full
English breakfast every morning and a large meal every evening; and a number of other rooms which were for the caving
equipment and for washing it once it had been used, which was a positively revolting experience. So that night we slept
very well and were desperately waiting for morning to break so we could get going and do what we had come for.
On the first day we were to be introduced to the technique. We were taken to a small village, Dent, to practice on an
indoor wall there. We were introduced to our instructors for the next two days and then got onto the equipment. After a
few attempts at descending from about one metre we had a go from the top of the scaffold platform. Everybody did this
and we were ready to learn to go up the rope after a bite to eat.

Every morning a small boy had to clean the septic tank.
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After lunch we wer
given instructions on hoi»
to ascend the rope, ^
follows:
e

1) Weight the bottom of
the rope, with either
spare rope coiled up
placed into the tackle sa
which is then tied onto the
end or, if really desperate
a rock tied onto the rope.
2) Trap
the
rope
between your feet when
you are in the crouched
position and then, as you
stand, the rope w i l l be
forced through the Croll.
This is very effective but
takes some practice.
3) Hang the rope over
one of your legs and pull
it through with one of your
hands as you stand. This is
okay for a short pitch but
you get very tired very
quickly.
Finally we were
allowed to have a go and
found this very easy in
comparison to descending
the rope, and a lot more
fun. We had almost
mastered the art of SRT the only thing left was to
put our skills to the test in
a real cave. That was
tomorrow's job. We took
the long drive back from
Dent to Ingleborough Hall
and slept well knowing
that tomorrow was what
Do not attempt to Bungee Jump with this
we had really come for,
going down into a cave.
It was an early start and
we boarded the minibus complete with all the gear needed for SRT. We were going to a system known to the locals as 'Bull Pot
of the Witches'. We were first split up into two groups. The second group was to start later than the first in the hope that it
would be quicker with a larger teacher to pupil ratio. The first part of the system was a tight but short descent, which was easily
the most difficult section of this particular cave. We then had a rather long crawl and walking section before another descent,
which was only about two metres but without the SRT equipment could not have been done. The formations underground at
this point were truly spectacular and the reason for coming on this trip was now obvious. After a bite to eat we completed the
final descent and were ready to make our way out of the cave the way we had come. Ascending took a lot longer and the final
pitch was extremely awkward with various overhangs to manoeuvre around. When we reached the top of the pitch we were
glad to be able to see the light. We had thoroughly enjoyed our weekend and I must finish by thanking M r Boardman and the
Rev. Raynor for making it possible.
Greg Cooper
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Jummer 1999
K.E.S. Rugby Tour to South America (1 Squad Report)
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From
the
l 's
perspective the tour was
a great success, at least
by the criterion set out by
L . Bushell somewhere
over the Atlantic Ocean,
to whit: "I just hope we
don't crash in the Alps,
like in that f i l m . . . " .
Mainly due to the skill of
our pilots, (but also
thanks to their choice of
a route to Chile over the
Andes), such a fate was
avoided and we arrived
in Vina del Mar on the
Pacific Coastline after a
bracing 33-hour trip. The
party soon put its hardtraining, straight-talking,
clean-living
rugby
Drinking is not permitted on school trips.
philosophy into practice,

under the spiritual guidance of David "No Sleep On Tour" Earl and Oliver "Waldo" Watkins. The Mackay School, Reriaca,
proved themselves to be excellent hosts, (as Russell "Pisco" Benson, now 1 team captain, will testify), and a useful team, as
was demonstrated by their one-point victory.
On arrival at St John's School, Concepcion, we learnt that a member of the School's team had been killed the previous day in
a car accident. Our match was postponed by a day and, understandably, was a subdued affair when it did take place, K . E S.
winning easily. A far more passionate sporting encounter had occurred the day before: the "Welsh wizard" M r R. James, (catch
phrase, "You can't buy talent, boys"), claiming a hat trick in a hotly contested football match involving the entire 1 squad and
a random Chilean. After a week in Chile, we returned to Santiago airport to be reunited with the all-conquering 2 squad and
thence to Mendoza, Argentina.
Mendoza became our base for a coach trip into the spectacular scenery of the foothills of the Andes and our clash with Los
Tordos Rugby Club, undoubtedly the strongest side we faced in South America. A committed team effort prevented what
would otherwise have been a heavy loss: after all, as such players as Marcus "Winky" Haig could be heard to whisper once the
dust had settled; "their front five could actually run and handle the ball...". After anight of revelry involving several trucks and
a Mexican band, we beat a hasty retreat to the welcoming arms of St Luke's School, San Isidro, (part of Buenos Aires), whose
motto "True Love and True Companionship" was admirably adhered to by its fine pupils.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, St Luke's talent for providing evening entertainment was not equalled by ability on the pitch and the 1
team notched up its second win of the tour. Our next opponents were, conveniently, also situated in Buenos Aires, but St
Alban's School were far from convenient as opponents and they edged a narrow victory in a rather scrappy contest. Plainly in
need of R. & R., it was fortunate that the party found the next item on its itinerary to be a three day sightseeing trip at the Iguazu
Falls, which mark Argentina's northern boundary with Brazil and Paraguay. The waterfalls we observed from both the Argentinian
and the Brazilian sides were absolutely stunning, whilst a boat trip into their centre was extremely wet. The resort's furniture
was also highly regarded by the tour party.
Reinvigorated, the squads then returned to B . A . and split up for their final match, which was against St. Hilda's School for the
1 team. The game proved to be the most tightly fought of the tour, but St. Hilda's squeaked home with a narrow win. We could
then return home in the knowledge that, although only two of our six matches had been won, three of the losses were within a
score and that the development of the senior players, which was the ultimate goal of the tour, had been achieved. Mark Howes
was declared Player Of The Tour, with Peter "Pinky" Pears collecting the silly hat for the Most Improved Player. Sincere
thanks must go to M r James, M r Duncombe and M r Howe for their commitment to the tour, (and for putting up with the
singing), and to the Parents Committee in appreciation of their huge contribution to sending us to South America.
James Rose
st

st
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The summer of 1999 went
Latin. With Antonio Banderez
on the silver screen, and Ricki
Martin, and Rikljhk Iglesias in
the charts, the Latin rhythm was
everywhere. Therefore for the
school 2nd X V , always
dedicated followers of fashion,
there was no alternative but to
head for South America.
However to make the most of a
rugby tour, it is important to
prepare properly. This we did
successfully in the pub,
building up a resistance to
alcohol, and honing our pulling
techniques. So armed with the
phrase, "una cerveza por
favor", and accompanied by
Mr. Andronov, Mr. Bryan and
Mr. Porter, we were prepared

a

^ ^s.

for a rugby tour full of clubbing, beef, beer, beef, bad driving and, Oh, did I mention beef?
Before I progress further, allow me to explain our aims and motives to those readers unfamiliar with the customs of the
2nd X V . Being generally more skilful and athletic than our companions in the 'Ones', success comes to us more readily, and
therefore we are able to concentrate our efforts on the social aspects of rugby, often before, after and sometimes even during
games. This attitude of course stood us in good stead for a tour which epitomised the words from the school song "Oftentimes
defeat is splendid."
For us our first destination was to be Santiago, where we were hosted by Wenlock School. Things looked ominous when
five minutes after our arrival the building shook, apparently due to an earthquake. This however is unlikely as we suspected
the seismic activity, measuring 5.6 on the Richter scale, was probably due to the approach of Catalina, something with which
we were to become familiar over the next few days.
Our first night was spent at one of many barbecues we were to visit in our three weeks, and familiarising ourselves with
Pisco, and the various rituals of consuming the near lethal brew. One particular ritual involved chanting whilst gesticulating in
various bizarre ways. But we too had our strange drinking ceremonies which usually had something to do with blurry water
fowl. This was when, under the leadership of Matthew Smith, the words "Bunny up you Goons," could be heard across the
city.
It would not have been possible to visit South America without indulging in their largest passion, the thing they love most.
I am, of course, referring to football, a game played on every street corner everywhere, and the only thing which is more
important to them than beef. Naturally when the Santiago College team challenged us to a game, we tried to decline but failed.
However, it seems we were a little pessimistic, as we thrashed them 12-2. Notably the man of the match was Alex Nock who
played everywhere at once, and dazzled them with his silky skills.
However amongst all our drinking and philandering we could not forget our main reason/excuse for going on tour. This
was to play rugby. Since specifying the results of the games would only serve to depress all rugby players everywhere, they
will not be mentioned in this article, yet the tour was not a complete failure, since everyone learned a huge amount. The
lessons taught to us by Messrs. Porter, Bryan and Andronov, will be useful in 1999/2000 and hopefully help us produce a
successful season. For this we must thank them.
Oliver Newcombe
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During the spring term every Shell form goes on a camping trip to a farm in Much Wenlock, staying in tents and cooking their
own food. Shell B's trip is described here by three writers.
Day 1 - Friday

By Tom Bradish

We all met outside the C C F centre and started loading the coach with our baggage and food. We were soon setting off out
of the drive with our friendly bus driver and arrived at the farm about an hour and a half later. First we unloaded the coach, put
the tents up, got changed and played a game of football. It was now time to start cooking our dinner. Many things were cooked
including stir fries, pot noodles and burgers. Then our group roasted some marshmallows as a pudding and washed up. Then I
started a water fight by
getting M r Boardman and
everyone got really soaked.
Then we got changed and
went for a walk in the dark.
On the way a little group of
us kept on singing a
partially rude song. When
we were about threequarters of the way through
the walk we came upon a
particularly muddy part
which someone dared
Richard Banfield to take a
plunge in. He did and he
stank of yucky mud all the
way back to camp where he
had a shower while the rest
of us played board games,
drank hot chocolate and ate
toast. Then we went to bed.
Day 2 - Saturday
Jack Johnson

By

We woke to a very cold
morning. The clouds were
out and the sun was dead.
When we eventually got
up, we got changed, and
went down to the barn for
breakfast. For breakfast, we
had anything we felt like.
Providing we had brought
it! We ate toast and cereals
and we drank tea, coffee,
hot chocolate and milk.
While we were in the
bam, we had games to play
such as Twister, chess,
Connect 4, draughts and
cards. We also had a T V
Room service ? Satellite ?
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with 5 channels, but only one
channel worked!

That morning, M r Boardman
decided we should do a bit of
orienteering. The class was divided
into 3. One group did the
orienteering; another group did a
water-carrying game through the
woods and the last group a shepherd •
game, which included a whistle, a |
blind fold and high quality hearing.
I was in the orienteering group. It
was fun until ' J ' and I got lost.
When we had finished, we went into
town to look around the fair which
was on at the parish hall. There was
a bouncy castle (we are not too old
to go on a bouncy castle), and a game
where you can win a coconut if you
knock it off a stick. I won one, and
afterwards, I went and had a look
round the town. We agreed to go
swimming after we had looked round
the town so when the time was right,
I made my way to the swimming pool
where we played volley ball and
generally had a good time.
When everything was over, we all
collected some wood from the forest
for a fire. That night we made a fire
and slept under the stars. We got to
sleep at about 10:30 p.m. Although
we started off sleeping outside, some
of us later went inside the barn to
sleep. Not me though.

"3 million and 1 E-coli, 3 million and 2 ..."
Day 3 - Sunday

So our last night was spent looking
up at the skies. A nice way to finish.

By Jay Ghosh

Most of us awoke to see the sun shining in the sky. We had slept outside our tents. When I awoke, most of the others were still
asleep, snoring away. The others who were awake woke the sleepy ones and then M r Boardman took pictures of them yawning
their heads off.
Most of us went straight to breakfast as we were starving. We had toast and cereal though some did not eat at all. After we
had tidied our sleeping bags away we got changed and ready for 'the walk'. It was up a hill called the Wrekin, which we could
just see from the campsite. In total we walked four miles. The first bit was really steep and we had to find all the help we could
to get through. Help came in the form of trees and massive branches. The leaves made it even worse as we were continuously
slipping down the hill.
After a while M r Boardman told us that we could see the peak. He also said that the last one there would have to do lots of
press-ups. Most of us ran but when we reached the top we saw the real summit. He had lied! This time he told us that he was
telling the truth and the last one there would have to do lots of press-ups. This was the real summit. We could see all over Much
Wenlock. On the top there was a large stone block with a metal disc on top. It said how far and in what direction all the major
cities were from that point. Birmingham was on it.
We had lunch about two hundred metres from the top on a giant piece of rock. When I looked over it was a vertical drop
down to the bottom! We carried on and reached the coach about two o'clock.
The whole trip was really fun and I enjoyed it a lot.
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This is the story of a group of valiant
teenagers who bravely gave up ten whole
days of their summer holiday to ... better
their education?
We all met our exchange partners again
at Frankfurt Airport and then stared: their
parents were saying something in a
language that was not English. It was...
wait a minute... German!
Unfortunately we had to go to school
with the Germans but it was worth it just
for the colossal football matches,
England vs. Germany, where I have to
say that Britannia (for once) ruled the
pitch against foreign opposition. Also
German school finishes at 1.00pm every
day, so we could go into town and mess
around.
We visited places around Wiesbaden as
well, like a theme park. Not as good as
Alton Towers but good fun anyway. At
this theme park there was one good ride
called the "Free Fall Tower". Basically it involved being strapped into a seat and lifted to a very high altitude and then
dropped. I was surprised to see a daring M r Booth step up for it first time as well. We also visited the commercial centre of
Frankfurt where we were shown around a few of the many banks.
The language was pretty tough but it became easier as the exchange went on, as you would expect. If you ask anyone who
went on the exchange, they will tell you they had a good time. I'd recommend it to anyone who does German. Finally I'd like
to thank Mr Booth who came along with us.
Peter Walker

It was about 5 o'clock that sunny afternoon that I began to wonder what I'd let myself in for. As M r Mason wrestled the
minibus through towns and villages, realisation dawned on me: I had volunteered to spend the weekend under the instruction
of Mr Roll and five of the most devious teachers from the other Foundation schools, on a "Leadership Weekend". The weekend
would be spent doing exercises with "A"-Level students from K E S , Camp Hill, Aston and Handsworth, who all had as little
insight as me into the horrors that faced us.
Our base for the weekend was to be Bredwardine Lodge, near Hay-on-Wye in Herefordshire. Upon arrival we were rapidly
split into teams, each of which consisted of four individuals who had never met before. As we progressed through the exercises
during the weekend, the key to success became evident. Communication and teamwork were vital, as initially each group was
bewildered by the tasks they were set.
The weekend was testing both physically and mentally: tired legs and lots of washing are guaranteed, but so is a warm glow
of satisfaction. Thanks must go to M r Roll and his team for the exemplary organisation of the weekend, which certainly added
to our enjoyment. This is not just an experience for fitness freaks, but for anyone with both a desire to see how they cope with
the unknown and a little sense of adventure. Be sure to sign up if you get the chance!
Tom Bishop
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Bridge over the River Kwai
In February I was lucky enough to receive an award for the sum of £650 to go towards my proposed month long trip to the
ancient civilisation of Thailand in South East Asia. And so, in mid-July I began my journey of discovery, travelling from North
Thailand to South, stopping off at various towns, cities and historical sites en route.
When I arrived in Bangkok I met a friend of my sister and we travelled together for a couple of days. For most of the monthlong trip however, I would be on my own. Being with someone else for the first few days certainly helped, but the culture
shock was still great. Thailand is actually safer and more tourist-friendly than others had led me to believe but nevertheless, the
Bangkok smog that greeted me when I arrived certainly impaired my initial impression of the country. In fact, I was willing to
get a plane back to England immediately.
The most significant culture shock, other than the bizarre language, was the system of bartering that applies to everything.
Initially, I was useless: prices are so cheap anyway I felt guilty for making them go lower. After a couple of days, though, I
dismissed my charitable nature and thought of it more as a sport. They seemed to enjoy it most of the time, so why shouldn't I?
During my journey through Thailand, I travelled over 1300 kilometres by bus, train, coach, taxi, bicycle, scooter, jeep and
tuk tuk (a cross between a milk float and rickshaw- normally driven by maniacs). Despite expectations of trouble in a developing
country, the journey went without complication.
To say my holiday was a learning experience is a huge understatement. You can never fully understand from a guide book
exactly how charming and friendly the Thai people are. Nor can anyone describe how delicious Thai cuisine is, especially
when you get the bill. The memories of visiting the Bridge over the River Kwai, the Kanchanaburi War Cemetery dedicated to
the servicemen who died working on the bridge, and the "Death Railway" will remain etched in my mind for years to come. I
will also never forget the magnificence of the Grand Palace or of Thailand's many temples. I will be forever grateful for the
opportunity that was given to me by the school and hope that future students will be able to appreciate the travel scholarship
scheme as I have.
Stephen Doyle
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On a chilly April morn (well, night, but who's counting?), a
croup of intrepid travellers set forth on an epic voyage of
discovery and adventure. We know this because we bumped
into them at a motorway service station, where we had
stopped on our way to Gatwick, having left K E S at around
4 a m. on that 7 of April. Our party of forty or so was seen
off by a crowd of adoring parents, with the notable
exceptions of those of the two oldest pupils, who had
unceremoniously abandoned their offspring to the care of
Mr. Lambie and his entourage. After the long journey, we
finally arrived in sunny Naples, and were met by two more
pupils, as well as the Tudor "clan" (Miss Tudor, Miss Tudor's
daughter, and Miss Tudor's mother), and Pepe, our driver.
th

Our first stop was the "Villa of Poppaea" at Oplontis,
supposedly the dwelling of the wife of the Emperor Nero.
This was splendid, with many fine wall paintings, and rooms
still largely intact, although the effect was lost on a few still
suffering from the journey. We proceeded to the Hotel
Poseidonia in Paestum, our home for the next six nights.
After a splendid dinner, the party headed for the local arcade,
which was to become the evening haunt for the majority of
KES pupils, and thence to a welcome bed.
Day two began early, at an hour I do not wish to recall,
but the time was well spent. Cumae, and the Sybil's cave,
was our first site, and with only one "Fawlty Towers" crack,
at least that I could hear. Having explored the ruins of this
and other structures, we made all speed for the geothermal
pool at Averno where we would also lunch. This proved to
be most pleasurable, despite the protests of those who
wished to brave the 'unheated' pool, following the example
of 'daredevil' Stone (later admonished by many for his
blatant disregard of Mr. Lambie's instructions).
After this interlude, we headed to Pozzuoli, and the
Roman marketplace that so dramatically shows the effects
of "bradyseism", the seismic phenomenon of vertical
movements of the earth. The columns at the marketplace
show how high the sea came at one point in the past, or
rather how low the ground was, with the holes of shellfish
bored half way up their not inconsiderable height. Then to
the amphitheatre, with a spectacular substructure, admired
by all.
Our third day was spent at our base in Paestum, visiting
the Graeco-Roman temples at the site, as well as the
museum. It was here that the sheer enormity of time first
struck some of the party: we stood looking at frescoes
painted some 2,500 years ago, with pictures of normal
people doing normal things: crying, weaving, fighting. It is
often easy to forget, as one visits ancient sites, that they
have been made by people, and not just 'put' there.

The buildings themselves were spectacular, although a few
were unfortunately closed. Most intriguing was the structure
in the ruined swimming pool, the purpose of which remains
unknown, but which could be some form of underwater
maze.
The afternoon was spent at the beach, where the
masochistic streak in both pupils and staff was once again
revealed by the 'Bay watch' style dash into the (it seemed to
me) freezing water. Otherwise the time was spent frolicking
on the sand, and burying people up to their necks.
For many, the highlight of the trip was day four: Pompeii.
For the whole of Saturday, we toured some of the most
famous ruins in the world. As Mr. Lambie commented, the
only reason why we have such a well-preserved town as
Pompeii is the eruption which destroyed it. Although most
of the frescoes, mosaics and artifacts have been removed to
the Museo Nazionale in Naples, and the majority of the
facades were destroyed, it still feels more like a complete
and liveable place than any of the other sites, with the
exception of Herculaneum. To cap it all, almost literally, it
was discovered that a balloon ride to 500 feet above the
town was available, and was eagerly taken up by a few daring
souls, including myself. The view was tremendous, to quote
one of the early astronauts; from a height, it was possible to
get a sense of the size of the place -only there can you really
see that it was a small town, rather than a few old buildings.
Unfortunately, what had promised to be another highlight
of the trip, the staff chorus of 'Santa Lucia' in the smaller
theatre, never materialized, due to the presence of a French
group, who regaled anyone who cared to listen with an
album's worth of European nursery rhymes and folk-songs.
Still, you can't have everything...
Our penultimate full day was occupied by a visit to the
aforementioned Museo Nazionale in Naples, and Solfatara,
back in Pozzuoli. The museum was an eye-opener, and it
became perfectly obvious that we would be unable to get
anything more than a taster in the scant time allotted. Even
so, it was a delight to see some of the most beautiful ancient
mosaics and frescoes in existence, as well as other artifacts
from the Naples area.
The visit to Solfatara was our first real glimpse of the
terrifying power that lurks beneath the Bay of Naples: the
geysers belching steam, and the bubbling pools of mud
hinted ominously at one of the most active magma systems
in the world. Add to this the rotting-egg stench of hydrogen
sulphide, and the desolate, white-yellow landscape, and it
felt eerily like being on the surface of an alien world. After
the site itself, Mr. Lambie conducted us to what he assured
us was the best of the souvenir shops in the vicinity, although
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to my mind it was still all just tat; maybe I'm just a
mean-spirited cynic...
Our final touring day was the literal zenith of the trip:
Vesuvius. The skills of our driver Pepe were tested to the
utmost, as he wound his way up the hazardous, tortuous
road, almost to the highest point of the cone. Before getting
out, we were warned not to buy any sticks, and also not to
mock the English accent of the guide, who we were assured
would sound like something from 'Alio A l i o ' . In the event,
after a mildly strenuous but brief climb, this turned out not
to be the case: our guide, Monica, had a good grasp of
English, and a wealth of information. After more Vesuvius
facts than anyone but the most die-hard vulcanologist could
comfortably handle, and the ubiquitous photo opportunity,
we headed down again, at a rather more leisurely pace than
intended, due to Mr. Lambie's encounter with an old pupil.
The afternoon, and final, visit was to Herculaneum, the
other famous casualty of the AD79 eruption. This is often
regarded as a superior site to Pompeii (although both are
spectacular), as it is a lot smaller and less eroded by visitors.
Time here was limited, as it was hoped to fit in a visit to the
beach, and so once again only a taster was possible. This
though was wonderful, as we saw the best-preserved
buildings in the area, with friezes, frescoes and mosaics
galore.

At dinner that evening, the staff and Pepe were preseni
with gifts that were wholly inadequate to express
gratitude. One brave Fourth-year made a speech, to w]
Mr. Lambie replied with one of his own, and by the end
it all hands were sore from the applause.
On the final day, it rained. Other than a visit to the be
to see the waves, the only thing to do was to go home
an uneventful coach trip, we encountered delays with
plane, with some four hours added to the journey, as w l
as a stop in Pisa. When we arrived at K E S , it was almost2
a.m., and all went their separate ways, tired but, as the clic]
has it, happy.
On behalf of the entire group, I wish to express
enormous gratitude to all the staff and their families, without
whose presence there would have been no trip. Special
thanks must go to Pepe, whose skill was invaluable, to Miss
Tudor and her mother, who were our translators, and to Mr.
Lambie, whose organisation made the whole trip possible.
Our thanks to you all.
Eliot Beer

• • • • I

Easter 1999:
Divisions' Geography Field Trip To Yorkshire

We arrived in the seaside town of Whitby in high spirits,
eagerly awaiting our first activity of the week: the notorious
'Whitby Challenge'. This consisted of a series of short
questions regarding the town itself and was aimed at
providing us with a modest knowledge on the development
and future of the town. Whitby is a rather quaint town and
its harbour is very picturesque. However, the latter half of
our day was somewhat ruined by heavy rainfall.
After a five-minute drive in the minibus, we arrived at the
'Bungalow Hotel' in Sandsend where we would be residing
for the next few days. Here, we were also to meet up with
Mr. Kimpton, who had joined us on our excursion. This
proved to be an important event in the proceedings as Mr.
K's now legendary driving follies were to be the source of
much amusement later on.
Our second day was one of physical geography and
consisted primarily of beach profiling on the Yorkshire coast.
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This activity was not as comfortable as it may sound, as
much of the day's work was carried out in the rain. Nothing,
however, could detract from the spectacular coastal
landforms on display. The next day of physical geography
involved soil and river profiling that resulted in a mud-laden
minibus and a hilariously frightened Ross O'Neill being
chased alongside the river.
Our field trip concluded with a visit to Middlesborough
where we were to view the devastating effects of deindustrialisation: an abundance of derelict land being the
most striking one. Although it is not the most attractive of
cities, study of the area revealed pockets of very plush
housing in the suburbs and it was clear that redevelopment
plans were being implemented.
A good time was had by all and it was nice to learn some
Geography outside the classroom. Our thanks go to the staff
for their dedication, hard work and support throughout the
trip.
Matthew Benjamin
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House Cross Country
House Cross Country again provided its usual
mix of unwilling competitors, muffled in as
many layers as the necessity for minimal
movement would allow, and hardy
"professionals", clad in Spartan fashion and
vigorously warming up. The first race was
curtailed due to an extremely waterlogged
Cannon Hill Park and was won in a close finish
by School Cross Country Captain Andrew Peat
of Levett.
Despite Andrew's best efforts and the presence
of other school stars such as Cary Gilson's
Richard Fawcett and Shafiq Rasheed of Heath,
Vardy emerged victors. They were able to boast
some very good runners, such as Richard
Stuckey, Geoff Piddock and Josh Goodman,
who were supported by a dedicated team,
almost all of whom finished inside the top
twenty runners.
The weather had improved sufficiently by the
second week to allow the extension of the race
to three laps, much to the chagrin of those
competing. Individual honours went this time
to Richard Fawcett, while Vardy were again the
best team, all but assuring them of first place
overall. Meanwhile, Levett were clear in second
with Gifford, Cary Gilson and Heath fighting
for third place. Evans, Jeune and a Prince Lee
team depleted by the absence of Mark Travis,
were contesting the dubious prize of the wooden
spoon.
If Vardy had hoped to monopolise the
competition, these hopes were dashed by an
inspired Levett performance in the relay, which
relegated them to a close second position in the
final round. The result however proved enough
for Vardy to win the competition overall and
the positions before the relay remained by and
large unaltered.
George Simms

House Basketball

House Challenge

Vardy emerged triumphant in this year's
admirably choreographed competition,
with, sadly Jeune in a familiar eighth
position. The champions were somewhat
predictable victors, enjoying a senior team
that comprised the majority of the Under
19 squad.
I have to mention Prince Lee, my own
house, overall runners-up against all odds,
despite coming fifth in the senior
competition. The credit rests with the
minors, who pulled off an impressive
second place at the lower end of the school,
managing to drag the pink-tie-wearing
strugglers into the glamorous world of
achievement. Alas, by now we will have
retreated to our usual humble status as the
results of the more prestigious rugby
tournament take effect. At the other end of
the table, Cary Gilson experienced lowly
seventh position, enjoying only the limited
consolation of beating Jeune.

Although Henry Pertinez will be
sorely missed from the Schools
Challenge Team, in the sphere of
House competition his rivals will
breathe a collective sigh of relief. His
performances, along with Oliver
Watkins' stalwart support, again kept
Jeune in the ascendant; in the final,
they vanquished a talented Vardy team
containing David Tite, a maverick on
the buzzer and star of the School
Team. Heath, with an experienced
team, managed to avoid their
traditional semi-final defeat at the
hands of perennial bugbears Jeune.
They had not counted on Vardy
however, and following a first round
victory over Prince Lee, they were
again banished to third place.

Congratulations to Mr. Birch on organising
this competition. I understand he will be
holding refereeing tuition courses for those
who struggled in the more controversial

This left Evans in the bottom half of
the table. Writing before the
publication of final Cock House
results, I wonder whether this will
have hindered their bid for a second
successive title?
George Simms

Alex Francis
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House Music
Returning to the school calendar after
a long absence, 1999 House Music was
possibly one of the most anticipated
competitions ever. This event should
not be confused with 'proper' House
Music, where some of the school's
group of talented musicians take turns
to play solo classical pieces. This is the
populist music/drama crossover performed in front of 150-plus people in
the Concert Hall, supporting and
disparaging in an approximately 1:7
ratio.
This year's competition got underway
with Vardy's entry coming on stage to
almost universal derision (a feature of
every act's entrance). We were
informed by Edward Treacy (on piano)
that we would be hearing a rendition
of God Only Knows by the Beach Boys.
Sadly, the ambitious nature of the
harmonies attempted meant that most
of the audience were left answering
with the name of the song when asked
'where did they get their singers
from?'.
Evans followed with a remarkably
good (perhaps relatively good) version
of Don't Look Back in Anger by Oasis.
The singer, an uncanny Liam lookalike,
sounded almost as realistic as his
clothing, posture and hand gestures
made him appear. With the Eckley
brothers, Peter and David, on acoustic
guitar and drums respectively and the
whole
ensemble
dressed
in
'fashionable' cagoules, this was a
crowd-pleaser that even got some
teachers tapping their feet.
Levett's effort, a duet between School
Captain Idnan 'Sandra Dean' Yunas in
drag and star of the Senior Play
Alaistair Natkiel, relied on the two
protagonists singing Summer Nights
over the backing of a 'choir' and
minimalist orchestra. Despite a slight
pause in the middle eight where Natkiel
advised pianist and Chris Flemons on
the next note, the performance went
well.
Cary Gilson's entry was the seventies
classic Love Is In The Air. This relied
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House Athletics

extensively on frontman Ashley Pope's
hyperactivity after the initial choirboy
solo (!) was interrupted by him.
Unfortunately, the quartet, which
played a special Pope arrangement of
the song almost flawlessly, was too
small for the high points which this
probably deserved.
The second Grease number Greased
Lightning, was ushered in by Gifford's
James Skidmore and a group of
backing singers who improvised
innovative dance steps.
Unfortunately, despite Paul Collins'
best efforts, Mr. Burns' rewritten lyrics
Cock House's Coming Home to the
tune of Baddiel and Skinner's 1996/
1998 hit showed that Prince Lee were
destined to remain dreaming, at least
for the time being.
A heavyweight cast including one of
the Young Jazz Musicians of the year,
Simon Meridith, could not save Jeune
after they memorably asked the
audience to join them in doing
'something stupid'. This instrumental
also included a fantastic mid-air
umbrella collision, after which the
carefully choreographed routine
degenerated
into
something
approaching slapstick.
The final act was Heath, featuring John
Marsters (who could not play his
trumpet because of a split lip)
encouraging audience participation in
a Blues Brothers number with
excellent piano from Matthew
Benjamin as well as guitars and other
assorted instruments. Heath would
probably have won for music alone but
with the excellent performance by
Marsters there could only be one
victor.
A good time was had by all in the
packed Concert Hall and everyone
present should thank the competitors,
the judges and Mr. Russell for his
efforts in resurrecting this fun
competition.
James Hebblethwaite

Heath were dominant in this year's
competition, their superb eff
crowned by some outstanding
individual performances, notably
from Mark Woo (winning f
events), Nathan Witter and David
Woods. A Vardy team led by the ^
sprinter James Bucknall followed
them in second position.
Third position was perhaps the most
fiercely contested, since Mr. Tinley |
had calculated that coming any lower
than third would cost his charges
Evans, the Cock House Trophy. \
battling Levett performance and
Mark Davis' absence through injury relegated them to fourth. Perhaps the
bravest performance was that of
Johnny Cockerton, who competed
despite a knee injury to help his
house to that decisive third place. 1
Sports Day itself was a sweltering
hot day; pleasant perhaps for the
spectators, but not as appetising for I
the competitors. Those competing in
the 1500 metres must have been glad
that it took place towards the end of
the day as the heat was beginning to
diminish.
0rt

0Ul

Spectators were treated to the rare
sight of David Earl galloping towards
the bar - I mean of course the high
jump bar. This change from his
customary ambling run-up reaped the
rich dividend of a new Sports Day
record. "Who knows what he mi]
have achieved had he trained?" wi
one educated spectator's remark.
Proceedings were concluded by the
8 x 200 Metre Relay. Those hoping
to see various sixth form boys in drag
must have been bitterly disappointed,
but compensation was available in
the form of a staff team pursuing their
quarry "like demons loosed from
Tartarus".
Thanks must go to the timekeepers
and judges headed by Mr. Birch who
ensured that the event ran smoothly,
and to the catering staff who provided
the sumptuous refreshments.
George Simms
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Heath House
Heath have always threatened to do
l l , and this year, under the
captaincy of Sid Hawkins, was
perhaps our best ever. However at
the turn of the year we seemed
hamstrung yet again by our
performance in the first term.
In mid-December, Heath seemed
down and out of the running for the
Cock House Competition. Mr. Milton
remarked that the Autumn Term,
perennially a bad one for Heath, was
the worst one ever; we had been
disqualified from Junior Table
Tennis, people had "forgotten" to
turn up to Senior Indoor Games, and
even the most hopeful optimist could
not find anything to take from our
lowly position at Christmas. Yet how
was it that in the penultimate week
of the school year, Mr. Milton was
telling the senior section of the house
how he had woken one night in a cold
sweat, anxious about the Senior
Cricket, which might swing the
Competition in our favour?
The answer, quite simply, is that we
won things that we had never won
before, and could never have hoped
to win. Take, for example, Standards:
In Mr. Milton's five years in charge
of the house, Standards had been a
constant thorn in his side, with the
likes of Gifford and Evans managing
to churn out huge numbers of points.
Imagine my relief then, when despite
having handed in neither my
Athletics nor my Swimming
Standards Cards, M r . M i l t o n
announced that we had won both
events - Athletics Standards by a
mere 100 points - and clinched our
first Cock House Title in thirty long
years. The ecstatic cheer that
heralded our triumph was a stark
contrast with the silence emanating
from the Geography Room above our
heads, where Cary Gilson sat, having
come eighth: to think that it might
have been us...
In that last meeting of the year, Mr.
Milton lauded our stunning victory
in House Music as the turning point
w e

of the year, and our revolutionary
idea of the "House Management
Committee" as the backdrop for our
success. The latter was responsible
for motivating even the most
lethargic members of the house, with
a philosophy that no matter how
badly you do, you can still make a
difference. This may have seemed a
slightly tenuous grounds for turning
up for the annual grind that is House
Chess, but it obviously worked, with
full complements turning out to Gym
and Bridge as well as Chess. The
second idea of the new Heath
hierarchy was the rather inspired one
that we should start winning things,
which brings me back on to the
subject of House Music.
In recent years, Heath's Music
ensemble has been little more
successful than a dachshund
attempting to dance the "Funky
Gibbon". This image would be
equally apt to describe the
coordination and panache of these
performances. This year, the Music
team, featuring Matt Benjamin and
Matthew Carroll, blew away all
opposition to emerge victorious, with
a rendition of "Minnie the Moocher"
that was both entertaining and classy.
However, the music would have been
nothing without the virtuoso vocal
performance of John Masters, who
was an outstanding member of the
house. This result set the house
buzzing and the other Houses came
to regard Heath as the "Yellow Peril"
as we claimed result after result.
The damage we inflicted upon
ourselves with our own poor
performance before Christmas
became a distant memory, as the
Junior and M i n o r Fives teams
secured an overall first place, but to
ignore
the
less
illustrious
performances would be criminal, as
these were the ones which made the
triumph possible. It is important to
realise that Heath's victory was
dependent on everyone, and M r .
Milton duly credited everyone as he

announced in the final House
Meeting that we had beaten Evans by
6.437 recurring points. Such are the
margins between success and failure.
However, the margin of Heath's
victory in Athletics, the crowning
glory of the Summer Term, was a lot
greater. There were some excellent
performances from Mark Woo,
Nathan Witter, David Woods and
George Simms, who as leading
Standards accumulator in Heath put
my own paltry Standards efforts to
shame, although I like to think that
my performance in House Javelin
made up for it. The Swimming Team,
led by the exemplary James Raine
were also placed first and the Cricket
Team were third, with Gurjit Bhogal
making up for two ducks with a
brilliant fielding performance and
some of the meanest bowling ever
seen this side of the Bristol Road. He
was assisted by T i m Owen and
Richard Cauldwell, who also played
well, and Chris Pheasey, who helped
the team avoid disqualification by the
simple feat of turning up and sitting
in the score box.
Before I run out of superlatives, I
must mention the House Tutors: Miss
Tudor and Mr. Simpson proved their
leadership skills by keeping the
Juniors, a difficult age group, in line,
whilst M r . Stacey showed his
voracity and motivational skills in
taking charge of the Removes
(although I must mention that his
tardiness in attending the last meeting
of the year fell below his own high
standards). Mr. Stead was with us all
the way, at least in spirit, while Mr.
Milton's dynamism and vigour kept
Heath in contention - he above all
deserves this victory.
The star of the year though, has to
be Sid Hawkins, whose commitment
typified Heath's performance, and
whose captaincy was inspirational. Do
not think though that Heath will be
satisfied with one title - we will be
back this year, and hungry for more.
Chris Pheasey
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EVANS
The new year dawned and brought with
it a feeling never experienced before
amongst the Evans faithful - that of
being Cock House Champions. Could
lightning strike twice in the same place,
we asked ourselves? Could the
formidable team of Anderson,
Chatterjee and Pollock lead the "Green
Machine" to a successful defence of the
title? Or would yellow-bellied Heath,
pretenders to our crown, our throne?
The Christmas Term saw a real battle
ensue, with the heavyweight spots of
Chess and Challenge failing to create a
lead for any house. Evans won Gym, but
lacked a Pertinez or a Simms to make
this victory count with a decent position
in Challenge.
Yet, from the new year onwards, the
men in green seemed unstoppable. Amit
Chatterjee led his Fives boys to an equal
first place, and the Badminton team also
triumphed. Our second place in Senior
Basketball
was
undoubtedly
disappointing, considering that we had
the England Under 16 Basketball
Captain on our side in the form of Dan
Jackson, but our rugby showing more
than made up for this. We first
demolished Prince Lee, then Levett,
before demonstrating to Heath that we
were not prepared to lie down and let
the likes of Sid Hawkins take our
beloved Cock House Trophy.
Outstanding performances were too
numerous for all to be mentioned, but
in particular I must give due credit to
Mark Davis' general play, and Amit
Chatterjee's ferocious tackle on Matt
"the Beast" Benjamin. At Easter, we
found ourselves ahead by a seemingly
unassailable twenty points.
Therefore Mr. Tinley might ask, "Why,
oh why is there a summer term?" I,
personally would like to find out who
put all the outstanding athletes in Heath.
Despite an excellent first place in Senior
Cricket, and a fair supporting
performance in Tennis, House Athletics
was a catastrophe, as the Evans boys
failed to qualify one by one. Yet all that
decided the Cock House Competition
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House Badminton
was in the end 100 Standards points, the
slenderest of narrow margins.
Thanks must go to Mr. Tinley, and his
fellow Tutors. May they lead Evans to
reclaim the Cock House Cup next year?

VARDY
Was this to be the year which broke
the mould? Were the residents of the
G corridor to shake off the concrete
wellies of defeat and rise to the surface
to breathe the air of success? Were
we flexing our muscles at the
prospects of breaking the iron
shackles of tradition positioned by our
Vardy forefathers? A tradition of good
Squash, Fives, and Cross-Country
teams, let down by poor Rugby,
Cricket and Basketball performances.
It was also pointed out, by M r .
Worthington, that the mind games,
such as Chess, Challenge and Bridge,
were not entirely suited to the
aggressive "do or die" nature of the
Vardy temperament. So it was that
those for whom the ' V in Vardy
stands for victory, were ready to dice
with death and come out laughing.
With Richard Thomas at the helm, we
were confident that the SS Great Vardy
would sail the seas of the Cock House
competition.
Leading the house into the first
conflict of the year was Joshua
Goodman, in House Challenge.
Typically this was not to be easy for
the Vardy team, but under expert
leadership and with raw talent to work

with, we came away with the top spot
However our early success did not
stop there as we cruised to an
unexpected victory in House Gym
after an expert decision by the captain,
Quasim Shah to select a young and
inexperienced team.
But then came Basketball, the bane
of any Vardy house master's life.
However some things change. Vardy
had a lineup with so much basketball
talent it would put the N B A to shame.
It was, therefore, no surprise that we
cruised to victory, even against a
Heath team that was perhaps the first
sponsored house team ever, courtesy
of Marcus Haig. With the athletic
ability of Richard Thomas, and the
height advantage given to us by the
capped A m i r A l i , we were utterly
dominant against all other houses,
making them look positively
pedestrian in comparison.
It was M u s i c , however, which
attracted the most interest of all the
competitions, when in front of a
packed concert hall Joshua Goodman
led a group of disgruntled Beach Boys
with the acapella ability of a drowning
cat in choral harmony, (well almost).
Accompanied by three good
musicians, Geoff Piddock, Ed Treacy,
and Benedict Russell, a unique style
of performing was produced. The
audience found it highly amusing, but
unfortunately the judges didn't; it just
wasn't to their taste (uncultured lot).
As the weather became better and
the Vardy hopes moved on to such
rigorous ventures as Rugby and Cross-
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Country, some members seemed to
have forgotten their dream of
rewriting the form books in Rugby and
Cricket, after our successes in the
most unexpected disciplines of
Challenge, G y m and Basketball,
perhaps their thoughts were on other
things but fourth place in senior
Rugby was the reality and at the end
of the Easter term we were lying 2nd
behind Evans.
The final term saw the house excel
in Swimming and Athletics but with
their minds on other things, the term
and hopes of a Vardy victory began to
slip away. In reality third was a
respectable place to finish and all
involved should be proud of
themselves.
By the time this is published a new
year and a new Cock House
Competition will be in full flight and
hopefully Vardy will be in hot pursuit
of the title, having rewritten the form
books. For the Cock House is not won
by those who succeed where it is
expected of them, but by those who
exceed their seeding and perform
better than expected.

House Squash: Levett's Arthur Dyer vs Gifford's Joel Pittaway

Oliver Newcombe

LEVETT
Looking back at the Cock House
results for the past year, you could be
forgiven for thinking that Levett had
had yet another mediocre year.
Levett is maintaining a tradition of
finishing the year around the middle
of the table, which although not bad,
is not the full story. In our house we
seem to have strengths only in certain
areas. We very often do well in either
the senior, junior or minor sections of
the competitions, but very rarely all
three. As ever, this was evident in the
past year.
Let's start with the activities where
we didn't have much success: There
was Fives (a minority sport for which
there simply aren't enough players for
all the houses to have any talent);
Shooting ( slightly surprising, as we
have had some success in the past:

perhaps our problems had something
to do with marksmen not turning
up....) and some of the Cross Country
teams also performed
uninspirationally. But then, running
around Cannon H i l l Park in the rain
is hardly inspirational in itself.
On a brighter note (no pun intended)
our successes including doing quite
well in House Music, in both the
'shout' part 1 and the 'serious' part 2.
The Athletics competition and the
Swimming standards were also good,
which just goes to show how
important participation is. The Cross
Country teams who didn't do badly
did very well, Seniors coming 2 , IV's
and Shells managing 1 in their
respective year groups.
nd

st

The highlight of the year for many
was the sight of the School Captain our very own Idnan Yunas - in a frock
for the House Shout. Levett's
rendition of 'Summer Loving' (from
Grease) was amongst the more

memorable
moments
of
the
competition.
Levett's system of tutorial groups is
flourishing, especially as now
everybody knows where to go thanks
to M r Roll's pocket sized timetables.
There have been many inspired, and
some impromptu, talks and debates
ranging from the millennium bug
through to Sky digital, going via CJD
and G M foods.
As for our staff: M r Hatton is still
refusing to fix the House Water Polo;
M r Mason is still erring in our favour
during House Cricket; M r Deeley is
making tutorials pass in no time, M r
Barrable must have something to do
with the Cross Country success; and
M r R o l l has shown his fantastic
leadership skills throughout the year.
Thanks must go to them all.
Ian Miller
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JEUNE
Jeune is the happy house. Our endless
string of shocking results in Rugby can
never dampen the spirits: we don't care
if the rumour that we have not won the
Cock House Competition since 1666
can be substantiated, because our time
will come again. The Jeune philosophy
is always to look forwards and, after the
doldrums of the middle of this decade,
the millennium must surely herald at
least one set of talented Shells. As
always, there is no-one to blame since
despite the relaxed atmosphere, the boys
in red can never be accused of poor
effort: only poor ability. It really seems
to be a case of nature, not nurture.
This year followed a similar pattern
to the last few: excelling at anything
intellectual, we stormed ahead in the
Christmas term. We thoroughly believe
ourselves to be invincible at House
Challenge, Bridge, Shooting, Chess and
everything else aphysical. Be warned:
if Mr. Ash's suggestion of a new "House
Computing" competition comes to
fruition, the Cock House Trophy will be
ours before very long at all. The only
problem with winning the more mental
events is that, when combined, they add
up to one converted try for Heath or
Gifford in senior Rugby. Fortunately
though, our maverick talisman of a
house-master, the inimitable LWE, is
now putting the finishing touches to his
very own points system: one that will
not only put Mr. Tinley's paltry system
to shame, but will also have a heavy
leaning towards brain and not brawn.
Beware the red juggernaut! For she
will crush anything in her almighty path
on the way to that cultural nirvana that
at least the law of averages deems must
some day be ours.
Oliver Watkins
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PRINCE LEE
Traditionally in Prince Lee, and contrary
to the traditions of most other houses,
the overall Cock House positions tend
to be read out in descending order, with
a view to extending the end-of-term
meetings somewhat beyond thirty-one
minutes past nine. Imagine then, the
surprise, excitement and horror that
filled the room when JCSB dared to read
the results from eighth upwards; it was
immediately apparent that something
very special had occurred in Prince Lee.
Indeed it became apparent that Prince
Lee had risen to sixth position, a height
that induced mixed feelings of vertigo
and bewilderment among senior
members and tutors alike. JCSB greeted
this result as the dawn of a new era for
Prince Lee: as he embarked on a speech
worthy of an Oscar acceptance,
delighting that we were only 37 + points
away from the top half whilst taking
pride that we had put a whole 12 +
points between ourselves and the bottom
of the table. This is the story of Prince
Lee's Cock House climb.
Now obviously, competition results
were not altogether great. The
implication of coming sixth is that five
houses are more talented than yours and
this logic cannot be denied. In fact,
they're considerably more talented by
and large. However, this year there have
been a number of encouraging signs that
perhaps at last Prince Lee boys can take
pride in their house and skulk rather less
ashamedly around school in their
pristine pink ties. There has been
individual brilliance here and there,
though clearly not that much. But more
importantly there has been encouraging
team play in the lower years and a
magnificent achievement in athletics
standards.
Here, Prince Lee's
defiant
commitment in the face of an
overwhelming lack of ability earned us
third place behind only the strict
regimes of Heath and Evans and without
resorting to their inhumane standards

cards checking and. Allegations
corruption aside though this was a
mightily impressive coup matched only
by a second place in cricket, heralded
as JSCB so proudly recalls, by the great
cricketing authorities of KDP j
JRRE. This offensive, and many more
was spearheaded by house vice-captain
William Wood who was something of
driving force in the house in '99. Hj
sporting prowess will be missed
considerably more than his stomach
churning House Minutes pun-fests.
ari(

a
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Philip Canner was another keen
contributor, guiding us to a victory (!)
in House Shooting and also scoring and
leading rehearsals of the House's
musical offering 'Three Lions'. This
secured fourth place, making up in witty
lyrics what it lacked in tuneful singing.
('Pink ties on our shirts, Cock House
cup still gleaming etc.)
However the traditionalists can still I
be found lurking somewhere in the
corner of Prince Lee and they conspire
to see that things go according to the
script in the big money competitions.
Any hard work done singing and
shooting is undone as quickly as we
drop the ball over the line in rugby or
run the wrong way around the track on
sports day. Thus a few more wooden
spoons were routinely added to an
already crowded cutlery drawer and
normality was preserved in the Cock
House world.
Somewhere in the distance thou
mention was made of the Minor]
inexperienced achievements: third place
in Shell rugby, second in the Rems did
not shake the Cock House table this time
around but all the signs indicate that one
day, the likes of Oliver Cooper and Joe
Speight might plot the Prince Lee course
into the uncharted waters of the upper
half of the table. The future is bright.
The future is pink.
David Earl
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GIFFORD
Well, what can be said after such an
inconsistent performance throughout
the year We started the year off better
than we normally do, and finished off
worse than we ever have. At Christmas
we were lying in an evenly balanced 5
place, which was an improvement on the
previous year's 8 , but such a position
could see us go either way. Despite this
we amused ourselves with rousing
renditions of Christmas carols at the end
of term, in true Gifford spirit.
th

th

Normally, I'd talk about the sporting
highlights of the term, but quite frankly
there weren't any. Actually, hang on,
excellent performances form Matthew
Alcock and Adam Bailey did win us
gymnastics. We also pulled off an
impressive 2 place in Bridge after a
nail-biting finish in the all - important
third round. However, as the term drew
to a close everybody was tiring and
becoming complacent, as a result of
which we put up a very decidedly
lacklustre performance in Hockey.
The spring term dawned on us and
everybody was back in vibrant mood,
looking forward to pushing Gifford up
the league - though sadly, it was not to
be. The seniors came a reasonable 5 in
Rugby, despite losing their first match
and thus being condemned to a bottom
four finish. However, top lace finishes
from the Shells (with Charlie Rees
making an impact) and Fourths (Amit
Sharma impressing especially) gave us
brief hope of finishing in the top three
for Rugby. However, disappointing
performances from the Removes and
Upper Middles dragged us back down
that table.
nd

th

Over the past six years we have
finished either first or second, mainly
due to our strong finishes in cricket and
swimming, and our record breaking
standards points. However, due to a poor
turn out, our position in Athletics
plunged, despite super performances
from Matt Alcock, Charlie Rees and Lee
Oscar Bushell. The senior cricket team
contained many school players such as
the First Eleven Captain, Robbie

Newman, and new school star Arun
Gupta. Despite Arun's swashbuckling
84 not out, he was unable to prevent us
from taking a mediocre fourth place.
The most anticipated competition of
the year was House Music. Considering
the lack of musical talent available and
the hasty organisation, we still emerged
with some respectability intact after
James Skidmore and Joel Pittaway had
treated us to a rendition of "Greased
Lightning". Special thanks go to Chris
Howies, who stepped in at the last
minute.
Swimming was disappointing (again!)
although the Shells helped to save face
with their Swimming Standards.
Athletics Standards on the other hand
fell below our high expectations.
Notable performances in House
Meetings came from Oliver Scanlan and
Matthew Clarke, who provided a
practical demonstration of fencing, and
from the Removes, who entertained with
the accordion.
Hopefully, this disappointing year will
teach us a lesson, and stand us in good
stead for the coming year. So beware,
"the boys are back in town".
Rahul Sahay

CARY GILSON
The 1998 - 99 Cock House campaign
was probably the most depressing in
Cary Gilson's long and sometimes
prestigious history. From the first
lacklustre House Meeting it seemed
almost inevitable that we would come
last. The glory days of 1994 seem all
too far away. Our past captain must look
back at us with shame, and one could
almost imagine the legendary James
Hines with a tear rolling down his cheek.
For the new Shells, it was hardly an
encouraging baptism into the Cock
House Competition. Reports were read
out in a suitably melancholy tone all
through the year. I will not mention

them all, but suffice to say that the word
"eighth" cropped up a lot.
However, the year was not all doom
and gloom and some successes were
achieved. Unfortunately, these tended to
come in the individual bracket rather
than in the team bracket, which is where
they were desperately needed. A second
place in Senior Water Polo was about
the best we managed all year and the
team featuring Tim Williams, Alex
Nock, and joint captains James
Hebblethwaite and Jon Pitt, acquitted
themselves valiantly. Richard Fawcett
proved himself as the school's best
runner by winning the individual Cross
Country Competition, and also
performed excellently in winning the
Fifths 1500 and 3000 metre races. Matt
Reeve and Jon Pitt also performed well
in Athletics, although this would never
have been enough, brave performances
though they were.
It is performances such as these that
give us hope in the coming year,
especially in Senior Rugby, which is still
the most important calendar event,
despite the reform of the Cock House
points system. However, it was the
failure to put out a team for the lesser
events that dragged us down, and Mr.
Russell will be forced to draw on his
every last scrap of inspiration to drag
us from the pit of despair. We must hope
that this dismal year was merely an
anomaly where everything did not go
according to plan - that our only
expected performance was a lowly
position in standards serve to illustrate
the hard times upon which we have
fallen.
Hopefully we can forget about this
year and start the new year with fresh
ideas and a newfound resolution.
Perhaps it will be seen as a turning point
in our fortunes, the last year of
mediocrity before the new millennium
blossoms, ushering in a cornucopia of
talent and becoming invincible in all
competition? We can but live in hope.
Jon Pitt
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BOBC (Best of British Comedy Society)
The Ringleaders: James Frew (wears black), Richard
Hanke (wears a pentacle), Josh Mounce (pyromaniac), Joel
Clark (nothing special), Bobby Alden (a.k.a. "camp Bobby")
Staff Collaborators: M r
(a thoroughly bloody
nice bloke)
"Our finest hour..." What can I say?...There are two
options. At the time of penning this we have just set up a
Friday Afternoon Option. But, aside from this, it would
probably be our Dermot Morgan Tribute Meeting, a fitting
send-off to a truly great man. We also got amazing
attendance figures...
"If Only..." Bernard Manning would give up the ghost.
Rik Mayall would stop risking his neck and facial hair on
quad bikes.
We were finally voted into the School Club at this year's
A G M (hint, hint).
Chances of School Domination/Survival? A s Lord
Melchett once said, "Thank the Lord for the gift of laughter,"
and so it follows that we shall probably remain, a niggling
itch on the otherwise spotless reputation of the School. But,
as for domination, we will probably only have our dreams
of megalomania. But "I have a cunning plan"...
By: James Frew

Christian Union
The Ringleaders: A l l of us- anyone who attended,
especially Chris, Rich, James, Louise, Katie and Helen- you
know who you are!
Staff Collaborators: None really, although thanks must go
to Reverend Raynor for letting us mess up the chapel every
week and to M r Ostrowicz for his Christmas talk.
"Our finest hour..." Ahhh, so many to choose from! The
very best was probably a huge party we had last Christmas:
a lunchtime full of fun, frolics and worship to celebrate
Jesus' birthday. A great time was had by all, especially whilst
singing Christmas carols loudly but poorly with several
mince pies in the mouth. This, combined with an excellent
talk from M r Ostrowicz on Jesus and the significance of
the cross, created an excellent service.

"If Only..." It were Christmas every day.
More people would pop along on a Friday lunchtime to
satisfy their curiosity and see what Christian Union is like.
Chances of School Domination/Survival? No domination
this year!
By: Chris Howies

KES/KEHS Joint Debating Society
The Ringleaders: Ben Fisher, Josh Goodman, James Rose,
Jennifer Rowe, Kara Walton
Staff Collaborators: Thanks, as ever, must go to Dr Hosty
and Mrs Shore-Nye.
"Our finest hour..." The highlight of the year was This
house believes Britain is no longer great, billed as a meeting
of 'KES's greatest minds': but then four members of staff
turned up to speak. However, in a high quality debate, Dr
Hosty, Rev. Raynor, and M r Stacey all presented articulate,
well-constructed speeches. Yet none could surpass the
whirlwind that was M r Davies: what he lacked in content
(there was none - how did toast racks emerge as an integral
part of GB's greatness?) was made up for by the frightening
explosion of pure, unadulterated entertainment. Nonsense
never sounded so good - the mark of a great teacher!
Nonetheless, the stalwarts of the Joint Debating Society
this year were treated to a veritable feast of astute argument,
contention, and, of course, some complete nonsense: the
menu's most notable delicacies included the sampling of
A D U L T E R Y (This house would have an affair), with a
sprinkling of D R U G S (This house would legalise drugs),
and a dash of S E X I S M (This house believes a woman's place
is in the home). Unsurprisingly the crowds for such debates
were extremely healthy - after all, the society was providing
the perfect ingredients for any K E S boy's dream night out!
Inspired by such topics, the standard of speaking continued
to improve: Ian Anderson was consistently strong, Josh
Goodman exhibited devilish skills of oratorical
improvisation, and Prayag Rajpura displayed welcome
promise.
"If Only..." Not for the first time in recent years, the only
disappointment was the persistently timid nature of the floor:
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debates that had worked themselves into an uncontrollable
frenzy of passion and excitement all too quickly fizzled out
when the floor was consulted. The silence was occasionally
paralytic.
Chances of School Domination/Survival? The society's
traditionally strong link with K E H S is set to continue into
next year and, with J. Goodman, J. Rose and J. Lavery
controlling operations at the KES end, the future's bright.
By: Ben Fisher

that it even left M r Mason believing that there is a God'
"If Only..." The Society had managed to succeed in what
became a futile early attempt to mend the long-standin
rift between M r Mason and the Girls' School. Then there
might have been some girls at the Euro debate...
Chances of School Domination/Survival? This Society
has a lot of potential and I'm sure it will blossom into one
of the School's strongest and finest. The rift, however b<NA
' s^es
on!
PS: Many thanks must go to M r Mason for his remarkable
tolerance and, most of all, for his incredible support.
By: Andrew Papadamou

Economics Society

The Ringleaders: Andrew Papadamou (Economics and
Geographical Society
Business Studies Societies Chairman), Richard Bradley,
Amit Sinha, David Smith, Richard Thomas
The
Ringleaders: Robert
Staff Collaborators: M r Mason,
Cumberland
& Andy Williams
Mrs Temperly
(Secretaries)
THE DEBATING SOCIETY
"Our finest hour..." There were
Staff Collaborators: Mr Barrable
four: the Euro debate, (Bradley,
"Our finest hour..." Every hour
Smith, Mahar, Nischal), talks on
was essentially our finest since
the Russian Economy and the
each meeting (6 in all) had
Bank of England, and the
excellent speakers, ranging from
Economics trip. The first to be
Old Edwardians to former alpine
organised was a debate focusing
adventurers, (i.e. A good variety!).
on the "Euro". Hoping this would
A l l were well attended, with
entice the masses we waited,
around 30 per event, and were
THIS HOUSE WOULD EXCLUDE HOMOSEXUALS
speakers prepared and M r Mason
carefully publicised. I hope
FROM THE ARMED FORCES"
sitting at the chair, like a King on
different people have different
A debate at the KEHS Lecture Theatre
a throne. Richard Bradley did his
favourite meetings.
best with a strong anti-Euro
On Tuesday lf November
"If Only..." More people had
feeling surging through the crowd,
come, not that 30 wasn't quite
At 1:15pm
and wasn't helped by the
enough to be getting on with. But
shocking, sparkling form of
Sneakine AGAINST:
Speaking F O R :
many talks were only loosely
Umesh Nischal for the opposition.
geographically based and there
Kara Walton
lan Anderson
With the audience satisfied, it
Prayag Rajpura
Kate Williams
was genuinely a lot for general
seemed we had a good year ahead.
interest. Perhaps the society's title
After-School
talks
are
A L L 6 FORMERS WELCOME: BRING A S MANY
is off-putting to some, but overall
FRIENDS A N D OPINIONS A SYOU'VE G O T
notoriously unsuccessful, and
the meetings were amply filled.
when a lecturer from Birmingham
Chances of School Domination/
University agreed to come to give a talk on "The Russian
Survival? It's been going on for about ten million years, so
Economy and Where Next!", the moans were more than
I don't see any chance of it stopping. A s for School
just disgruntled. However, after M r Mason's infamous
domination; nobody can escape its existence, at any rate.
threats, the Economics room filled with people. It was a
By: Robert Cumberland
most enlightening talk which gave everyone a good
grounding in a tricky topic and was certainly worth staying
Graphic Universe
behind for.
There was an Economics trip to Paris in January, which
The Ringleaders: Jos Lavery and Thorn Loxton
finally gave the boys a chance to see the opposite sex, as
(Secretaries)
we embarked upon a "Future in Europe " conference. The
Staff Collaborators: The Bearded One, M r Milton
return to the U K , however, sobered everyone up, ready for
"Our finest hour..." Although tempted to bestow this title
our greatest triumph.
upon the wraith-like reappearance of Past Irish Ghosts, I
After wasted efforts to get everyone from Sir Norman
must, however, mention the exclusive Internet link-up with
Fowler to Tony Blair, we landed Ian Plenderleith, an Old
the Queen of Slaying, the one and only Miss Sarah Michelle
Edwardian who is also the Chief Executive of the Bank of
Gellar. Miss Gellar [or "Sarah"] made extremely witty
England, and who sits on the monetary policy commission.
comments regarding NATO's actions in Kosovo, and gave
His talk on the Bank of England and his role in setting
us some in-depth, not to mention eye-opening, tips on how
interest rates was exceptional, filling the School concert hall.
to get your own syndicated television series.
It gave a grand finale to what was such a successful year
"If Only..." If only Warren Ellis were to team up with
h

1
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nk Quitely to produce the ultimate post-apocalyptic
socio-political portrait of interplanetary slay age.
If only Willow had kept the persona adopted in "Halloween".
If only somebody else understood "The Invisibles".
If only Thorn would dye his hair.
If only Ezri wasn't quite so "cute" (© "Friends"), we could
all stop being distracted from the main plot.
Chances of School Domination/Survival? Well, we've got
book signed by Barry Kitson! There are those who would
destroy us, but remember, "The Geek shall inherit the Earth".
By: Jos Lavery

Interfaith Society
The Ringleaders: Geetika Bansal, Rahul Sahay, Paula Pal,
Lidia Chan
Staff Collaborators: Rev. Raynor
"Our finest hour..." A talk on
meditation,
including
a
demonstration, which proved a huge
success, with lots of positive
feedback. For most of us it proved
very hard to keep our concentration
for more than two minutes- not
helped
by
the
musical
accompaniment from next door!
"If Only..." Speakers were more
willing to come and speak for us.
Also, we need new ideas from
students: any suggestions?
Chances of School Domination/
Survival? Looking rather dim, but if
we get our act together, who knows?
By: Rahul Sahay

with arrows. Well, fill the target with arrows. O K , fill the
back wall then, if you have to be so picky. This was so
successful that it spawned a (short-lived) "Archery Club"
branch. Happy days...
"If Only..." I'm not quite sure what caused L.H.S to run
out of steam. Perhaps people lost interest. Perhaps they
found better things to do with their lives. Perhaps they were
all scared off by my performance at the range, (when you
give me a bow and arrows, the only safe place to stand is in
front of the target). A l l I know is that the supply of keen
Shells dwindled slowly and then dried up totally. Well, now
I'm a hard-bitten Rem I'm not going to do that sort of thing
any more: I prefer to slouch about the Library looking
bored...
Chances of School Domination/
Survival? Sadly, none. Unless M r
Davies manages to recruit another
crop of impressionable youngsters to
take our place, I very much fear that
Living History is history.
By: Matthew Hosty

A long time ago, in a galaxy
far, far away...

The
Graphic
Universe
Quiz

Jewish Society
The Ringleaders: Mark Green
Staff Collaborators: Reverend Raynor
"Our finest hour..." We have had several interesting talks
this year, ranging from Henry Joseph's account of Jewish
life in Australia to addresses from a visiting Rabbi and a
local student, the latter on Jewish life at university.
"If Only..." The potential audience of the society were not
so restricted.
Chances of School Domination/Survival? The society is
unlikely to dominate, as there are only about 20 Jews in the
School. However, under the direction of Joel Clark next year,
I hope that more people will attend more often.
By: Mark Green

Meteorological Society

The Ringleaders: David Ault
Staff Collaborators: M r Kimpton
(& M r Cumberland)
"Our finest hour..." Our main
project this year was the Rems'
weather forecasting competition,
where 25 teams of Rems forecast the
weather for two days. They were then
judged on the accuracy of their
forecast and awarded points. The
winners of the competition were
"Weather Boo" of Rem D, consisting of Toks Oyebode, Ben
Osborne, Pardip Athi, David Guest and James Elms, who
managed to predict the maximum and minimum
temperatures accurately on one of the days. In second place
were "Rod Conductors" of Rem P and "When Lightning
Strikes Lucky" of Rem K. The overall winning form were
Rem M , who won the trophy, based on the performance of
all the teams. The teams used the weather station outside
and weather satellite images from the Internet.
"If Only..." We had more members.
Chances of School Domination/Survival? It seems ironic
that for something that dominates the world so much, we
have little chance of dominating the School, although the
clouds may break for us!
By: David Ault

Living History Society
The Ringleaders: It isn't in the plural here as M r Davies
was the brains behind it all.
Staff Collaborators: M r Davies, surprisingly.
"Our finest hour..." I think the event people enjoyed most
was the archery. This involved everyone going down to the
range and either hanging around oohing and aahing over
LARGE GUNS, (cries of "cool!" and "wicked!" filled the
building), or if it was your go, getting to fill the bullseye

Modern Language Society
The Ringleaders: Mark Green and Sam Cunnington
Staff Collaborators: Mr Ash
"Our finest hour..." We had an absolutely fascinating
lecture on Ionesco and his drama, given by Professor Ron
Hallmark of Birmingham University, who delved into the
psychology and linguistics of the dark play, " L a Lecon".
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This society now has a proudly joint committee (with
KEHS) and we have shared various talks: on languages at
university, concerning "le francophonie" and the French
Assistant Jean-Charles' account of his home life, along with
two of his friends.
"If Only..." More boys had attended the Ionesco lecture...
Chances of School Domination/Survival? With increased
collaboration between the two schools, as well as advance
publicity (!), the Joint Modern Language Society should go
from strength to strength.
By: Mark Green

"If Only..." We were better organised! No, just kidding.
The biggest problem is that someone keeps ripping down
our advertising posters, and I find them in a bin nearby. We
need more feedback from students after talks, and also new
ideas for future meetings.
Chances of School Domination/Survival? Extremely
bright.
By: Rahul Sahay

Shooting Society (The A Team)
The Ringleaders: Peter
Eckley (Captain), John
Masters, Phil Canner,
Dave Eckley
Staff Collaborators: Mr
" D i v a " Davies (now on
holid.. .ahem.. .Sabbatical)
"Our finest hour..."
Beating the girls once...
and losing twice.
Shooting through the
middle of Polos at 25m.
"If Only..." We had fullbore automatic weapons
and a 400m range.
Chances of School
Domination/Survival
We've got guns!

Parliamentary
Society

The Ringleaders: Ian
Anderson,
Jonathan
Roberts
Staff Collaborators: Mrs
Southworth
and M r
Stacey- thanks must go to
them for all their support.
"Ourfinesthour..." This
would have to be the
refoundation of the society
in the autumn by myself
KEHS Lecture Theatre. Everyone welcome!
(IA)
under
Mrs
A group from KES will meet by the KES flagpole at 12.50pm and will be taken as a group
Southworth's watchful
_
By: Peter Eckley
eye. However, there were
several other events of note. The first of these, in the Autumn
And Finally
term, saw the opening speaker, our own M P for Edgbaston
Gisela Stewart, billed as one of "Blair's babes": however,
The following societies also claimed varying levels of
her informative talk and excellent handling of often hostile
existence:
questions proved that there is more life in the parliamentary
Labour party than is commonly supposed. Later speakers
• Anagnostics: under the leadership of Nathaniel Coleman
included Bruce George, M P for Walsall South, Liberal
and the guidance of M r Owen, the society met to read
Councillor David Howarth and we hope to hear from Sir
classical plays, which is traditional for Anagnostics.
Norman Fowler next year. The year also featured a highly
charged debate over the role of the press in politics.
• Bollywood Society: celebrated the very best of Indian
"If Only..." I suppose that our highly entertaining Balloon
cinema.
Debate at Christmas should feature in this section as M r
Davies' Common Milkman held off strong competition from
• Eurodrama: met to read European, foreign language plays,
Maggie Thatcher, President Yeltsin and Screaming Lord
led by N . Coleman.
Sutch.
Chances of School Domination/Survival? Well, I wish
• Fellwalking Society: enjoyed an excellent trip into the
Jonathan Roberts all the best as he takes over next year!
hills, with M r Boardman to the fore.
By: Ian Anderson

Scientific Society
The Ringleaders: Rahul Sahay, Amresh Singh, Raihan
Akhtar, Rebecca Rose, Louise and Menaka.
Staff Collaborators: M r Porter, M r Hopkinson (KEHS)
"Our finest hour..." Having taken over from the previous
committee, we lined up a few talks for the Autumn term,
including " C h e m i c a l Engineering" and " D r Tedd's
Christmas Quiz"- which we sincerely thank him for. Other
talks to be organised include "The Psychology of Sport"
and a careers talk aimed at the Lower Sixth, (present Fifth),
who are considering a Science related career.
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• Literary Society: received an excellent talk on "The Art
of Brian Frier" from the equally excellent society secretary
Ben Fisher, which was well attended by A-Level English
candidates.

Editor's Postscript
James Rose "is the Society editor for the Chronicle. I've
known him for years. He weighs two hundred and wears a
Hitler moustache..."
(Raymond Chandler)
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Introduction
Welcome...to the new, all-improved, interest-free credit, millennium sports section of the KES Chronicle 2000. This is
a brief note from your editors, Alex Francis and Mark Davis, in an attempt to GRAB YOUR ATTENTION, before you
flick on, trying to find any amusing pictures of your best mate, Dave, who supposedly sports an entertaining Afro-cut in
the Chess photo this year. (If you don't Find one, we're sorry to disappoint). But don't be deterred, there are some great
articles this year. Editors' choice has to be Richard Stuckey's Squash Report - a definite 'must-read' which is guaranteed
to spark controversy in the Common Room, having survived censorship. And if you're a member of one of the, say,
more obscure, teams...and here we're talking second team Golf captain or fourth pair Bridge reserves, then we're sorry
if you can't find an article covering your talents. Some articles didn't make the deadline. Enjoy.

And they're off"...ermm...help!
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resulting victory in a meet featuring
Bromsgrove, Oakham, Trent, Repton
and Uppingham.
Senior Athletics
The Athletics team had a lot to live
up to after the formidable results of
previous years and as ever they failed
to disappoint. The senior team started
the season with a convincing victory
over the other King Edward Schools
in the Foundation Match. They also
managed superb victories against
schools of such calibre as Solihull,
Warwick, Loughborough and R G S
Worcester. The list goes on: the season
ended with the seniors winning a very
impressive sixteen of their eighteen
matches.
The commitment of the whole team
was of the highest standard and a full
turn out was even achieved on days
of the most torrential downpours,
when Eastern Road looked more like
a swimming pool than an athletics
track. The standards of performances
exceeded this commitment with
notable quality in the Sixth from the
ever-reliable Ian Anderson, the
outstanding all-rounder, Mark Woo
and our captain and highly talented
high jumper, Chris Flemons.
Although these athletes have left and
will be truly missed the team has huge
strength in depth and performances
from the Divisions showed that we
have sportsmen coming through who
will more than fill the spikes of those
previously mentioned.
The phenomenal pace of James
Bucknall, the jumping capabilities of
David Earl and the throwing expertise
of both Barry Bahar and Lee Bushell
shone through this year and should
make next year even more successf ul.
Not to forget the ever-reliable Mark
Howes, Jonathan Pitt and George
Simms, and the computer scoring
abilities of Matthew Reeve.
The performance of the Seniors was
consistent week after week but the
most prestigious team victory came
when the Seniors had their only
second place of the year. The
outstanding performances from the
rest of the years accounting for the
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Richard Fawcett, an outstanding
K i n g Edward's star in the Fifths,
along with a back-to-fitness Jonny
Cockerton, should make the team
almost invincible in 2000.
Thanks must as ever go to the
'inspiration' of Mr. Birch who has
coached and organised the team yet
again to such a high level and helped
us to achieve the standards the school
has come to expect.
Jonathan Pitt

Rems Athletics
It has been another successful year
for the Rems with several boys
competing at Junior level for most of
the season. Our first match was
against Solihull. Here we showed our
ability by winning every event, on
track and field. Also at this meeting
Chris Bennett-Britton showed off his
pace by breaking the school 400m
record for the second year running.
This set us in good stead for one of
our hardest fixtures of the year,
against Great Barr and Baverstock.
This meeting proved as hard as we
expected, with both schools turning
up some very useful runners. K E S
battled hard, with Rob Hollyhead
winning the 100m and Dan Drew, as
ever,
winning
the
javelin.
Unfortunately Baverstock were just
that bit too good for us but we still
finished a very respectable second.

in the 1500m after a calf strain (Ed
reliably tells me) in the closing 50m.
Our so-far-invincible relay team lost
the first race of the season due to an
injury to Jonny Qureshi, but the result
was already decided before the relay,
with Loughborough just sneaking
victory. This left us with just two
meetings before the end of the season
and we were determined to win both.
K E Aston was our first hurdle but our
sprinters gave us the lead early on,
with Rob and Joe again victors in the
100m and 200m. Harry Hecht was
again superb in the shot and Ed
Sandison ran his usual solid 1500m,
finishing 200 metres ahead of the KE
Aston runner. This was one complete
and comfortable win by 72pts.
Derby GS was our only opposition
left to play and what a way to finish
the season. Another comfortable win
and our relay team finding form again.
A l l season everybody gave 100 %, but
Chris Bennett-Britton, Joe Speight, Ed
Sandison and Dan Drew stood out
from the rest. Let's hope to better this
season's results next year as UMs.
Well Done Everybody.
Rob Hollyhead

U19 Basketball
Once again the most senior team of
the most successful sport at KES had
another memorable season. For the
20 consecutive year the Birmingham
League was retained and the team
reached the semi finals of the West
Midlands cup and quarter final of the
Nationals.
th

Next up for us was R G S and
Warwick. This time we were back to
winning ways and we won the Holden
Trophy by 36pts from RGS. Another
tough meeting lay ahead in the shape
of Loughborough, Nottingham, King
Henry VIII Coventry and Leicester
G S . We arrived with a slightly
depleted team due to injuries, but this
did not really effect our performance
on the day. Loughborough seemed to
be our main threats after the first few
events and this continued to be the
case. Victory in the 200m by Joe
Speight added hope to our cause and
Ed Sandison was just denied victory

The season started with routine wins
in the league and was only troubled
by Solihull 6 Form college which
K E S beat 106-104 in overtime.We
faced Baverstock in the third round.
With R. Thomas and A . A l i scoring
consistently K E S eventually won a
fairly tight game and were in the last
16 of the Nationals.
th

Traditionally, the hardest part of the
season is after the Christmas break and
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to Mr. Birch whose dedication and
enthusiasm led the team through
another successful season.
Warwick Chan

End of season results:
Played

Won

Lost

8
8
15
10
25

8
5
12
9
16

0
3
3
1
9

U13
U14
U15
U16
U19

Honours
Nope
Ditto
Birmingham and West Mids semi
Last 16 Nationals West Mids Champions
Birmingham League Champions
Birmingham + West Mids semi National
Quarters

U16 Basketball
After a successful season the
previous year, finishing 2 in the
country, expectations were high for
the forthcoming season. However, due
to the loss of some "rugby folk" and
Elliot Taylor, our task was that little
bit harder.
nd

By Christmas we had every game in
the bag and had progressed to the
National quarterfinals, where we had
high hopes with a home draw. Oh
well! A disgraceful loss in overtime
by one point meant that our goals had
not been accomplished. Putting this
disturbing incident behind us, we
bounced back and comfortably won
the West Midlands cup, despite
injuries to Dave Wood and Dan
Sellman.
U19
this year was no exception as we
entertained Barrow 6 Form College
at home. With excellent home support
KES won a very tight encounter by 2
points, with the game level with 10
seconds to go which meant that the
team were in the quarter finals of the
Nationals for the second year running
against Sheffield 6 Form College.
th

th

Last year the team was convincingly
beaten by this team but this year there
was a belief that the College could be
overcome. The teams were quite
evenly matched up until half time.
KES became tired and their superior
bench won it for them in a repeat of
last year's quarter final.

standard of Basketball higher than
ever as they have the ability to choose
and recruit from a large number of 6
formers, many of them playing for
National League sides simultaneously.
The senior players R. Thomas, A .
A l i , D. Burns and A. Majevadia will
be sorely missed next year but with
much of the team this year in the
Divisions and Fifths, next year's team
hold much potential. Thanks must go
th

For the team's success during the 9798 campaign, we were named the West
Midland's U21 sports team of the year
and received a sum of £150. Despite
a dismal turnout (Gene, Dave Van
Marie and Arthur) this was a very
honourable achievement.
Other accomplishments were Dave
Van Marie's club team reaching the
National Finals and Gene finally tying
his shoe laces up. Oh yeah, I was made
England captain.
Dan Jackson

Out of the Nationals, the team were
determined to win the West Midlands
cup and the League. The League was
won quite easily but the team lost in
the final of the West Midlands cup to
Stoke 6 Form College.
th

It was a disappointing way to end
the season but overall it was
successful, as we did not actually lose
to a school side. The emergence of the
6 Form Colleges has made the
th
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a very disappointing third in their
division, every other team occupied
the runners-up slot in their respective
leagues.
Superb
individual
performances abounded, with Ameet
Ghasi excelling as the new star of the
1st team. A Shell has not been seen
on 1st board of the school chess team
in many a year, but Ameet must be
congratulated for his performance.

U15 Basketball
Having only won 50% of our games
in the previous season, the under 15
team of 98-99 returned in September
with much higher expectations. Once
again under the guidance of M r .
Wilson, the team had clearly improved
dramatically over the summer break.
The team won its early games in all
three of the competitions entered, and
the first real challenge was in
December when we faced Baverstock
in the Nationals. Despite consistent
scoring from the team we lost by about
3 points.
Notable performances came from
Ranjan Chopra and Andrew Gillespie
during the season and, with the
addition of "Jonny Scouse" later in the
season, the team entered the semi
finals of the Birmingham Cup and the
West Midlands cup.
However both games were lost, to
Great Barr, the National Champions,
and to Baverstock respectively. Over
the season there have been some
tremendous performances and vast
improvements by team members such
as Richard Morgan and Robert
Canwell. Matthew Alcock provided a
large majority of he scoring.
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On behalf of the team our thanks go
to Mr. Wilson for coaching us to a very
successful season.
Matthew Alcock
U14 Basketball
After a fairly difficult first season,
the U14 team was looking forward to
success. The season started fairly
badly with some early losses but
steadily improved with some
comfortable wins in the early rounds
of the Nationals.
However our campaign ended early
in the 2 round with a disappointing
performance. Throughout the season
Jamie Vatish excelled, as did Freddy
Thomas, both scoring consistently. M r
Birch is to be thanked for his excellent
advice and coaching throughout the
season.

In the Times Competition, KES
sailed past the regional stages,
reaching the national round of the
competition for the first time in several
years. Some have put this down to a
team selection emphasising youth,
with the likes of Andrew Huang and
Tristan Cox replacing the old guard i
and conspiring to do far better than
the regular 1st team. Nevertheless, we
were halted rather rudely in the later
stages of the competition by
Cottingham H i g h School, Hull,
overcome deservedly by a team with |
far greater strength in depth.
Despite such disappointments, it
was a very encouraging season, and
one that bodes well for the future.
Many thanks must go to Messieurs
Simpson and Lau for their tireless
efforts in arranging fixtures and
mobilising players, and to the whole
of the catering staff for their excellent
chocolate cakes. Roll on next season.
Joe Sturge

nd

Simon Laight
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Continuing the Finglass hegemony
in the school Chess team, we were
again under Gearoid's benevolent
leadership in a season that promised
much, and very nearly delivered.
Apart from the 1 st team, which came

C'H-CKET
JllllllllIlJlL-:The XI
This season the X I succeeded in
achieving the second largest number
of wins in a season since the war. The
team was ably led to this feat by the
inspiration of captain Robbie
Newman. We often relied upon the old
guard, as it were, that had supported
the X I for a couple of years. The
season eventually encompassed
twenty-six games of which we won
twelve, lost seven, drew two and had
three cancelled due to the weather.
The season began with the first two
games being cancelled, thus rendering
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much of the pre-season training
ineffective. However, the team was
raring to go. The first game of the
season was played against King Henry
VIII Coventry. A s was the case
throughout the season the Eastern
Road pitch was expected to be slow
and low, and did not disappoint us. We
lost the toss and were put into bat. We
eventually struggled to 120-7 off our
allotted forty overs. This low total did
not dishearten us however as the pitch
had not changed at all throughout our
innings and we still felt that we had a
chance as long as we could get some
early wickets. This chance was well
taken and we had K i n g Henry's
struggling throughout their innings
and finally dismissed them for 65.
This story line to a game was
repeated at least four times throughout
the rest of the season, as we were
regularly put in to bat, failed to post a
high score, only to fight back and bowl
the opposition out for a mediocre total.
Such victims included: Denstone
College, Malvern College, Wolverhampton Grammar School and also
Hereford Cathedral School.
Following the victory against King
Henry's the X I proceeded to win our
next three games and also establish a
very strong position against
Shrewsbury School before the rain
intervened and spoilt the party.
This series of wins was then
followed by a mid-season crisis when
we lost our captain and the team only
managed to win two games out of
twelve. This sequence of games
included one washout at R G S
Worcester when we were again in a
strong position, a hard fought draw
against Eton College and three
annihilations by strong teams from
Warwick and Bablake Schools and
also Trent College (no thanks to the
faulty school minibus leaving us
stranded beside the M 4 2 ) . The
remainder of the season included four
wins out of six, with only one defeat,
against a strong O l d Edwardians
Association side. The team then
showed great character against a
strong side from the M C C that
included many Birmingham League

players. We earned a hard fought draw
despite a first over that gave us very
little
hope
and
a
lot of
discouragement.

school and I am sure they will all take
their opportunity when it arises and
help the school to maintain its high
cricketing standards.

The team then went on to beat the
"Kestrels X I , " and followed this with
a superb away victory at Bradford
Grammar School. The game in
Bradford had followed the buffet the
night before so it was considered an
even better win after the early start.
The team then finished the season with
good wins against "The Y L Club" and
the "Old Edwardians Cricket Club" to
finish the season in style.

In conclusion I would like to give
special thanks to M r Stead, David
Collins and Roger Newman for their
much appreciated assistance and
support during the season. I hope that
they can continue to assist those of us
that remain to ensure another
successful season and develop the
tradition and reputation of K i n g
Edward's Cricket.
Gary Brandrick

2nd XI Cricket
Throughout the season it has to be
said that the bowlers rescued the
batsmen, as batting proved to be very
difficult on the slow and low Eastern
Road pitch. Six of our bowlers passed
the fifteen-wicket mark. Nevertheless
four of our batsmen still passed three
hundred runs during the summer.
Congratulations are particularly in
order for Singh, who topped the
batting averages in his first full year
in the team, and also Robbie Newman,
who topped the bowling with twentyfive victims in what was for him a
dramatically reduced season.
We can still look forward to next
season despite the loss of seven first
team regulars. This is so because there
appear to be plenty of talented young
cricketers emerging lower down the

The Missing link?
n d

2 X I Cricket
Played 6, Won 4, Lost 1, and Drawn 1
The summer term began with high
hopes for the 2 XI. Boasting a strong
and youthful side with depth in both
the batting and bowling departments,
this was to be the year the K E 2 team
finally proved its mettle!
nd

nd

We began in positive spirit, batting
first at Denstone and posting our
highest total of the season. I scored a
modest 80 runs of our 203 for 3 total,
with notable contributions from
Gupta, Sharpe and Pollock. Ironically
our spectacular efforts only earned us
a draw, unable to take vital wickets at
crucial times. We redeemed ourselves
with an emphatic victory at Aston that
saw even John Pollock take 4 wickets
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and Sam Sharpe 2 run-outs - both
direct hits.
Having bowled superbly against
Bablake, our batting performance was
weak and we lost the match.
Against Solihull, Sam Sharpe's solid
55 and John Pollock's excitable 40
helped us to declare, proudly, at 1876. A masterful display of Chattergee
fast bowling yielded 6 wickets, and
proved too much for the Solihull
batsmen, who struggled to 52 before
being bowled out.
Batting well throughout the season,
Moss scored 62 against K i n g ' s
Worcester. Devastating pace from
Nimit Jain, 5-5, and teasing spin from
Dan Andrews, 4 wickets, enabled us
to bowl out the opposition once again,
another crushing victory.
The final match of the season against
Trent College also saw us victorious
with a strong all-round performance.
Having been put in to bat, Trent were
troubled by Dan Andrews' 5 wicket
exploitation of the Easton Road pitch
but succeeded in scoring the highest
total against us all year, a mammoth
106. Ian Moss batted his side to
victory scoring 40 not out and we won
by an impressive 7 wickets. Furthermore, Moss kept wicket immaculately
throughout the season and Andrews,
Pollock and Skidmore regularly
boosted the K E score with their useful
contributions in the lower-middle
order. Nimit Jain bowled majestically
for little reward but should have more
luck next year.
Edward Treacy
Editor's Note....and that's about as
exciting as cricket gets (!)
U15A Cricket
The season has been one of mixed
fortunes. Due to rain, only eight games
could be played in their entirety. Of
these, five were won and two lost. The
main focus of the season was the
national stage of our Lord's Taverners
Competition. We managed to reach
the second round of this stage after a
convincing win over Nottingham
High. Unfortunately things didn't go
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our way against Oakham and we were
convincingly beaten by the better side
on the day. In the 'friendly games' we
played as a better team. In the absence
of two of our better players, Rudi
Singh and Dan Shilvock, who had
both turned into regular 1st X I
players, we were led by N e i l
McGuire.
He skippered the side well and also
turned into a handy late order
batsman. Due to the loss of our two
main batsmen, Andrew Holmes and
Ravi Tiwari were brought in from
younger age groups to strengthen the
squad. Both performed admirably
considering their age, both with bat
and ball. The bulk of the runs in the
season came from Bhavesh Patel and
Ravi Tiwari, with useful contributions
from Neil Brandrick, Arshi Thind, and
Ranjan Chopra. Due to the top order
batting well, opportunities were
limited for any batsman lower than
sixth place. Quality players such as
Ranjan Chopra were left looking on
from the dressing room as others
shone on the field. The bowling attack
was led by Thind, Patel, Chopra, and
Tiwari. In a season dominated by
medium pace, opportunities for
spinners were also limited, but
Andrew Holmes did bowl well against
Bablake and Trent College. Our main
strength over the season was our
fielding. Different players established
themselves at key positions throughout the season: Oliver 'Jonty'
Goodwin at backward point, Ranjan
Chopra in the slips and gully, D. S.
Bannerji at fine leg, and Andrew
Tonks as a fine 'keeper. During the
season Bhavesh Patel, Arshi Thind,
and Ravi Tiwari and Bannerji all
earned first team call ups. For most
of the team, this ends four years of
playing together, as next year we
move into the senior teams. Thanks
must be given to M r Roll, who has
coached us for two years and given
up his Saturday afternoons and
Thursday evenings to take us for
games and make us all into better
players.
Bhavesh Patel

U14A XI Cricket
Played 11, Won 7, Lost 3, and Drawn 1.
These statistics suggest that the Under |
14's XI are a good, if not a great side. 1
In none of their defeats were they I
outplayed - losing margins of 3 wickets I
(twice) and 12 runs testify to that. On I
the other side of the coin the team
crushed some (it has to be said) fairly
indifferent competition: Denstone I
(beaten by 56 runs), Bablake (by 139
runs) and Wolverhampton (beaten by )
127 runs) were all put to the sword. But j
with hindsight, easy victories like these '
may not have been a help when it came
to the tough, evenly-contested games.
There was a clear lack of intensity as
the team conceded defeat in the area
quarter-final of the Lord's Taverners !
Competition to a very competent and
combative Small Heath side - the
biggest disappointment of the season.
That match apart, the team played as a
cohesive unit, supportive and
encouraging to each other. The fielding
was good, sometimes very good, with
some startlingly good catches taken notably by Hartill.
(

No batsmen dominated through the
whole season, but there were a number
of noteworthy performances - Robert
Arnott not only scored the most runs
(228 in total for the season) but also had
the best average (over 32 per game).
Two half centuries late in the season
were evidence of his power, particularly
off the back foot. Next, with averages
in the low 20's, were Ed Holmes (who
batted with careful consistency), 'guest
star' Ravi Tiwari, and Joe Huxley (who
hit the highest individual score of the
season 67, against Denstone). James
Hartill and Jamie Vatish both scored
useful runs; James' best form came at
the start of the season, while in his last
knock against Trent College Jamie
looked as good as anybody and should
bat higher in the order next season. The
wicket-keeping, shared between Alex
Jackson (who did not get much of a
chance with the bat) and Joe Huxley,
was competent without ever being
consistently tidy enough - important,
since a wicket-keeper's performance
sets the tone for the rest of the team.
The bowling was good, if not fearsome.
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Ben Wright was a steady opening
bowler but he lacked someone really
quick to partner him. Neal Desai, who
opened with Ben most often, bowled
some good spells. The spin department was the strength. Jamie Doe
bowled an aggressively full length,
and I really liked the way he
challenged the batsmen to hit him,
(one or two did!). Paul Reynolds was
deservedly top wicket-taker, with 20
to his credit. More victims would have
been earned for P h i l i p Purser's
ieggies' if the field-settings had been
more carefully chosen.
Finally my thanks to the scorer, Ed
Freeman, who started at a high level
of competence and cheerfulness, and
got better and better through the
season; and to the captain, Paul
Reynolds, who led the side astutely
and got things right an awful lot of
the time. Mr Jayne and I enjoyed being
in charge of the team; they played
proper cricket, played it positively,
enjoyed doing so, and improved their
game along the way.
GAW
U13 XI Cricket
After a winter of serious cricket
sessions with Mr. Mason and M r .
Newman, the team was in good shape
by the start of the season.
Unfortunately, the first match was
lost to the weather, as was to be the
case for a few more matches during
the season. However, we did manage
to play thirteen matches in what would
prove to be a very successful season.
It was wrongly thought that without
the inspiration of Andrew Holmes,
who would be playing for the Under15's, the team would not have as good
a season as 1998, when we only lost
one match.
The first match, against Stourbridge
C.C., was extremely difficult. We
reached a respectable total of 123-8,
with notable contributions from Harry
Hecht (36) and Vikas Katyal (23).
After a disappointing bowling
performance, we were lucky to scrape
to victory by 2 runs. And so on to the
first game of our Calypso Cup run and
again we scraped to victory by 2 runs

Batting
No. of innings

Hecht
Vakil
Holmes
Katyal
Bennett- Britton

Not outs

1 1
12
6
10
7

Total Runs

2
2
1
3
3

Highest Score

324
146
154
129
103

64
61*
54
23*
66

Average

36
36.5
14
18.43
25.75

Bowling
Katyal
Shah
Paterson
Hecht
Holmes

Overs

Maidens

Runs

Wickets

74
49
70
63
36.3

10
10
13
5
11

199
154
191
156
91

23
16
16
15
14

against a strong Guisborough High
School team. They were the
champions of Northamptonshire, and
although we were very relieved to win,
we knew that we had to improve our
performance a great deal if we were
to get far in the competition. Our
batting remained quite strong but our
bowling was not yet firing on all
cylinders. Perhaps we had just started
the season slowly. After an easy win
against Bablake, we played K E Aston
School in the Regional 2nd round. At
last our bowlers had run into some
form with Hecht (3-16) bowling
particularly well. He then came back
with the bat, and along with Holmes
led us to our target of 105. A day later
we played Solihull School, and after
Harry again batted superbly for 64 we
managed to set a target of 163. In reply
Solihull were well set until Vikas took
three wickets in four balls.

Economy

2.69
3.14
2.72
2.48
2.58

Average

Best

8.65
9.63
11.9
10.4
6.5

12-1-28-4
5-4-5-4
4-2-8-2
6-1-7-4
3.4-3-0-5

Loughborough appeared to be
cruising to victory at 92-2. Andrew's
leg breaks were getting crashed to the
boundary and his first three overs went
for 27 runs. However, cricket can be
an extremely strange game, and one
wicket can turn everything, as was to
be the case. When Loughborough's
top scorer had smashed his way to 44,
they were looking very comfortable,
but he top edged Vikas to the keeper
and Dan Drew safely took the catch.

Unfortunately for us, we could not
manage that final wicket and the
match was drawn as Solihull finished
on 119-9. On to the Regional semifinal against Rushcliffe School,
Nottingham, and after another star
performance from Harry (52 & 4-7)
we went on to the Regional Final
against Loughborough in what would
prove to be the highlight of our season.

Now we were on a r o l l . With
batsmen 5 to 11 only scoring 1 run
between them, Loughborough were
all out for 105, with Andrew doing
much of the damage, showing his
class and finishing with a five-wickethaul. He finished with figures of 5-38
and Vikas, 3-23. KES were once again
regional champions and it was time
for the National semi-finals. We had
to travel up to Birkenhead in
Liverpool. After bowling Birkenhead
out for 73, we felt we had an excellent
chance of victory and going to
Headingley for the final. However, on
a terrible pitch, batting was difficult,
and we succumbed to 21 all out. It was
a disappointing end to what had been
an excellent cup run. However, our
season was not over yet. We still had
two more matches left in the season.

In a 35 over match, we batted first
and were hoping to set a challenging
total of about 150 runs. Unfortunately
we fell short of that target and could
only manage 124 all out. We knew it
would be extremely difficult and

We
won
both
extremely
convincingly, the highlight being an
impressive batting performance from
Alex Vakil, who scored 54 against
Trent College. The second of the two
matches was against a touring side
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from Sharjah, Lahore Gymkhana. It
was an interesting match and it was a
good experience to play against teams
from other nations. Great thanks must
go to Mr. Mason for the tireless effort
he has put in during the course of the
season, and also to M r Newman and
M r Stead who have made sure that we
were well prepared for our cup games.
We must also thank the parents who
came and supported us at our matches.
Vikas Katyal
U12 XI Cricket
Played 11, Won 8, Drawn 0, Lost 2,
and Abandoned 1.
After a spell of four weeks in the
indoor nets before Half Term, the
squad was selected for the first fixture
on returning after Easter. This fixture
was lost to the rain for the second year
in succession, denying the team vital
practice on an outdoor wicket. The
first fixture was the following week
against Old H i l l Cricket Club. This 25
over morning game was a comfortable
victory by 7 wickets. Captain Daniel
Loyo Mayo scored an unbeaten 38 and
James Metcalfe and Edward Clarke
took three and two wickets
respectively.
The Calypso Cup campaign started
against Golden H i l l o c k with a
comprehensive victory allowing the
team to progress to the next round.
The team were brought down to earth
by their first defeat, at the hands of
Eversfield Prep School, who batted
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and bowled with greater conviction.
This trend continued with a defeat
by Solihull and it was apparent that
more application was needed in the
batting department. This was the
turning point. The team practised hard
and bounced back with victories
against Wolverhampton, Trent and
Kings Worcester.
The victory against Kings Worcester
set what I believe to be a record at
Shells level. KES batted first, making
a massive 258-6 declared. Notable
contributions were made by James
Metcalfe (76 not out), Charlie Rees
(35), Philip Salterthwaite (34) and
Daniel Loyo Mayo (29). In reply
Kings were all out for 53 in 22.2 overs.
Progress continued in the Calypso
Cup with victories over Handsworth
Grammar and Aston, in the semi-final
at the second attempt. The first
encounter was halted after 15 overs
when a tornado struck in the Selly Oak
area, resulting in a deluge of water
washing out South Field completely.
The final, against a talented
Warwick School team, was played at
the Warwickshire Colts ground.
Warwick batted first, reaching a
respectable 160 off their allotted 30
overs. In reply K E S started well,
putting on 85 for the first wicket.
Matthew Riddell (19) and Philip
Salterthwaite (4 1) showed great
maturity in the setting up this firm
platform for others to build upon.
Further contributions by James

Metcalfe and Daniel Loyo Mayo saw
the team to within 5 runs of victory.
This is where the nerves started to
show. Charlie Rees was promoted up
the order to try to secure a win with
his powerful hitting - everybody
hoping the target could be reached
with a quick boundary. A boundary
was forthcoming from Rees but in
attempting another, by hitting over the
top, he lost out to a splendid catch at
deep mid off. This brought Adam
Gatrad and Charlie Butter to the
crease. Gatrad hit a single to bring
the win within four agonising runs.

I
•
|
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Unfortunately the next ball saw
Butter bowled and K.E.S had gone
from 148-2 to 156-4 in the space of
three deliveries. Harjit Bhogal then
came to the crease and calmly hit an
overpitched delivery through extra
cover for that elusive boundary. KES
had won with two overs to spare.
Warwick had been undefeated coming
into the final but met their match
against a very determined KES team.
This win ensures the team progress to
the national rounds, which continue
next year at under-13 level.
This was the highlight of a season
which started slowly but by the end
saw the team playing excellent cricket.
It is perhaps in the bowling
department that the team needs to
make a greater effort. Too often
consistency was the problem and the
team never really looked able to bowl
out an entire opposition cheaply.
James Metcalfe and Charlie Rees, the
main strike bowlers made worthy
contributions and they were ably
supported by Oliver Brooke, Harjit
Bhogal and Daniel L o y o Mayo.
Perhaps the most credit should go to
Edward Clarke, who often put the
brakes on the opposition's batsmen
with accurate and consistent leg spin
bowling. Altogether an excellent
season, with final praise going to
Daniel L . M . , who captained enthusiastically and learned a great deal
as the season progressed. He always
led from the front, handled his bowlers
intelligently and set an example to
others with outstanding fielding.
RNL

'
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KES v KE VI COLLEGE,
STOURBRIDGE
Wednesday 21 'April 1999
At Stourbridge
Cancelled - pitch waterlogged
s

KES v ST. EDWARD'S
SCHOOL, OXFORD
Saturday 24 " April 1999
At Eastern Road
Cancelled - pitch waterlogged
1

KES v KING HENRY Vlll
SCHOOL, COVENTRY
Wednesday 28 April 1999
At Eastern Road (40 overs)
KES
120 for 8
Natkiel
48
Owen
32
KH Vlll
65 all out
Bhogal
3-15
Cauldwell
2-15
KES won by 55 runs
th

KES v DENSTONE
COLLEGE
Saturday 1 May 1999
At Eastern Road
KES
182 for 8 dec
Singh
36
Newman
36
Owen
34
Cauldwell
21
DENSTONE
98 all out
Shilvock
4-22
Payne
2-9
KES won by 84 runs
SI

KES v BABLAKE SCHOOL
Saturday IS" May 1999
At Eastern Road
BABLAKE
110 all out
Bhogal
3-20
KES
74 all out
KES lost by 36 runs
1

KES v BROMSGROVE
SCHOOL
Wednesday 19 May 1999
At Eastern Road (40 Overs)
KES
144 all out
Natkiel
24
Chatterjee
26
Cauldwell
46
BROMSGROVE 147 for 1
KES lost by 9 wickets
KES v SOLIHULL SCHOOL
Saturday 22 May 1999
At Eastern Road
SOLIHULL
152 all out
Brandrick
5-18
Newman
3-21
KES
153 for 3
Singh
55*
Owen
60*
KES won by 7 wickets
nd

KES v ROYAL GRAMMAR
SCHOOL, WORCESTER
Saturday 29 May 1999
At RGS Worcester
RGS
116 for 7
Webb
3-27
Brandrick
2-20
Shilvock
2-31
Match Abandoned - Rain
th

KES v WARWICK SCHOOL
Saturday 12 June 1999
At Eastern Road
KES
79 all out
Owen
26
WARWICK
80 for 5
Shilvock
3-10
Webb
2-15
KES lost by 5 wickets

KES v SHREWSBURY
SCHOOL
Saturday 8 May 1999
At Shrewsbury
KES
140 for 1
Natkiel
28
Singh
46*
Webb
53*
Match Abandoned - Rain

KES v ETON COLLEGE
Saturday 19 June 1999
At Eastern Road
ETON
200 for 6 dec
Bhogal
2-53
Payne
3-25
KES
110 for 9
Webb
21
Owen
22
Match Drawn

th

KES v MALVERN COLLEGE
Wednesday 12 May 1999
At Eastern Road (35 overs)
KES
104 for 9
Webb
28
Chatterjee
26*
MALVERN
76 all out
Newman
4-12
Brandrick
2-9
KES won by 28 runs
th

1

,h

KES v K E VI ASTON
SCHOOL
Wednesday 5 May 1999
At Eastern Road (40 overs)
KE VI ASTON 71 all out
Ford
3-10
Newman
3-9
KES
73 for 1
Natkiel
36*
KES won by 9 wickets
th

KES v KING'S SCHOOL,
WORCESTER
Saturday 27 " June 1999
At King's Worcester
KES
132 all out
Cauldwell
29
Bhogal
23
KING'S
136 for 3
KES lost by 7 wickets

th

KES v WOLVERHAMPTON
GRAMMAR SCHOOL
Wednesday 23 June 1999
At Eastern Road (40 overs)
KES
133 all out
Singh
32
Webb
22
WGS
127 all out
Bhogal
2-14
Payne
2-22
Brandrick
2-34
KES won by 6 runs
rf

KES v POCKLINGTON
SCHOOL
Sunday 28th June 1999
At Eastern Road
Cancelled - Rain
KES v ST. PETER'S
COLLEGE, ADELAIDE
Friday 2 July 1999
At Eastern Road (50 overs)
ST. PETER'S
135 for 9
Payne
4-33
KES
139 for 7
Webb
30
Chatterjee
38
KES won by 3 wickets
nd

KES v. TRENT COLLEGE
Saturday 3 July 1999
At Trent
(43 overs)
TRENT
151 for 9
Cauldwell
2-23
Newman
2-30
KES
96 all out
Webb
53
KES lost by 55 runs
rd

KES v HEREFORD
CATHEDRAL SCHOOL
Wednesday 3 July 1999
At Eastern Road
KES
137 all out
Chatterjee
47
HEREFORD
87 all out
Bhogal
4-24
Newman
3-16
Webb
2-17
KES won by 50 runs
rd

KES v MCC
Thursday 8 July 1999
At Eastern Road
MCC
201 for 5 dec
Newman
2-31
Shilvock
2-48
KES
147 for 5 dec
Singh
70*
Shilvock
33
Match Drawn
,h

KES v OLD EDWARDIAN
ASSOCIATION
Saturday 10 July 1999
At Eastern Road (40 Overs)
OEA
209 for 7
RJ McGuire
23
AJ Martin
54
IR Metcalfe
57
MJ Goodall
35*
Newman
3-57
Brandrick
2-34
KES
197 for 7
Singh
30
Natkiel
60
GA Bhadri
2-30
MJ Goodall
2-38
KES lost by 12 runs
th

KES v THE KESTRELS
Sunday 11 July 1999
At Eastern Road
KESTRELS
129 for 7
RM Dancey
26
Nerwman
2-14
Owen
2-47
KES
133 for 4
Newman
76
Andrews
2-15
KES won by 6 wickets
th

KES v BRADFORD
GRAMMAR SCHOOL
Monday 12th July 1999
At Bradford GS
BRADFORD
136 all out
Shilvock
5-31
Newman
3-24
KES
138 for 3
Natkiel
57*
Webb
30
KES won by 7 wickets
KES v XL CLUB
Tuesday 13 July 1999
At Eastern Road
XL CLUB
212 for 3 dec
KES
213 for 4
Webb
35
Natkiel
42
Owen
37*
Newman
65*
KES won by 6 wickets
th

KES v OLD EDWARDIAN
CRICKET CLUB
Wednesday 14 July 1999
At Eastern Road
OECC
206 for 2 dec
MK Hughes
104*
JRF Evans
21
S-K Mallella
34
F Jones
24
KES
207 for 5
Webb
25
Payne
28
Chatterjee
33
Cauldwell
30
Owen
35
Newman
27*
JD Nicholls
2-36
GA Bhadri
2-62
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CROSS COUNTRY
INTRODUCTION
illMllllllllMtllllllllrot
After the glorious 1997/98 season,
the next year was always going to be
difficult, and so it proved to be.
Gradually our silverware disappeared
from the trophy cabinet until we were
left with nothing. This is no discredit
to the efforts of those involved, some
of whom were very talented, and all
of whom consistently put in their best
efforts. The problem was a perennial
one of this sport at K E S , that of
insufficient numbers. The previous
year proved that even with a strong
team, considerable strength in depth
was necessary to achieve our final
success, and in 1998 only nine chose
the option. The lure of the team games
is great, and seemingly there are too
few of the gritty individualists that
Cross Country needs. We were ably
led by captain Andrew Peat, who
specialised in gruelling final laps
followed by a sprint finish which he
usually won. The other Sixths were
more variable, but all had their good
days when they were able to leave me
in their dust. Divisions Shafiq
Rasheed and George Simms always
ran well, but outstanding performer of
the year was Richard Fawcett.
Although only in the Fifths he
consistently finished first for K E and
did in fact win a couple of races
outright. His chances this year should
be even better. This year numbers are
again low, though ability is there and
if everyone stays fit and uninjured we
could still do well. If you are fit, yet
have opted for a 'soft' (unfulfilling?)
Games choice, please consider joining
us!
RTB

Junior Cross Country

Junior Cross Country

Smooth...you know who you are.

The league blossomed last year with
over 10 schools competing.
Another ace in the K E S team was
new Shell recruit, David Woods. His
strong running background put him
never too far behind Bennett-Britton.
David finished a creditable 4 overall
in the league. Andrew Holmes had
some good races, establishing himself
to be our no. 3 runner. Robert Hill,
another promising Shell, ran well,
often battling it out with Amarpaul
Sandhu. Daniel Loyo-Mayo, Robert
Hollyhead, Matthew R i d d e l l and
Martin Strong all regularly ran,
providing those vital last scoring
positions. The U13s were 3 in the
League Team competition and
qualified in first position in the first
round of the English Schools Cup.
th

rd

Probably our best season to date and
it could have been even better had a
Rugby match against Warwick school
not clashed with the Regional final of
the English Schools Cup. Chris
Bennett-Britton was the star of the
show in the U13s, winning every race
of the Birmingham Schools League.
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The U15s were led by Orienteering
Junior International Nick Pilsbury and
Upper Middle Tim Wallis, who, when
he peaked, really showed his class by

finishing second in the league overall.
Pilsbury, 4* year House Cross Country
champion, was 5 overall. Matt
Alcock and Simon Borg-Bartolo were
certainly our next best runners. Simon
came through the season improving
greatly. Matt was our star over the
shorter distances. Chris Ruston, Chris
Hedges, Richard Hanson, Simon
Purkiss, Oliver Goodwin and Stephen
Cumberland a l l made a great
contribution too. A t the Worcester
Spring Relays where the U15s came
5* overall, Matt recorded the 8 fastest
time. The U15s also qualified through
to the Regional final, but could only
manage 6 place (top 3 qualify to
National Final).
th

th

th

A l l in all a pleasing and promising
season. K E S is starting to have a very
good reputation in the West Midlands
for its Cross Country running.
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If last season was good, this season
was even better, with trophies on the
mantelpiece for the first time in years.
The U15's 1st pair of Simon Purkis
and Chris Mellor, though seeded only
fourth, reached the Final in the
Schools Championships held at
Shrewsbury School in March. Despite
going down to Eton lst's by 3 sets to
1 they earned much praise for their
spirit and skill.

The 1998/9 season has seen
tremendous advances in the abilities
of the team. The highlight of the year
was Nick Pilsbury's selection to run
for England as an under 17 against
Belgium and Holland in Kent in mid
- March. He also retained his West
Midland Schools title and came a very
creditable 6 in the British Champs in
the Lakes. In the British Schools he
was 7 in his age class. He represented
the West Midlands in the InterRegional Championships (U17) and
was 6 . He has consequently been
selected to go on the G B U17B tour
to Scotland in the summer.
th

th

In the same Championships there
were several other noteworthy
features: the U15 2nd pair (Briscoe
and Charnley) reached the quarterfinals of their age group; the U15 3rd
pair (Chohan and Powell) lost in the
Plate Final of their section; the U13
1st pair (Curtis and Parikh) lost in the
Plate Final of the U14's age group,
playing a total of 10 sets of Fives in
the day.
School results in the regular season
followed very much the above pattern.
The U14's tried hard but were
outclassed by more experienced
opponents; the U13's, though new to
the game, played with terrific
enthusiasm, and should do well next
year. The U15's have great strength
in depth, and with all five pairs playing
consistently good fives they lost only
one of seven fixtures.
At University level K E continues to
be prominent, with three O E ' s
appearing in the Varsity match - Ethan
Sen in one of the lower Oxford Pairs
and James Birch and Paul Thompson
being awarded half blues for playing
- and winning - for Cambridge.
Congratulations to James Birch too for
his selection as Cambridge University
Captain of Rugby Fives next season.
My thanks to all those boys who
represented the school at Eton Fives
during the season, and to coach
Jeremy for his expertise and
encouragement.
GAW

th

Club Captain Shafiq Rasheed, who
was fifth at the West Midland Schools,
has worked hard to maintain morale
in KESOs third year of existence. He
has organised technical training for
the club, as well as religiously turning
up for physical training sessions. He
too is an active member of the West
Midlands Junior Squad.
Edward Nicholas took silver at
Broughton Burrows on the Gower
Peninsula in March, in the Welsh
Championships at Under 17, which
resulted in him being invited to join
the Welsh Junior Squad. He should be
picked to run in the Junior Home
International match in Ireland later on
this year. Also hoping to be picked is
Rhodri Morgan (Rem B) who has also
been invited to join the Welsh squad
Several other members of the club
have been invited to join the West
Midland Junior Squad after good
performances. Christopher Hindley of
the U M s was 15 in his age class at
the British Schools. Richard Pilsbury,
younger brother of Nick, had been
winning several races at the end of last
year. This year saw him go up an age
class and he is still perfecting the skills
needed to excel. He represented West
Midlands in the Inter-Regionals (U15)
and came 18 .
Ben Collins was 25 at the British
Schools and is still building his
th

th

th

confidence. He should make the W M
Junior Squad very soon if he works at
it.
Other stalwart members of the club
include Andrew Hall, Oliver Freeman,
Ian Miller, Matthew Siddons, Yuddi
Gershon and Peter Surtees. This year
has seen the introduction of club
windproof jackets. K E S O has also
attended its first National Events.
As is often the case with Orienteering,
you have to travel, often great
distances, to get to the good quality
terrain. Consequently, this year our
travels have taken us as far as
Barnsley, Huddersfield, Dorking, the
Gower Peninsula and Plymouth.
I hope next year it will be possible to
build on this success.
NB

This has been a very successful
season, as the results show.
Although the 4 XI is the only team
to remain entirely unbeaten, the
number of games lost is a very small
percentage of the total played. The
U15 XI lost only one match, and
were only eclipsed by the 1 XI as
regards the number of goals scored.
With many of the 1 XI being Sixth
formers, competition for places is
going to be strong next year. The
U14 XI deserve mention, as they
have
developed
enormously
throughout the season.
Considering that their first fixture
was only two weeks after they first
played together, and against their
strongest opponents of the year,
Warwick, the side has shown great
character. Altogether it has been a
very long but encouraging season.
th

st

st

st

1 XI Hockey
As this year's 1 XI consisted mainly
of
the
U16
Warwickshire
Championship XI of two years
previous, expectations were high for
a successful season: and so it turned
out. Fourteen of the side's eighteen
st
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Played
st

1 XI
2 XI
3 XI
4 XI
U15 X I
U15 B X I
U14XI
U14B XI
Totals
nd

rd

th

Won

18
16
10
7
19
7
18
5
100

14
11
6
6
18
4

Drawn

Lost

Goals For

Goals Against

1

3
2

91
57
17

25
22

3
2
1
0
1
2
2
12

13
1
73

2
0
1
2

On an individual level, Richard
Barker's ability to control any ball that
came near him proved almost as
invaluable as Andrew Gee's inability
to control anything proved costly. In
midfield, William Barker doggedly
hounded the opposition, and never put
in a paw performance. One player who
always got Stuckey(n) was Richard.
James "Razor" Raine wasn't always
the sharpest of defenders, but
distributed well and struck our short
corners. Finally, I would like to thank
Mr Tinley for robbing Prince Lee of
first place in House Hockey, and wish
next year's team the best of good luck.

8
5
8
5
18
10
101

19
82
11
53
8
338

3
2
15

contained a couple of highly skilled
players.

HALF COLOURS:
Matthew Carroll
Andrew Gee
Alistair Middleton

FULL COLOURS:
Richard Barker
William Barker
Richard Stuckey
William Webb
James Raine

William Webb
Divisional Honours:
Sam Sharpe

Midlands U16 Squad
County Honours:
Warwickshire U14 Squad
Warwickshire Development Squad

Paul Rai
John Ashton
RNI

games were won: we scored over 90
goals, and conceded only 25.
However, while we may have beaten
Worcester Sixth form 10 - 1 , and left
O l d Swinford Hospital School
needing First A i d , we showed a
tendency to lose the trickiest and most
important games: we were defeated 6

1st XI
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- 3 by Newcastle-under-Lyme, and
lost twice to Warwick, once 4 - 2 after
being 2 - 1 up with 15 minutes to go,
and once 1 - 0 in the regional round
of the cup competition. That said, we
once more won the pre-season Buttle
Tournament, and twice beat a
competent Camp H i l l side which

And now for a word from our sponsors...

2nd X I Hockey
Played 15, Won 10, Drew 3, Lost 2,
For 57, Against 22.
This was another fantastic season for
the 2nd XI, who lost only two out of
fifteen games. The start of the season
was poor, losing a tight game against
Warwick 3-2 but with very little
preparation time. A strong, if not
skilful, game followed against Five
Ways and a 1 - 1 draw was achieved.
Two of the best performances of the
season followed: a 9-0 drubbing of
Aston 1st X I and a 5-2 hammering of
a very solid Newcastle-under-Lyme
side, with Sharma, Hebblethwaite and
Vamadevan finding the target on
numerous
occasions. After a
disappointing result in a second game
against Aston (1-1), 8 games on the
bounce were won, crushing many
good sides along the way. There has
to be a particular mention of the 6-1
thrashing of Evesham 1st X I . After
being 1-0 down at half time, our
response was deadly, taking apart a
side containing eight county players.
This was an even better season
taking into account that there was only
one Sixth former present in the side.
As this will be the 1 st X I next season
barring one or two small alterations, I
believe there is much hope. Particular
mention must go to Sam Sharpe,
Hebblethwaite Jnr., John Roberts,
Ravi Panesar, Joe Millington, Padman

I
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William Evans and Anirudh Singh
certainly helped. Another area of
strength was our Arsenal-type
defence, consisting of Neil McGuire,
Dan Shilvock, Bob Cornwell, Zeke
Ward and Tim Andrews. We all look
forward now to the challenge of a new
year.
Oliver Middleton

2nd XI
Vamadevan, Kanchan Sharma and
Gary Brandrick for their consistently
high levels of effort and performance.
Thanks must go to Mr. Roll for his
continued effort in developing the
side, and for the invaluable half time
team talks.
Edward Postlethwaite
U14A Hockey
It was our first season: only three of
us had played before. We had had one
practice before our first game, against
a Nunnery Wood team who had
already been playing for a year. We
played bravely but lost 3 - 1 , Fayaz
Patel scoring the goal. Our next
fixture, against Warwick, ended in a
5-0 defeat by a much superior team.
After this however, we had a run of
seven games undefeated, including

Grrrr!
our biggest victory of the season, 6 0
against Queen Mary, Walsall. A much
anticipated rematch with Warwick
ended in a 2 - 1 defeat, partially
redeemed by Fred Thomas scoring the
goal of the season. We won the rest of
our matches, with the exception of a
draw against Solihull, a game in which
we showed great resilience in coming
back from 2 - 0 down.

U15A Hockey
Another successful season has
ended, with only a single blemish on
our record: an unlucky 2 - 1 defeat
by Queen Mary's Grammar School.
Our run of victories was largely owing
to the 26 goals scored by Oliver
Goodwin, but another 22 from
midfielders Oliver Middleton,

U15B Hockey
The B's had a good season under the
captaincy of Bhavesh Patel and Neil
Brandrick. Notable victories were
those against Solihull, Loughborough
and Newcastle, but ironically our best
performance was probably in the lost
game against Bishop Vesey, in which
we were without the strengths of the
" A " team players Patel, Ward and
C o n w e l l , but still maintained a
relentless attacking pace. The success
stories of the season must be Neil
Brandrick, the top scorer for the
season and since called up to the " A "
team, Zeke Ward, who worked
tirelessly in midfield, and Vikram
Banerjee, who also got a piece of the
" A " team action as a defender. Thanks
go to M r Tinley and M r Lye, without
whose help we would not be where
we are now.
Bhavesh Patel

AN O V E R A L L VIEW
It has been another excellent
season across all age groups for the
KES Rugby Club. 169 matches were
played, 100 of which were won. Add
to this the trial matches against
Monmouth School and King
Edward's Stratford; the House
rugby tournament; and
the
hundreds, if not thousands, of
training sessions. Only then do you
get the whole picture of how much
the K E S Club is doing and
achieving.
When asked to write an overall
view I decided not to look at
individual team records, as that will
be covered by the team captains.
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Instead, I would look at the
changing state of schoolboy rugby
and say thank you to the people who
make rugby at KES work so well.
Just like the men's game,
schoolboy rugby is going through a
great deal of change. The main
effect on KES is the policy of certain
schools (who will remain nameless)
of recruiting County and even
International standard players to
strengthen their 1st XV. This policy,
with our current fixture list, makes
an unbeaten season at 1st XV level
as good as impossible. Rugby at
KES has been, and 1 hope always
will be, about enjoyment, giving
100%, maintaining your discipline
and making friends. If we win more
games than we lose whilst doing
that, then great. Any player knows
that you enjoy a really good close
match, which you lose, far more
than a 60 point thrashing of weaker
opposition. However, it's always
nice to hammer Camp Hill, as we
did this year.
The senior players' end-of-season
dinner and awards ceremony was
another great success. Many thanks
go to Mavis Knight and her staff for
the excellent food. There were three
very witty speeches from the
respective captains, with the banter
between Sid Hawkins and Richard
Thomas on the difference between
1st and 2nd X V rugby being
particularly amusing.
Finally, I would like to thank
everybody involved in making
rugby run so smoothly, from the
staff who give up their weekends
away from their families, to all the
groundsmen that make KES pitches
as good as, if not better than, any in
the country.
I would like to finish with a quote
from my boss, 'Director of Physical
Education', M r Stuart Birch "when one considers everything
that goes on in this place, and the
vast range of other parallel sports
on offer, K E S does an excellent
rugby job. Especially when much of
our opposition offer a rugby
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KING EDWARD'S SCHOOL RUGBY CLUB
1998 - 1999 Season
IstXV
2nd XV
3rd XV
U16 XV
U15A
U15B
U14A
U14B
U13A
U13B
U13C
U13D
U12A
U12B
U12C
U12D
Total

Played
18
16
11
12
15
10
15
11
14
13
3
3
10
11
5
2
169

Won
10
13
2
8
4
6
12
6
14
6
1
3
3
7
3
2
1100

Lost Draw
8
0
0
3
6
3
3
1
11
0
4
0
0
3
4
1
0
0
6
1
1
1
0
0
1
6
4
0
0
0
0
8
61

For
Against
379
282
513
105
201
151
354
120
265
361
183
207
377
88
259
139
566
53
242
245
49
29
84
15
86
113
152
189
90
42
68
0
3868
2139

One main block fixture against Old Swinford cancelled due to weather.

Individual Representative
Honours

KES Rugby Club
Individual Player Awards

Under 18
Greater Birmingham selection A Williams, R Benson, J Pile.
North Midlands selection A Williams, R Benson, J Pile.

/ st XV Player of the yearAndy Williams

Under 16
Greater Birmingham selection I Moss, A Dyer, R Rees, J Chapman,
0 Watkins, J Ferdinand.
North Midlands selection 1 Moss, A Dyer, R Rees.
Midlands Trial I Moss.
Under 15
Greater Birmingham selection C Maskell, R Hanson,
A Mulira, R Folsom.

1 st XV Most improved playerJon Pile
2nd XV Player of the yearIan Anderson
2nd XV Most improved playerSimon Gwyther
3rd XV Player of the yearMatthew Smith
3rd XV Most improved playerPeter Wilson

Under 14
Greater Birmingham selection G Evans, S Postle, S Laight, J Vatish,
B Wright, J Harthill, J Huxley.

Club Man of the yearLawrence Hawkins

Team Honours:
1 st X V lost in round 3 of Daily Mail
Cup to eventual semi-finalists
12 points to 8 to
Worcester Sixth Form College.

Full Colours
L Hawki'ns, M Hassam,
A Pope, C Flemons,
A Williains.

Under 15A X V lost in the semi-final
of Greater Birmingham Cup
14 points to 12 to K E Aston.
Undet 14A X V lost in the semi-final
of Greater Birmingham Cup
15 points to 5 to K E Camp Hill.
Under 13A X V - winners of
Greater Birmingham Cup.

Half Colours
J Pile, R Benson, S Rupal,
J Pollock, J Skidmore, M Davis,
R Misra, J Feetam, R Thomas,
R Gardiner, I Anderson.
R W James
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dominated diet
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to
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"Parallel sports"? Basketball,
hockey, cricket, athletics? He has to
be joking!! Rugby is, and always
will be, the best team game. M r
Birch must still be bitter because
Wales beat England at Wembley (32
. 3 1). Well, there is always next
season, England.
R W James
Master i/c Rugby
1st v Rugby
I knew that it was going to be a
testing season when two prospective
1st X V props were injured for three
weeks after an initial, and very timid,
session on the scrummage machine.
However, the season began well with
our trip to Monmouth for a trial game,
which we won 1 0 - 5 . The result of
this match was indicative of the
closeness of the matches we would
face all season.
X

The season proper began extremely
well with a spirited and determined
performance against Solihull, winning
8-3. Our subsequent 22 5 victory over
RGS Worcester meant that spirits were
running so high that M r James forgave
Mark Davis for going out clubbing
before the Monmouth game. We soon,
however, learned the hard lesson of the
need to start matches well. The
narrow loss by 15-12 to Kings
Worcester by a dubious try was
difficult to swallow. Our confidence
was then battered by a serious defeat
by an Uppingham side brimming with
England players and boys on Leicester
scholarships.
Spirits were temporarily renewed
after a convincing w i n over
Kenilworth in the second round of the
Daily Mail Cup, 36 - 0. However, the
poorest performance of the season,
against Loughborough, seemed
paradoxically to strengthen the team
rather than to demoralise it. This was
shown the very next week when the
1st X V pulled out one of the best
performances of the season, beating
Nottingham, a team that had beaten
almost everybody that we had lost to.
This showed how spirit and

1st XV

If you're name's not down, you 're not coming in

commitment could easily turn 1st X V
results, mostly won or lost by the
narrowest of margins.
The defeat at Bromsgrove was a
blow, but not unexpected, given that
we were playing a significantly
strengthened 1st X V by contrast with
the rugby team that we had played
against in years lower down the
school.
The second half of the season was
much better than the first half,
beginning with victories over King
Henry VIII Coventry (24-10), and
over Queen Mary's Walsall (56-5).
This strengthened morale of the team
so much that M r James finally relented
and allowed James Skidmore to leave
training early to have his weekly
haircut. These successes laid the
groundwork for by far our most
significant achievement. To be the best
1st X V in the K i n g Edward's
Foundation is a difficult task, with
every school capable of producing at
least fifteen top quality rugby players.
Our victory over Camp Hill was my
personal highlight of the year. It was
the strongest out of all the schools in
the Foundation and the match was
played with Herculean commitment,
passion and aggression by both teams:
it was, after all, a local derby. The
convincing win of 24-3 only served
to show how, on that day, everything
seemed to fall into place. No tackles
were missed, opportunities were taken
and even Skidmore's grubber kick
was, for the first time all season,

rewarded with a try. The victory over
Five Ways, earlier in the season, meant
that our win over Aston allowed us to
claim a rather self-glorifying title of
"Champions of Birmingham". The
title seemed deserved, seeing that we
also beat Solihull.
The Rugby Players' Dinner marked
a fun and good-hearted end to the
season.
The awards went to
L.Hawkins for seemingly no reason
other than that he was the Captain.
A . Williams was rewarded with a
well-deserved title of Player of the
Year and J.Pile was given the Most
Improved Player award.
I am tempted to name notable
performances of the season but I
suspect that it would lead to tears,
screaming, hair pulling and handbags
at dawn! However those people that
definitely do deserve a mention are M r
James, our devoted coach and M r
Duncombe. M r Duncombe has been
an invaluable addition to the 1st X V :
it even seemed like he had done it
before, that was until he actually did
the fitness sessions with us, an unusual
characteristic of a K.E.S coach. His
presence allowed M r James to
indoctrinate the backs with his ideas
of great "Welsh" Rugby, but none of
the team could remember that far
back.
Lawrence "Sid" Hawkins
2

nd

X V Rugby
This year's 2 X V had an extremely
successful season, winning 13 out of
nd
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trailing by seven points However, as
in so many games which were to
follow, we only really started playing
properly when we were chasing the
game. The match eventually ended in
a thrilling 21-21 draw. We showed in
this game that even though the
opposition were better than we were,
we could still save the day if we
played as a team.

2nd XV

Yes Officer, No.7, on the left with the blond hair. That's him!

the 16 games played, scoring over 500
points and conceding just over 100.
The team was especially strong in
terms of pace and handling, enabling
some tremendous rugby to be played.
Many of the players in the 2 also
played matches for the first team,
resulting in the same team never being
fielded twice. Nevertheless this did
not affect the team's performance. The
season opened with a good w i n
against Solihull, followed by massive
wins against RGS Worcester and Five
Ways where the Beast ran in 8 tries!
Having beaten King's Worcester we
faced a particularly strong Uppingham
side and lost narrowly. After losing
another tight match to Loughborough
we beat Warwick convincingly. Then
losing to Nottingham, we decided that
enough was enough and we needed to
get back to winning ways. Upon
which we destroyed Denstone, scoring
over 50 points for the second time that
season, which set us up for the biggest
game of the season: Bromsgrove.
nd

This was the match the team had
been waiting for. With a pretty much
full strength side we were well
prepared. The match was tight all the
way through, with solid defence and
strong tackling keeping the score to
5-5 with only a few minutes to go.
Then after a clean line out and a
clinical backs move we scored and
converted the try. The final whistle
went shortly afterwards, to our
triumph and Bromsgrove's despair.
This had capped the season.
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In following matches we were filled
with confidence, conceding only 8
points in the remaining 6 games,
scoring 69 against Newcastle and 55
against Queen M a r y ' s without reply.
Having enticed the Chief Master away
from the boring 1 X V , we displayed
our "champagne" style rugby, scoring
from everywhere and anywhere.
st

Thanks go to the other teams for
making us look so good, to the whole
team for an outstanding season and
to Mr. Phillips for his support and
guidance throughout the campaign.
Richard Thomas
3 XV Rugby
The 3rd X V started the season at
Solihull. We weren't too confident
going into this game, as we had only
had one training session together as a
team prior to the match. Our lack of
confidence showed, as we were soon
rd

3rd XV

Following the exciting start to the
season, we lost our next match 26-17
to R G S , but we bounced back the
following week with a draw against
King's. After these three matches
came a bad spell in which we lost four
games on the trot. Although we had
experienced a slump in the season we
got our act together for the big match
against Bromsgrove. Having suffered
four defeats in a row, we came back
with our best performance of the
season, holding Bromsgrove to a 1010 draw.
We had to wait until the last two
games for a victory but we finished
off what seemed a very disappointing
season in style. We beat Camp Hill and
Aston, scoring a total of 106 points
against the two without conceding a
single point.
We could have had a much better
season, but all too often we only
started playing competitively when we
were a good number of points down
and this inevitably made our task
harder. Having said that, we were
always able to score a lot of points
even when we were being beaten - we

Arguably the most organised rugby side
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style of play on his hero, A l l a n
Bateman) played well in the centre
and both kicked well in Dyer's
absence. Ferdinand and Jain both
performed consistently well on the
wings.
During the season several members
of the team played representative
rugby - Watkins, Moss, Rees, Dyer,
Chapman and Ferdinand for Greater
Birmingham. Moss, Rees, Dyer,
Ferdinand and Chapman went to the
North Midlands Trial which saw
Moss, Rees and Dyer gain selection
for the North Midlands U 16 squad.

Bromsgrove player hitches ride on sea of men
only failed to score in one match in
the entire season.
Td like to congratulate a number of
players. In the forwards Andrew
Papadamou, Simon Long, David Ford,
Tim Owen and of course the
indomitable Richard Webb had great
seasons and in the backs Matt Smith,
Peter Wilson, Nick Markou and Mark
Woo played exceptionally. Finally,
thanks go to M r . Evans for his
inspiration and expert coaching and
for never losing faith in us. I think
he'll agree with me that the results
throughout the season didn't reflect
how well we often played.
Idnan Yunas
Robert Sinclair
U16 Rugby
The '98-99 season started
badly for the U-16 A s . In the opening
match at Solihull we were 'caught
cold' by a lively outfit and
comfortably beaten. The second game,
against RGS Worcester, was a much
closer contest but we lost by the odd
point! Comfortable wins against
Fairfax 1st X V and King's School
Worcester followed.
Late October saw us travelling to
Uppingham on an extremely windy
day. Uppingham won a close game
although we were aggrieved by some
idiosyncratic decisions by the referee.
The extrovert prop, O.Watkins, was
cautioned for crooning in the scrum:

we believe this to be the first recorded
instance of this offence! We then drew
a hard fought game with Warwick.
The game against Denstone was
marred by their failure to contain their
violent tendencies. Because of this,
the game, which we won, was ended
early and one Denstone player was
sent off! A solid win against
Nottingham High School followed.
The last game of the Autumn term saw
us entertain Bromsgrove and win a
tough, physical game, the highlight of
which was an outstanding solo try by
stand-in fly-half James Martin. A most
satisfying end to the term.
Just two matches were played in the
spring term: we lost to King Henry
VIII Coventry, away, and in our very
last game as a year group we beat
Bishop's Hereford.
The team performances were solid:
forward play improved enormously
during the season. Rees's ball
winning, the work of Watkins and
Chapman in the front row, Pears' ball
carrying and line-out work were all
noteworthy. Other notable performers
in the pack were flanker H i l l and
hooker Ward who now seems to have
mastered the art of throwing in at the
line-out. Moss and Dyer continued
their
long-standing
half-back
partnership though an injury to Arthur
Dyer saw James Martin take the flyhalf position with outstanding success.
Wood and Tudor-Jones (modelling his

Many thanks are due to Mr.T.Mason
for his occasional refereeing, and to
Mr.R.James for his help and coaching,
but particularly to M r S.Birch for his
tremendous
enthusiasm
and
encouragement throughout the
season: not only for his refereeing, but
also for putting up with the Captain's
constant whinging about
the
infringements of opposition back row
players!
Finally, I should like to thank all the
members of the team and all the
parents and friends who have given us
so much support over the five seasons
that we have been together as a year
group. I wish everyone continued
success and enjoyment as they move
on to the Senior teams.
Ian Moss
U15A Rugby
Having finished last year strongly,
the U 1 5 A were looking to improve
again this season. However, not all
went to plan and a number of early
season
performances
were
disappointing. As a year we are not
graced with an excess of naturally
gifted players able to make good
decisions on the field. Perhaps more
crucially, commitment was lacking.
Our morale was low and not even the
ever-inspirational Roger Newman
could change our luck. We started to
improve towards Christmas, ironically
when playing many of the stronger
sides: consequently our results often
failed to reflect our better
performances.
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Probably our best match of the
season came against our old rivals
Bromsgrove, a game in which we
were desperately unfortunate; we
spent most of the game camped on the
opposition 22, but despite crunching
tackles from the whole side, and in
particular Simon Purkis and Matthew
Alcock, Bromsgrove stole the game
with a break away try. We took
confidence from this brutal encounter
and proceeded to beat Bablake,
Furtherwick Park and Coventry with
ease in the New Year, once again
ending the season on a high note.
Ranjan Chopra has developed into a
formidable line-out jumper, and along
with Richard Hanson, Anthony
Mulira, Chris Maskell, and the rest of
the pack the U15A's managed to win
plenty of ball. Yassir Sultan was top
try scorer. Richard Folsom, Richard
Hanson, Anthony Mulira and Chris
Maskell were regular starters for the
Greater Birmingham team, with a
number
of
others
selected
occasionally.

place and led the team on a four game
winning streak. Unfortunately our last
two games were lost due to injuries
and decent opponents. With Amit
Sharma leading the backs, we scored
our last two tries in our final game,
which we lost.
I think many thanks have to go to
our coach this season, Bob Neman,
who stood on every touch line and
gave us much needed support that kept
us playing as a team in the hardest
matches. A l l in all it was a season
which everyone enjoyed and learnt
from.

U14A X V Rugby
We started the season shakily, losing
2 out of our first 4 games. However
we only lost one more match after that,
to Camp H i l l in the Greater
Birmingham Cup semi-final. The
score was 15-5 but that did not reflect

U14B X V Rugby
This was a good season, with six
wins, four losses and a draw. We had
an opening win against Solihull,
followed by a good performance
which lost against RGS Worcester.
From there we went from strength
to strength through convincing 58-5
wins against Kings Worcester and
Aston and continued to have a strong
season until our final win against
Camp Hill.
The star of the team was clearly
Michael Fanner, scoring 88 points and
finally getting a deserved place in the
' A ' team for the last games. Other
strong performers were Nabil Shah
and Oliver Murphey. A strong season
with many memorable performances.

Jonathan Adamson
U13A Rugby
The Under 13 Team has had an
outstanding season. We were the only

Thanks of course go to Mr. Porter,
who valiantly led us through the
season, and to Roger Newman for his
morale-boosting team talks.

Andrew Gillespie
U15B Rugby
This year proved to be a great season
for the players in the U15B team. We
fielded a strong side this year with
players like Luke Carrington and
Pavitar Bansel leading our forwards
and great play by Matthew Alcock and
David Hall in the backs. Our opening
game against Solihull set the tempo
of the season : we beat them 20-7.
Although mistakes were made, we
worked on them and a great team spirit
prevailed throughout. The second
game proved to be one of our most
hard fought, against RGS: the final
score 19-17 to R G S . Everyone
enjoyed this game - Matthew Alcock
played brilliantly and was rewarded
with a try in the second half.
The team played well together and
we went on to beat some great teams
despite sometimes fielding only 14
men. Pavitar took over the Captain's
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U14A XV

Swedish mud wrestling proved a popular pre-match diversio

the match, in which we had possession
much more often. We did avenge last
year's defeat by Warwick, winning 207. Don Le and James Millard emerged
as promising new wingers and Paddy
Cruickshank and Michael Fanner
came through from the B-team. Stuart
Postle, Jamie Vatish, Gaz Evans,
Simon Laight, Joe Huxley, Ben
Wright and James Hartill rounded off
a successful season by gaining places
in the Greater Birmingham Squad.

S. Postle

unbeaten school team, scoring 566
points and conceding only 53 in 14
matches. In most matches we put
about 50 points on the opposition but
occasionally allowed them to slip in a
try. Perhaps, we got careless once we
knew we were winning. Our main
point scorer was Rob Holyhead, who
scored about 45 tries (225 points) and,
as our goal kicker, kicked many
conversions. Chris Bennett-Britton
and I also significantly contributed to
our points score.
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involving perhaps thirteen of the KES
players.
In short, there was far too much
individualism evident throughout the
season, and a reluctance by some to
take advice (or at least to remember
to act on it in the heat of the moment).
The players need to realise that
rugby is a team game and that
individual effort has to be meshed
with collective discipline and
organisation. Typically no one passed
until he absolutely had to, at which
point, it was often too late, and the
pass was dismally inept.
U13AXV

So our trophy cabinet won't be empty this

I was very pleased with the
forwards, who have all improved
greatly this year. Shalin Punn, Michael
Gardiner, Ricki Ubhi, Abbas Shah and
Taylor Meanwell all had excellent
seasons. As Harry Hecht wrote in last
year's Chronicle, "The only regret is
that we could not find stronger
opposition." Winning the Greater
Birmingham Schools Cup was a
fitting end to a great season.
The whole squad would like to thank
Mr. James and Mr. Stead for coaching
us this season, arranging the fixtures
and refereeing.
Dan

Drew

U12 Rugby
Played 11, Won 3, Drawn

1, Lost 7,

Points For 86, Points Against

148.

Having won the first game narrowly
against Loughborough G.S., the team
thought that they would be in for a
successful season. However, there
was an immediate rude awakening
when the next three matches were lost.
Over the season the forwards always
played hard, but found it difficult
against sides who were invariably
bigger and faster. In the backs, Robert
H i l l alone showed pace and
opportunism; he scored several
important tries, but too often the team
did not take the chances to score when
they had the opposition under
pressure. The awful weather didn't
help much either!

year...phew!

In an attempt to limit the
opposition's scoring, the side played
very much in the current vogue of "in
your face" rugby, and this worked
quite well. As the season progressed
and new talent was introduced, the
team began to show that they could
become a difficult side to beat in the
future. Rees, Butler and Clarke
worked particularly hard throughout.
The tackling and determination shown
by a l l players were both very
creditable, and the backs have some
skill but are limited by a lack of real
pace. A l l those who played know that
the way to improve on this record will
be to practise hard, to work at getting
fitter and faster round the field, and
to be more aggressive on the ball.
The B C and D teams all had good
seasons, so there are plenty of players
who should be aiming at the A team
places next season. This can only help
to raise everyone's standard.
Charlie

Rees/DCE

U12B X V Rugby
Despite a reasonably successful
playing record the team lacked a
certain organisation and discipline.
One incident in the very last match of
the season against Camp Hill summed
up much of what was wrong. The
referee awarded a penalty to K E S : the
scrum half (quite rightly) got hold of
the ball immediately. There then
followed an enormous shouting match

On the positive side, a number of
players progressed well and broke into
the A-team as a result of consistently
strong performances, notably Lewis
Chatterley, Matthew Riddell, Oliver
Grauers and Richard Thebridge. A
number of other players showed
considerable talent and promise for
the future, especially A l i s t a i r
Campbell.
The front-row acquitted itself well
in the scrummage with James Martin
at hooker usually winning the lion's
share of the ball, helped by the
presence of Paul Shelley at prop who,
though somewhat slow around the
field, scrummaged very effectively.
Amir Shafi at number 8 put in some
strong performances too.
If in the future they can harness their
individual talents: reign back their
egos: sink their petty differences and
consistently bring their boots and kit
(another nightmare-area of confusion
and forgetfulness) many of this team
will go on to greater success in the
future.
Finally my thanks to Tom Cadigan
for captaining the side (a formidable
task) and, especially, for playing in a
huge variety of positions as
circumstances dictated he had to.
JRRE

U12C Rugby
Overall, I think we have had an
extremely good season, with wins
against Stratford School, Fairfax
School and King Edward's Aston, and
only two losses. I think this is a rather
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with 'Cunning Tactical Development
Co-ordinator' - M r Simpson,
'Manager' - M r Loram, and 'well
there was a spare place' - M r Beard,
we had a truly unbeatable team behind
us.

Mr Everest proudly admires
a textbook lineout.

impressive record, since most of the
team had never played rugby before
September.
It is only fair to mention two boys
in particular, who, in my view, played
extremely well during the season:
Jacob Barbasch and Ross Chinn.
However, I did feel that the team as a
whole played excellently. There are,
of course, a few areas in which we
need to improve, but otherwise I am
very pleased with the effort and team
spirit, and I only hope that we will
have many more great seasons like this
one to come.

Over the years, KES's performances
at Squash haven't always grabbed the
headlines, or even got a cursory
mention in the Chronicle, but then we
haven't always had such a noteworthy
team of gifted individuals. However,
the fresh crop of players, despite
exuding talent and potential in droves,
had never played a Squash match
before - ever.
To sort this problem out we were
placed under a rigorous programme of
technical, tactical and mental training
by tough taskmaster "Tinners". Along
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We lost a closely fought opening
match against Solihull, 3-2, in a five
set thriller and in the next two matches
we encountered narrow defeats, 5-0
and 4-1, due to such insignificant
problems as missing players.
However, as our 'FA Cup Final', the
eagerly anticipated Common Room
match, approached, we were all
improving fast and exacted sweet
revenge over Solihull, with a 3-2 win,
thanks largely to multi-talented Dave
"Dippers" Payne's crushing victory.
The pre- Common Room Match
build up was intense, consisting of a
boxing style war-of-words as the
coaching team defected. They resorted
to making childish and immature
jokes about a certain member of our
team. We of course weren't brought
down to their level - we were already
there!
As match day grew ever closer,
players began to fall on both sides Mr Birch, star player and driving force
behind many a Common Room
victory, fell victim to an injury. For
us,
Nevjeet
Bhagrath
was
mysteriously unavailable.
Will Barker despatched M r Beard,
with his usual clinical efficiency.
Meanwhile on the next court it was
"Dippers" vs M r Porter. Dave proved
he was as much of a chicken as he
looks as he ran scared from his
adversary's superior ability and
competitive spirit. Mr Porter achieved
the amazing feat of maintaining the
elegance and grace of a ballet dancer
as he put his entire (and not
inconsiderable) weight behind some
colossal smashes. So the old men
pulled one back.
Then Rob went on against the semicrippled M r Birch, who could hardly
run, and still managed to lose. I
levelled the match, setting up a big
finale, Richard Barker vs "Tinners".
"Tinners" stood out initially for his

novel and unusual outfit - not exactly
regulation sports gear. The shorts,
painfully tight and garishly stripped;
the odd green shirt, striped at right
angles to those shorts; a most
attractive combination. And finally
there were the white socks - pulled
up as if they were dungarees.
Despite all his un-sportsman-like
tactics and attempts to wind Rich up,
he lost. We emerged triumphant to win
the Common Room match 3-2, our
season's aim accomplished.
Richard Stuckey
111111111111111111111
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V I Tennis
After two years of promising, the
U19 tennis team finally delivered this
year, winning the M i d l a n d Bank
National Schools Championships.
Despite not being able to field a full
strength side from the quarterfinals
onwards (due to exam clashes) we
managed to overcome Richard Huish
School in the final in a deciding
doubles. Throughout the two days of
competition the team showed superb
battling performances from Richard
Stuckey, Andrew Gee and Edward
Postlethwaite.
The U19 team also played in two
other national competitions, the
Glanvill Cup and the Youll Cup. In the
Glanvill Cup we have to compete
against the professional schools, Hills
Road and Cheam. After some easy
matches in the early rounds we met
some tougher opposition in the
quarterfinals against the fourth seeds,
Repton. This was a close and keenly
contested tie and the two teams shared
equally the six rubbers. However,
unfortunately, on the countback
system one set lost the match.
The Independent Schools Youll Cup
at Eton saw the U19 team progress
through to the semi-finals before
eventually losing to Millfield, the
winners of the competition. Once
again, after the doubles were tied we
st
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A

teams
were
highly
committed, and achieved
excellent results in the
Midland Bank Competition,
although neither managed to
make it through to the next
round. The B team won all
its matches against K i n g
Edward's Aston, Camp Hill
and Five Ways, but was
unfortunately placed in the
same group as the A team.
The Five Ways match was a
closely fought battle and was
eventually won on games by
27 to 24. Particular credit
goes to David Meisel and
Tom Rutter, who remained
unbeaten in both their singles
and doubles throughout the
season.

.WJ.

First Team tennis
lost on a deciding set of singles. This
was a huge disappointment because
the team were confident that if they
could have overcome the favourites,
Millfield, in the semi-finals we would
have been able to capture our second
national title.
The vast number of Saturday
fixtures on the calendar gave many
players the chance to compete at first
team level. The rotation of players
didn't affect results and the team
managed to maintain an unbeaten
record with some convincing wins
over Oxford University Penguins,
Malvern College and Bromsgrove
School.
Despite the disappointment of the
Glanvill Cup and the Youll Cup, the
year managed to end on a high with
K i n g Edward's School being
presented
the
'Outstanding
Contributions to Schools Tennis'
award. Along with the Midland Bank
National Championships, these two
national titles ensured that the season
didn't end with the trophy cabinet
empty for the third year running.
Richard Barker
U15 Tennis
A season of mixed fortunes began
with our somewhat untested squad

making the journey to Nottingham
High School. It was to prove a
satisfactory opening match, ending
with a 4.5-4.5 draw. The cancelling
of the friendly match against
Bromsgrove the following Saturday
allowed the match squad, consisting
of J.Forrest, P.Rai, O.Middleton,
P.Walker, N . R i z k a l l a , W.Taylor,
L.Carrington, T.Forrest and M .
Sandison to work hard in order to
improve their tennis before the
remaining fixtures. The team,
however, managed only respectable
performances against Malvern,
Bradford G . S. and Repton and a
solitary win over Shrewsbury.
The Midland Bank competition saw
a more successful run for the team
with two impressive wins and two
narrow losses. Disappointingly
though, this wasn't good enough for
a place in the knock out stages, and
meant an early end to our tennis
season.
1 would like to thank, on the team's
behalf, Mr.Beard, for his work in
organising the matches, Mr.Booth for
the support and Les Swaby for his
tolerance of our incompetence.
James Forrest
U13 Tennis
This season saw the strongest squad
in recent years. Both the A and B

The A team also gained
wins against Camp Hill and
Aston, with a particularly strong
performance against Aston of 5 sets
to 1. Against Camp Hill Daniel Loyo
made a fine debut with a 6: 0 win in
his singles.
As the final match of the season
against Five Ways approached, it
looked likely that the A team would
make it through to the next round, as
the B team had already beaten Five
Ways. However, this time Five Ways
put out a much stronger team,
including players who had been
injured earlier in the season. This
combined with a sudden lack of
confidence in some of the K E S
players, led to a 5:1 win by Five Ways.
Although it was disappointing not
to make it through to the next round
of the competition, the squad showed
tremendous enthusiasm both at
coaching after school on Tuesdays and
at the matches. Also the number of
able players in the squad enabled a
healthy amount of flexibility in
selection.
JES
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U16 Water Polo
The under 16 team were knocked out
in the second phase of the E S S A
National competition. Their results
have been mixed this season, mainly
due to the fact that there are very few
boys in the current 5 year playing the
sport. Many of the younger boys who
made up the team looked promising.
The highlight was certainly the
remarkable achievement of Oliver
Goodwin in the 4 year. He has been
selected to play in the G B under-16
team. He appears to have a highly
successful future in the sport.
th

th

JCH
U14 Water Polo
At the time of writing, the under 14
team have just qualified for the
national finals. The competition is
organised on a group format, starting
with about 40 teams. They began by
winning the Midland competition,
beating K i n g ' s Grantham, the
country's top team, on the way. They
then progressed to the North and
Midland finals, and finished second in
their group to Bolton School.
The National Finals are to be held
at Grantham School on the 20 June.
The team has several talented
youngsters, but Mitesh Jalota, of
U M D , deserves a special mention. He
was selected for a youth development
initiative to be held at Millfield School
this summer, which is run by G B
coaches.
JCH
th

U19 Water Polo
Someone once said that "Rugby is a
game for thugs played by gentlemen,"
and that "Football is a gentleman's
game played by thugs." If this is true
then Water Polo should probably be
known as a thug's game played by
thugs. It is a game that encompasses
all that is aggressive in human nature.
Yet every Friday a score of blood
thirsty youngsters practice the
malicious tactics necessary for
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participation in this brutal game.
How is it that a school, which prides
itself on bringing its students up to
'Godliness and good learning,' would
allow its scholars to participate in such
extra curricular activities? Surely this
runs completely against the grain?
Nevertheless, however well founded
the students' claims to virtuosity, a
Water Polo team has emerged from
this school. Unfortunately, despite the
passion and the silky skills with which
the school Water Polo players
endeavour to play, no silver, bronze,
tin, copper, iron, or even wooden
objects commonly used in victorious
celebrations, are to be found in the
water polo trophy cabinet. (Indeed do
we even have one?)
Yet it has not been an entirely
unsuccessful season, because the
reservoir of talent in the team is vast
and on occasion, when the floodgates
were opened and a wave of brilliance
was unleashed we felt we could
achieve anything. When Tom 'the
fence' Goodwin was on form, saving
shots by leaping from the water like a
salmon and his brother, the KES steam
roller was virtually unstoppable.
When this combined with the power
and grit provided by Jon Pitt, the
defensive stability of Phil Martin, and
superb playmaking from Mark Davis,
we found the form which allowed us
to beat King's Grantham by four goals
in the English schools cup second
round.
It was this form which took us to the
final of the Warwickshire junior
league where S o l i h u l l were our
opponents. In an all deep pool that has
probably seen more drownings in polo
games than in an episode of
Baywatch, we produced our best polo
of the season but only to be beaten by
the narrowest of margins.
The supporters had crawled out of
the woodwork to bear witness to this
superb, close-fought match, leaving
both teams with less wind than the
ball. Considering the competition we
have encountered throughout the year,
the team has a lot to be proud of and
should enter into the new season with

confidence and aspirations to fulfil
their potential. Only then w i l l we
produce the consistency that may take
us further towards being the best in
England.
Oliver Newcombe

Name: Andy Williams
Age: 18
Form: Geog VI
Sporting Honours:
Greater Birmingham Schools
North Midlands Schools
North Midlands Clubs
Midlands Schools
2 X V Player of the Year, 1998
1 X V Player of the Year, 1999
nd

st

I first played rugby at age 8 when my
dad took me down to Bromsgrove
rugby club. I have played there ever
since and only started playing school
rugby when I came to K E S . The
sacrifices I have made have been quite
significant, although definitely worth
it. During the season I will probably
play two matches a week and train on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursday's
with the first team and Tuesdays at my
club. This doesn't leave much time
for work but means I can still go out
at the weekend. I never drink the night
before a match.
Further adaptations I have made are
to my diet. As I am trying to gain
weight I w i l l eat a lot of protein
(especially red meats) and drink a
couple of pints of milk a day. Over
the summer I work hard on my fitness
and strength. I usually alternate
between running or cycling and going
to the gym, where I mainly do upperbody work. I would very much like
to go on to play rugby professionally
and maybe even get an England cap,
however at the moment my priority is
to get to university and get a degree.
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Name: Oliver Goodwin
Age: 15
Form: 4J
Sporting Honours:
U18 Warwickshire Team
U16 Midlands Team
TJ16 Great Britain Squad
TJ16 England Team
Water Polo started in my first year
at the school and as a swimmer I was
naturally interested. From there, I
have progressed through the age
groups and stages of ability finally
ending up playing for England. The
route that I took is in order above.
Due to the need to be fit and quick
in the water I train twice a week for
both Swimming and Water Polo.
There is no great expense needed
except for the trunks and possibly a
box! This has now become easier as
I am sponsored by Speedo. I try and
put school work before anything but
sometimes this is not possible. Most
teachers understand but some don't!
Although there is a lack of money in
the sport I would like to play it
professionally one day. Finally I must
thank Andrea, my coach, M r Hatton
for his support, and of course my
parents for their commitment to
taking me around the country for
matches. Cheers!
Name: Amir Ali
Age: 18
Form: Maths V I M
Sporting Honours:
Midlands Basketball U14's,
U15's & U 1 6 ' s
Birmingham Bullets U19's & U23's
England Basketball U17's & U19's
I got involved in Basketball in my
primary school. Due to my height my
sports teacher pushed me to play.
After playing for a few years I came
to like it and it went from there. M y
life now is based around Basketball.
I train every day for at least an hour
and a half. Playing in a national
league means a lot of travelling,
which is costly both in terms of time
and money, but is enjoyable. With
such a hectic schedule, allocating my

time to do school work can be
difficult.
I am highly motivated because I
want to play Basketball professionally. England is not known for
its players so I would like to surprise
most people by making it big, if I can!
I would like to thank all my coaches
and team-mates as they have all
contributed to developing my
Basketball.

Name: Dan Jackson
Age: 15
Form: V H
Sporting Honours:
Midland's Basketball
U16's England Captain
2 National Championships
I went on holiday to Spain, where
there's a massive hype about
basketball. O n arriving back in
England, I worked hard on my game
and joined my local club, progressing
eventually to the Birmingham Bullets.
I sacrifice two hours a day to practice
shooting, and four hours a week with
the team. Travel is essential, so I'm
abroad three weeks of the year solely
for Basketball, and continuously
travelling up and down the country.
Unlike some sports, Basketball is
quite expensive, requiring specialised
trainers, kit as well as registration fees.
Matches take up most of the weekends
during the season. Despite this I try
to meet most homework deadlines
(and fail) but teachers are mostly
understanding.
M y M u m and Dad are my main
source of support and motivation.
Thank you. In addition to this I have
my own competitive instinct. Thanks
to all my coaches and friends. In the
future I hope to go to college in the
US,
and
eventually
play
professionally in the European
League, but primarily I'm searching
for more sponsorship.

Name: Barker Twins
Age: 18
Form: Maths V I M
Sporting Honours:
GB Junior Tennis Squad
ITF Doubles world ranking
Senior County Squad - Unbeaten
Our parents introduced us to the game,
and we've loved it ever since. We
concentrate on fitness training six
hours a week, and Tennis thirteen
hours a week. Having recently
travelled to the Czech Republic to play
in a junior ITF tournament, cost is
always high. This is due to travel costs
and coaching - which we cannot put
an exact figure on. We do however
have a sponsorship deal for equipment
and kit so that helps. We find it easy
to motivate ourselves and as a result
we will be playing Tennis full time
next year. We hope to play
professionally, but it's highly
competitive nowadays.
Name: Nick Pilsbury
Age: 15
Form: I V L
Sport: Orienteering
The highlight of my 2-year career
has been running for England against
Holland and Belgium in Kent in the
Interland competition. I have also
achieved my aim for the year and will,
in the summer, be travelling on the
Great Britain U18 ' B ' tour to
Scotland. However, my aim for the
next couple of years will be to achieve
the ' A ' tour to Scandinavia in 2001. I
became interested in orienteering
when Mr. Barrable ran a trip to a local
race. At present I train for about four
and a half hours each week (not all
running), and spend about four hours
travelling to and from races at the
weekend and also during midweek. I
spend about £250 a year on equipment
and compete in between three and five
whole-weekend competitions a year.
However, this does not affect my
school work. I would like to thank
my mum for sacrificing her free time
to help me both train and compete, and
M r Barrable for being an excellent
mentor.
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